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Linden Lane in Winter '

FOREWORD
Ere the play begins 'tis necessary to read the prologue,
that monotonous period when scenes are shifted, seats adjusted, and hats removed. Since the sce~ery is stationary,
the seats imaginary, and the hats visionary, we shall presume
a respectful audience to be "attentos, benevelos, and dociles," and proceed with fitting explanations and apologies.
You have before you the result of a few short months
of earnest endeavor by the Class of Nineteen Nineteen.
Should you be wont to deride our efforts or minimize our
humble achievements, we would bid you harken to the criterion of criticism set by the immortal Pope.
"A perfect judge will read each word of wit
With the same spirit that its author writ."

Spirit is the keynote. Just as the "esprit" in battle redeems countless unattractive warri0r~, so nineteen asks that
its spirit overshadow the apparent shortcomings of th:~
volume.
Returning in January of .the present year from war's
chaotic cauldron, Nineteen immediately asserted its . desir;
for a suitable record of happy years on the hill-top. "In-:
advisable," said our wisest counsellors; "impossible,"
groaned the gloom dispensers; "worthy of the attempt!"
replied Nineteen.
The result of our attempt is at your merciful disposal;
cavil if you will, criticize if you must; but remembering the
words _o f the poet and the spirit prompting our effort.s we
trust tnat you will tolerantly receive this compendium of
Nineteen's deeds.
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OUR PROFESSORS
During four strenuous and uninterrupted years of study
and play, we have ever been conscious of the paternal
guidance, the motherly love, and the brotherly comrade~
ship of our professors. We cannot recall the innumerable
instances when they directed our stumbling footsteps, when
they soothed our aching hearts, when they shared our
praise_ and censure.
Gratitude is not found in the spoken word but in the
souls of men. Suffice it is to say that as ~ur beloved profes~
sors have aided us immeasurably in our quest for know~
led_ge a~d truth and character, so in future years we hope
by noble ideals and manly characters to reflect some credit
~p~n the generous and untiring . efforts they lavished upon
N~neteen. In that manner alone can Nineteen sufficiently
express its thankfulness and affection.

Rev. James J. Carlin, S. J.
President of Holy Cross
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Rev. James A. Mullen, S. J.
Vice;President, Dean, Prefect of Studies, and Moderator or Athletics
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Rev. John p. Wheeler, S. J.
Prefect of Discipline
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Rev. John M. Fox, S.

J.

Professor of Ethics and Evidences

Rev. Thomas F. Mcloughlin ·
(Deceased)
Professor of Psychology and Natural History

Rev. John X. Pyne, S. J.
Professor to Senior in Political Economy

Rev. George L. Coy \e, S.
Professor to Senior in Chemistry

J.

Rev. Patrick Rafferty, S.

J.

Professor to Senior in Astronq my
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Rev. Francis P. Donnelly, S.
Professor of Pedagogy

J.

Rev. John A. Frisch, S.
Professor to Senior in Biology

J.

Mr. William I. Mcloughlin, A.B., LLD.
Professor to Senior in Jurisprudence
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From a Beaven Window

TO THE SENIORS
As Pershing said, "Here we are!" The long awaited,
anxiously expected history of Ni_neteen is in your hands.
Lift it as .gently as the new-born babe 'for, · though young at
present, yet perhaps at some distant ·date you may turn these
self-same leaves affectionately, to laugh .and sigh with your
fellows of yesterday.
··
The editors cannot thank the class too heartily for the
Never
spirit of co-operation manifested by everybody.
would the book have been a possibility were it not for · the
fact that Nineteen demanded it despite the obstacles, and Nineteen's demands have, do, and will be answered.
Another request to' which the staff has tried to respond
is that the present volume :should · depart, as far · as possible,
from the triteness and conventionality of mutual admiration
societies found in many . class books. No nineteener needs
a panegyric; the firm bonds of friendship require no sugared
coating; but every nineteener wishes this to be an accurate
record of the laudable accomplishments, the humorous incidents, and the pardonable foibles of the pace-making class.
So, if you are gently reminded of your own fun, smile and
read on; and be convinced that Nineteen is forever one in
deeds, wit, and frailties, ~oing hand in hand down "the long,
long frail a winding out there beyo.n d Linden Lane."

1919 as Freshmen

Beaven Entrance

~- S1;ANTON ABLETT,

"Cohoes,

N. Y.

"Stan" "Scranton"

'"'And.·-he pursued ·the even tenor of
his wa_y."
•

Army

''.Ores~ Peeraid" (1, 2, 3, 4)
"!(olynos Klub" (3,. 4) ·

"J.

B:'' (3}

We could not im~gine anything more
.

absurd, .,wilder; or more .closely resembling the impossible than to see our "Stan"
racing through the conidors of Holy
Cros~ in an endeavor to start a "Rough
Hou"se."

No one, indeed, would have

.

to number him,; with his modthe cou;age
.
est ways, among those whose delight it is
to gam_bo! behind the footlights of notoriety.

He is one of the few of a more se'i-ious mien who -have chosen the' less illum-

inated paths of college life. _
"Stan's" quietness and quasi-reticence did not at first gather around him

a gal-

lery of intimates, but those who finally pierced his calm exterior wer~ J rivi'ieged
to see beneath a deep sincerity and steadfastness of purpose which, as ~ime pa;sed,
won the admiration of the many friends he now enjoys.
Early in the course "Stan" realized th_at the open sesame to the teinple of know_.-·
ledge was the virtue "Application" and he profited thereby.
attested by the record of his accomplishments in the classrooms,"-

The result is best
accomRlishments

which argue w~ell for further achievements in the world beyond the college\ walls
where deeds result from preparation.
"Bon soyage, Stan!"
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JOHN

H.

ALLEN'

Bridgeport, Conn.
"Jack," "Horne," "Alex Jazz"

"Such as I am, all true lo1Jers are."
Ass't M'gr Football (3)
Manager-Elect ( 4)
2nd Lieut. Artillery
Patcher Board ( 4)
" Dress Peeraid" ( 1, 2, 3, 4)
"Kolynos Klub" (1, 2, 3, 4)
"Riding School" ( 4)
"]. B." (3)

Certain events in the lives of some individuals generally furnish the stepping
stones to success. - So with our Jack, step
by step he rose from lowly beadle of SubFreshman to th~ enviable height of Football Manager in 191 8 ! This success is
attributed to his skillful manner of maneuvering the elastic absentee list in the infant
class.
"Hornie" is a born leader, either at Worcester's favorite hall of "Ye Modern
Danse" or his own secluded nest, where, as a master of old he uncovers his precious banjo to strum for us the two chords he knows. The army recognized his
leadership and soon commissioned him a 2nd. Lieutenant but when the "Big
Berthas" ceased to "Berth" Jack soon wended his way back to Alma Mater much
to the delight of his friends.
The gentle sex always attracts college men and in "Hornie' s" case we never
could quite understand why he would say he was going away over the week end
to see a friend. Now it is clear for it is prophesied that Jack will be one of
nineteen's first benedicts after ·commencement.
When Jack takes up his struggle with the leading barristers of the future he
need but recall Holy Cross to remember a host of friends, the best wishes, love and
respect of old nineteen.

"Sa'J)!

Whatcha knolV about that!"
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LAURENT A. ANGERS,

Springfield, Mass.
"Larry," "Laurie."
"Perseverance, here is thy master."
Army

"J. B." (3, 4)
"Goat Grabber" (3, 4)

The above quotation is true, every
word of it.

Larry convinced us all that

in order to spend twelve years in boarding
schools and a few more in a chemistry
laboratory one must have perseverance in
abundance.
Soon after his name was enrolled .in
the annals of Alma Mater we learned his
forte was the sciences.

Any evening before those famous exams in Physics a pic-

turesque scene was enacted in Larry's room.

Larry, surrounded by unfortunates of

a less scientific temperament, pro~ounded (accent on the "pounded") the theories
of Ikey Newton, a casual acquaintance to most of us.

At these meetings we saw at

once the attraction between unlike poles, for Larry attracted everybody who was
not fam}liar with the laws of Physics.

In the midst of Larry's good qualities we discovered a few faults. · One year he
pushed his room mate off to the "Sem" with one hand while with the othe.r hand
he carried an "Arakel Spe~ial" down to a palm shaded parlor Sunday afternoons.
Larry is a friend, possessing a fine physique and a strong, well-balanced character.

In leaving we feel better for having lived with him.

success for him.

Good bye and Good Luck, Larry!

The future surely holds

May the spirit of '19 guide

you and bring honor to yourself and Holy Cross.
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EMMONS

J.

BOWEN,

New Haven, Conn.
"Chick," "Em."
C onsistenc}) !

Thou art a jewel."

Varsity Base Ball (1, 2, 3, 4)
Captain (4)
Class Foot-Ball (3) •
" Riding School" ( 4)
" Kolynos Klub" (2)

We would not dare to compose a canticle of praise of our famed classmate because his humble nature would surely
rebel. And it would be equally amiss to
attempt a satire because we are at a loss
for material. · Perhaps if we could picture to you the "Modus operandi" of
"Chick" on the diamond more justice would be done him than by a profession of
general praise. Spectacular in grabbing a high liner labeled "three bases," deadly
accurate _. in pegs to the plate, tricky on the bases; in short, "Chick" displays all
the talents known to baseball with an ease, grace, and facility that has marked him
as among the leaders of the illustrious ball players in Holy Cross History. \Vho
shall ever forget .to tell his grandchildren of that smash in 191 6 which sent Yale
down to defeat? But an attempt to enumerate his work would require the Patche1
from cover to cover.
"Chick" possesses an even tone of moderation in all his efforts with one exception,
which is a strong inclination to frequently go "A-Maying."
Blessed with many individual qualities, no one need praise "Chick." His actions
speak for him, so w,e shall dispense with garl~nds and laurels, but propose in parting to wish Chick the same success in life that he has so often brought to Holy
Cross on Fitton Field.

"Mal likes it."
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EDWARD

F.

BRENNAN,

Springfield, Mass.
''Ted," ''Ed," ''Teddy," ''Mouse.''

"Pray what strange sort of man is this. "
Army
Censor Philomathic (2)
Business Staff ( 4)
Reference Librarian (3)
.~.ss;slanl Librarian-in~Chief ( 4)
"J. B." (3)
" Riding School" (3, 4)
.. Goal Grabbers" (I, 2, 3, 4)
"Kolynos Club" (I, 2, 3)
"President" (4)
"Dress Peeraid " ( 4)

Never has there been a more varied
career than his ; in Freshman the infirmarian, exhausted at least, tied Ted to the bed post so he wouldn't float off on the
water that ·nightly gathered on his knee.

Then to cap the climax he disconcerted

many by _d eveloping a 1 05 degree fever and · recovering.

But to rescue him from

the insobriety of adolescence "Mal" and "Chick" conspired, and accepted him

1!1

their apartments, but we think it was because of the scarcity of good b~t boys.
Frankly, Ted has in himself those qualities which ever endear the '-' genus homo"
to the "species femina."

Having broken every heart in South Worcester, he sallied

forth to the bigger leagues and is now rated among the "champs."

To vouch for

it we have the loquatious "Beadle" and the conservative "Willie Pratt."
This is an endeavor to paint Ted as the student, good fellow, general dispeller
of gloom, and sincere chap that he is, cheerful in adversity, generous in: prosperity.
Known and loved for four years we -sadly part from him.
to the last.
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A true-blue nineteener

JOHN

J.

BUCKLEY,

Worcester, Mass.
''Johnno.''

"The force of his onm merit makes his
way."
Class Football (3)
"Twelve Apostles" (4)
"Commuters' Club" · (1, 2, 3, 4)
"Wore. Poultry .Assoc." (3, 4)

The '19 day-boys offer some remarkable contrasts. "John 0," for example,
was the chief opponent of McGrath in
historical discussions, the direct anthithesis
· of McGrail in size, and the principal disturber when Sully ( when Sully) wanted
to remain quiet.
An argument with
"Worcester" was usually injurious to the
vocal chords, but one with Sully sometimes damaged the furniture and was ordinarily bad for the eyes. Hence "John 0" usually confined his activities to those
of an historian.
He was a south-paw twirler for Sacred Heart Academy, and in inter-sectional
battles up here he often displayed skill out of all proportion to his size. They say,
too, that he was no slouch when it came to batting. Not only balls could he knock
out, but when he dressed up in his "Sunday-go-to-meetins" to parade down Vernen
St. on his way to Lincoln St., he left behind a bevy of awe-stricken, reverentia!
females second in size only to the line at the Sunday-dinner counter in the W orcester Market presided over by John Doon.
"John 0," according to some Senior etymologists, means John the 0, predecessor of John I. Be that as it may, the name contains something expressive, in a
remarkable way, of the personality. He wouldn't answer to the· name of "Jack;"
"Jack" lacks individuality. We conclude that "the only John" is the best interpretation of "John 0."

"Beat it, I forgot my cafJ."

Pa.ge 96

RAYMOND

M.

BURNS,

Clinton, Mass.
"Kabbie," "Ray," "Bur-r-r-rns. "

"/ was a Viking old!"
Army
Class Basketball (3, 4)
Class Track (2, 3, 4)
Football Squad (2, 3, 4)
"Commuters' Club," (2, 3)

Imagine a broad-shouldered individual
with large hands and feet and a sunny
smile and you have "Kabbie." He lived
with us as one of the famous dorm gang
in Freshman, then developed an attack of
gout and joined the day-dodgers' ranksto diet himself, doubtlessly.
In Junior he was on the "informals" and also our champ basketball team, but
the feature of his athletic career was the mile run in the Springfield meet. Ray's
hopes were high that day, because his coach was none other than Kirby, the boast
of Albion High. Kirby did well, for Burns finished thirty yards ahead of his
nearest opponent, but for some reason the narrow-minded judges refused him first
place. Ask him about it.
After two years' flivvering, Ray decided to board again, and thus entered upon
a great stage of his life: - "a year with the Superman''- for his roomy was
destined to be J. W. But even now he never misses a week-end at home, sometimes taking "Al" along. The two sleep peacefully in class all day Monday, so
we know there has been po unusual mental strain endured on the trip.
Ray leaves behind at graduation a host of friends and, marvelously, no enemies ;
so we think he'll be a hotel manager. Whatever role he plays in the big game,
he 'II play if cheerfully, honorably and well.

"What d'))a sa)), Kirb))?

Come home with me?"
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J. HOMER

BUTLER,

Worcester, Mass.
"Homer," "Jack Horner."
"Sometimes even great Homer nods."
Glee Club (3, 4)
Patcher Board ( 4)
Treasurer, Ways and Means Com. ( 4)
Naval Aviation
"Petronella Club" (2)
"Mechanic's Guild" (2)
"Patron, Physical Club" (3)
"Commuters' Club" (I, 2, 4)

Homer's hearth:stone lies in the very
shadow of Mt. St. James, but not content
to enjoy our fellowship only in class he
entered the inner shrine during J unioJ and
became a potent factor in the pseudoBohemia of upper Alumni.
What a
mosaic of virtues we discovered in him! Whenever our Prof. of Ontology spoke
abstractly of the ideal man, we merely gazed at Homer and saw him in the con. qete. Rut alas, - one day •. we thus turned to behold him, and lo! - he was a
simple apprehension, fast asleep.
Once upon a time, when carelessly aroused to translate the Greek for our Sophomore teacher,, our hero remarked that "Sometimes even great Homer nods." ''Yes,"
was the retort, "but he never snores."
His influence over friends was almost hynotic and he succeeded m making
''F renchY,; " extinquish lights, etc. by a mere stroking of his confederate's forehead.
Homer posesses a voice beautiful in its power and tone, and has long been a
soloist at St. Paul's. His invasion of the social · whirl of Worcester has been remarkably fruitful; he is planning, they say, a book on "How to pursue your
studies without interfering with your social education." But no skillful use of word
or phrase can do justice to this virile character. Our friend Cicero would say of
him "Omnibus ornatum excell;re rebus."
"/ did not eat from a shelf."
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HERB E RT

F.

CARROLL ,

Millbury, Mass.
"Herb."

"Be still my heart
I would another smoke."
" Twelve Apostles" ( 4)
"-Commuters' Club" (I, 2, 3, 4)

A Shelley would say that it was the
Blackstone, gliding by "Herb's" valley
home, which first told to him the tale of
Holy Cross. But the prosaic fact is that
an H. C. Bulletin was caught in the current and washed ashore near Millbury
center.
Fate smiled upon ' 19 for
"Herb" chanced to pick up the Bulletin
and his vocation then and there became as
plain to him as a Fiji Islander looks in a
snowstorm. "Herb" traced the vermillion stream almost to its source, came one of us.

and be-

"Herb's" ability to relate day-boy escapades makes him the logical choice for
the Commuters' Club historian. In that sense, and, ·we predict" in other ways also,
"Herb" will make history.
As a historian "Herb" may have a future, but as model nineteener he has·- a
a past. Not very often during the four laps toward a diploma has "Herb" violated
the precepts of the Day-Dodger's regulations but he has one serious shortcoming he indulges in the vile weed that made Sir Walter Raleigh famous. "Herb" has
the most odoriferous pipe ever rescued from the Black; tone. When he draws the
dangerous article from his toga the gas masks are adjusted, the windows are opened,
and the class imitates consumptives in the last stages - while "Herb" puffs · contentedly on.
Your dudeen may be strong, "Herb," but not half as strong as the confidence
and wishes which the old gang has for you.
-

"Hey!

You know -

Well he-!"
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HENRY

F.

CASEY .

North Adams, Mass.
"Hen."
"/ am not in the roll of common men."
Glee Club ( 1, 2)
Patcher Board (4)
" Petronella Club" (2)

"J. B."

(3)

Worcester gave us an orator, Springfield

a

Spuddo.

Beadle

and

Port Chester

a

To North Adams, however,

everlasting credit is due for producing the
well known chemist, Henry Casey.

Few,

indeed, have survived the acid test of
Junior so well as this stalwart youth
whose name is intrinsically associated with
the B. & M.

Armed only with test tubes, a trick crucible, and divers other deadly

instruments, again and again he withstood the attack of the foe.

Again and again

he was victorious in defending the coveted twice-payable to bearer on demand.
Yet chemical affinities are not the only kind Henry has contracted.

It is even

whispered about that he can recount conquests over the fair daughters of his native
hamlet.

We have little reason to disbelieve this, as Henry's persuasive powers are

well above the ordinary.

His writing also is of the kind that drives sisters of Eve

to confide in Beatrice Fairfax.

The wonder to us is that Henry, during his four

years, has not had some of the above species calling on him during class hours.

We

feel that he is fated though, for the man who survives Junior Chemistry is too rare.
Such has been Henry's undoing; such will be if we read the stars correctly.
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]OHN

j.

CASEY,

Taunton, Mass.
''Jack,' ' ''Case.''

" Swim through the serene summer sk}). ••
Navy

Class Football (3)
"Hoyle Hound"

Jack was one of our late comers, ente~ing in Sophomore.

Quiet, unassuming

and retiring, it took us rather long to really
know him.
"Case" was a true sportsman, backing
the class football team to the limits of his
energies and with great sacrifices of his
time.

Indeed, he .was well to the fore

in all class activities.

At Sunday school

he was a shining light, and we frequently benefitted from his Demosthonian outbursts there.
He played society much more than we used to expect.
playing the pack, he threw us off the scent.

Like the Lone Wolf

The only clue we have at present is a

careless word dropped about "Elm Park:" the league itself was never discovered.
Last fall saw him cheering up the " gobs" of the Naval Unit on the Hill with
his -sunny smile ; and, without doubt, if the war had lasted longer he would have
doffed his white for the gold braid, because he was true "officer material."
Discharged before Christmas, Jack joined once more in our impeded and difficult
march toward the degree.

So here's to Jack the true sport, the loyal friend -

full grown man.

"H o-ly C ee."
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the

WILLIAM

P.

COLLINS,

Springfield, Mass.
"Bill," "Wilkie," "Willie Pratt."

"And I shall strive with thing~
impossible."
Banquet Committee (1)
Editor-in-Chief Purple Patcher ( 4)
Purple Staff ( 4)
Purple Contributor (3)
K. K. (4)
Consultor B. V. M. Sodality (1, 2)
"Riding School" (4)
"Kolyno~ Klub" (3, 4)

When Michael Angelo finished his
masterpiece he viewed it closely and exclaimed, "Aha - a boilermaker!" Sc
when we view Bill we ardently exclaim,
"Aha, a Goat-Grabber." Proof? Ask
the fellows !

In Freshman Bill conducted himself ·passably well; in Sophomore he did worse;
and in Junior he imposed upon us by subjecting us to some articles in the Purple.
Bill's literary efforts have one outstanding feature - Nerve! Another feature is
- awful nerve! It takes infinite nerve to force such writings upon any self respecting college.
· However, in senior we had sweet revenge. Since nobody else wanted the job
Bill's numerous enemies elected him Editor'-in-Chief of the Patcher as a slight punishment for his "Moxie." Since then under the tutelage of "J. Homer" and
"Beadle" he has become a past mast~r in the Riding Scho?l, being especially adept
in handling the whips and spurs.
Socially Bill resembles the famous Jesse James because we never ·hear of · his
hold-ups until they have happened. · His methods vary but one result is always the
same·, namely the sincere farewell, "Come again, Bill, when you can't stay so long!"

If success is measured by effort this year's Patcher should be the best in its
history and it is but one of the successes that awaits Bill after his swan song at
Holy Cross has been sung.

P ~ge U

RICHARD

J.

CONNOLLY,

Port Chester, N. Y.
"Dick," "Spuddo."

"And he will steal out of his wholesome
bed
To dare the vile wntagions of the night."
Army
" Mechanics Guild" (2)
"Bet" (1, 2, J, 4)
"Wheredyagetthatstuff" { 1, 2, 3, 4)
" Patron Physical Club" (3)
"Stool Warmer" (1, 2, 3, 4)

It is written of Port Chester that its
fame rests upon two great qualities; its
• proximity to New York and its distinguished denizen, "Dick" Connolly. The
latter quality glided into our midst early
in Freshman and since then nineteen has
been ably represented on Worcester's polished floors.
Extrinsically "Spuddo" is deceiving with reference to terpsichorean abilities, yet
within that little "substantial form" is a superabundance of that All-American product, "Pep."
We know of but two ways of arousing Dick's ire. One is to say, "Spuddo,
shut up!" after he, perched on an inkwell, has remained speechless for an hour
in a room filled with fellows. The other way is to say, "Let's not go to the 'Cas'
to-night, 'Dick.' " These are the only weaknesses of Port Chester's Napoleon.
With Philosophy as such "Dickey" has nothing in common. Rather would he
speculate on business and years hence we shall hear of him as the distinguished
pioneer for Standard Oil in the wilds of China. We can even imagine some prospective laundryman listening to "Dick's" arguments with interspersed comments of the
proverbial, ""What d'ya say, feller, buy some oil?" And the bargain will be
closed with "Dick's" hearty handclasp, a toss of his head, and the symbolic phrase,
"It's a bet !"
And so it is a bet that Nineteen's unending good wishes and God-speed go with
you, Dick.

"What d'))a sa)}? Give us a smile!"- Dick.
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]OHN

A

COSTELLO,

Lawrence, Mass.
"Larry," "Jack."

"None qnew him but to love him,
Nor named him but to praise."
Army

"Phone Phanatic" ( 4)
"J. B." (3)
"Hoyle Hound" ( 4)

Having acquired all the "larnin' "
offered by that hot-bed of strikers on the
Merrimac, with his belongings enclosed
in a bandana tied to a rod which rested
on his shoulder, Jack left his "ain-folk"
to explore the world. Within a very few
hours his explorings terminated: Holy
Cross opened her arms to welcome this
master of books in the fold of '19.
Soon Jack was walking about the corridors with a nonchalant air uncommon to
one capturing five "tickets" every month, a cynosure of all the lesser stars in our
scintillating class. Here you have a real student knowing more about Demosthenes
than the Republicans know about Bryan; the only crime Jack has ever been accused of was translating Latin at sight.
Alas! Like the majority of men Jack has become susceptible to the wiles of the
demoiselles of the twentieth century. A proof is drawn from the ·scene at the telephone booth, "Yes, this is John. All right! I'll meet you at a quart of milk between half past six and Alpha. Good-bye ! " Conclusions?
Jack c:ame to Holy Cross a student and a youth; he leaves us a scholar and a
man. If success is possible he will win it; if it does not exist Jack will make it, for
the Gods were generous in their gifts to him and no one can use them to better
advantage than our own Jack.

"Phone call for me?"

MATTHEW

J.

CouMING,

Worcester, Mass.
"Matty."

"At Senate, and at bar, how welcome
wouldst thou be."
C. 0. T. S. Infantry
"Commuters' Club" (1, 2, 3, 4)

If it is possible to have contradictories
constituted in one individual the senior
class has it in this member of the "DayDodger' s Club." To observe Matty one
would naturally say, "He is very young
But don't be hasty!
for a Senior."
Many a time in a class meeting has he
risen to his feet and astounded us all by
his long he~ded queries into the financial
and executive status of the class; a mere
youth asking questions that better become a bank president.
We remember "Matty" in Freshman appearing monthly at the "ticket table,"
which events turned his head to such an extent that now he propounds his own philosophy, c1.ll objections and objectors being debarred by -the author.
However, he is not all virtues, this Adonis--like youth, for his fau'it is common
knowledge, and it is brought out in a singular way. He" is very -hashful-·con:eerom-g
his intimacies with our "hobble-skirted" friends, yet wheri we wish to inquire about
any of Worcester's fair we merely ask Matty. He consults his indexed list and
immediately proffers the \•batting averages."
What his vocation is to be "Matty" has succeeded in keeping a secret but it will
bring success to him beyond Alma Mater's Scaen gates together with the admiration
and best wishes of Holy Cross.
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RAYMOND

J.

CRAWFORD,

Woonsocket, R. I.
"Ray," "Snapper," "Kewpie," "Sam."

"Give ever_y man thin e ear, but
f e'DJ th_y voice."
1

Army

Class Football ( 1, 2, 3)
Class Basket Ball (1, 2, 3, 4)
Captain (3 , 4)
"Petronella Club" (2)

Behold a product of that small but
beautiful State of R. I. Fruitful indeed,
for when "Snapper" was enclosed within
the maternal arms of the campus, we be~
held a gentleman, a student, an athlete
and a friend.
From the first day that class was
started "Snapper" awed us all by his insatiable quest for knowledge, due to which
the faculty was kept busy preparing testimonials and the Woonsocket Call in record~
ing the fact.
As an athlete "Kewpie" has become famous in inter~class Basket Ball and Foot~
ball. In the success that has been our fortune to win, we attribute much credit to
"Kewp. '. ' Four years as center on the Basket Ball team, we have seen him out~
jumping all others, and with him as captain in Junior we romped home "champs"
of the league.
Many a homesick F reshie was doctored by Sam, who has an original method of
curing the malady. An introduction in Woonsocket _society with Sam as the lion
has returned more testimonials of cure than even our non~ethical Peruna.
All good things must come to an end and so it is with true regret that we lea-ve
this stalwart son of Nineteen, he, who has ever given his best for the enhancing of
our honor, and with this self same zeal will he undertake the task of making the
world his friend, and Holy Cross his admirer.
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JoHN

H.

DA~IELS,

North Brookfield, Mass.
"Jack," "Big Daniels," "Red."

"For I am constant as the Northern
Star."
Varsity Baseball Squad (2, 3, 4)
Freshman Baseball
C. 0. T. S. Infantry
B~nquet speaker (I)
"Peter's Piper" (2, 3, 4)
"Discus Thrower" (2, 3)
"Kosy Klub" (I, 2, 3, 4)

He is an inch, perhaps two, as Conrad said of Lord Jim, over six feet, a
titian blonde of the type that bespeaks
Viking Kings and conquerors, and had
Jack lived in that age he would have
been_of royal lineage, for he is "every inch a King."
One is afraid to say too much of him because he will blush, too little -for that
would be an injustice, so there you are.
However, let it be recorded. that he has one unforgivable fault, a breach against
all the institutions of student life, and against which his room-mates have voieed their
protestations. And that fault of being an early riser may account for the terrific.
"drag" Jack has on the faculty corridors.

In base-ball Jack fractured one of his fingers and severely strained a tendon in
his arm, but this did not detract from his hitting ability. For he surely did deliver
in the choicest manner and just as desired.
In every enterprise he delivers in the same way, loyal always to college, class,
and friends, and as he passes through the college gates for the last time to embark
on the high seas of life we wish, "A Bon Voyage to you, Honest John Daniels."

"Er-er -

Where did that dog come from?"
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FREDERICK

B.

DARNEY,

Milford, Mass.

"It shall be said, his judgment rul' d our
minds."
Class President ( 4)
Patcher Board ( 4)
Mgr. Class Athletics (2)
"Petronella Club" (2)
" Market Club" (2, 3)
" Job Hunters" (3, 4)
"T we Ive Apostles" ( 4)
" Parlor League" (3, 4)

It is a bewildering thought that the
same town that gave Nineteen a president
should also entertain a sage. Yet to Milford belongs the questionable distinction.
With the native son we find no fault; he
graceful_ly led us through the closing days of our career and for this we are rightly
proud. His genial manner has been to all a source of pleasure and satisfaction; his
his ability in the class room a credit to Nineteen.
His achievements were not confined to the Hill. Often has Pete gone forth in
his quest of the prey that makes night permissions worth while and the parlor a haven
of refuge. As often has he returned a picture of contentment. On such occasions
we always were confident that he staunchly upheld principles found only in a "vir
bonus." To the "vir bonus" Pete owes more than a name; he is likewise indebted
to him for a miserable Easter Sunday spent in the cellar of Milford's Inn whither
he had fled from the foe. But Pete will live down that awful catastrophe. Then
indeed will Milford point with native pride to her comely son, and Nineteen will
forget his association with the sage, and we will all rise to give a standing vote of
confidence in Pete's future.

"Let the meeting come to order."
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WILBUR

H.

DELANEY

Worcester, Mass.
"Del."

"Wit now and then, struck smartly, shows
a spark."
Army
Class Football ( I , 2, 3)
"Commuters' Club" (I , 2, 3, 4)
"Eat and Run" (I, 2, 3, 4)
"Elocutionist par excellence" (3)

This denizen of South Worcester nur~
tured under the shadows of our friendly
pines could not resist their magnetic in~
fluerice, so when the roll was fi rst called,
to the name of Wilbur Delaney there
arose a tall, gentlemanly looking fell ow,
smiling contagiously, who a n s w e r e d
'' Here."
Emphatically here he has been for four too short years, but within that time his
many attributes have manifested themselves. Have we not listened to his silvery
voice waftefl from the "Day Dodger's" Room in melody? Who of us was not
a stounded when "Del" aros'e to the elocution stage and for ten minutes swayed us
with his rhetoric and when asked to repeat the speech for appreciation; he exclaimed,
" Alas I cannot, it was extemporaneous, Father."
Again, to prove that the Gods have been good with their natural endowme_nts,
he touched our sympathetic hearts one evening in debate by championing the cause
of Sunday Movie's and terminating his grand, eloquent peroration by exclaiming,
"And therein will God protect the working girl!" Even Demosthenes with all
his pebbles could not compare with our orator that evening.
As we listen breathlessly for the narration of some of "Bill's" new adventures,
with much greater expectation shall we await the time when his goal of success has
Leen acheived, and we will continue to be proud of our Holy· Cross· friend and
classmate.
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ALFONSE

J.

DELEHANTY,

Southbridge, Mass.
"Del." "Al," "Sergeant Del."

" An' _yo' ma_yn't believe it, Suh, but theah
n,uh tn,o killed an'-"
Second Lieut. Artillery
Manager Class Athletics ( 1)
Class Secretary (2 , 3)
Smoker Speaker ( 4)
"Dress Peeraid" ( 4)
"Kolynos Klub" (4)

"Sergeant Delehanty, suh:" that's Del,
the man with three silver chevrons - the
longest service record in school. When
he went down Linden Lane, pack on
back, a couple of weeks after war was
declared, Del kissed the hill good-bye, for
he was promised overseas service in two
months. But if you have been in the army you know what promises are and you
can understand how he drove trucks in Texas instead.
It was there "Del" became driver of the M. P. raiding squad and in his official
capacity he held off "Kate" with one hand while with the other hand drove the
famous cops' bedisregarded hurry-up wagon. In Texas "Del" extinguished brewery fires, lost two teeth, and acquired sufficient general material for that wonderful
speech to pop-eyed Freshman at last January' s Smoker. At the border "Del" got
his start toward his commission, a perfect nigger drawl, and ( we fear) that inhuman habit of running around the corridors at five to seven shouting "Rise and
shine, dearie ! Rise and shine.' '
Once, at two weeks' notice, "Del" bucked through a Philosophy Oral for ninety
yards after being off the books for eighteen months. Sufficit !
He has been with us but a year yet all nineteeners would let him do a fox-trot
on their prostrate bodies with trench shoes - that's "Lieutenant Delehanty, suh ! ,.

"Ei,erJ)bodJ) up, five of seven."
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]AMES

M.

DONAHUE ,

Worcester, Mass.
"Jiggs," "Jim. "

"Thought is deeper than all speech."
Naval Aviation
Varsity Baseball (3, 4)
Class Vice President (3)
Class Football ( 1, 2, 3)
Smoker Committee ( 4)
"Petronella Club" (2)
" Commuters' Club" (I, 2, 3, 4)
··Worcester Poultry Ass." (I, 2, 3, 4)
"Parlor League"

Hail to "Jiggs" Donahue, the local boy
and allaround prince of good fellows!
As a varsity baseball player, "Jim" was
of the best, and in class football the only
way to stop him was by hiding the ball. You never had to make a hole for "Jim"
when he played halfback: he would just turn sideways and let the wind blow him
through the line.
But it was as a student that Jim shone most. He won so many tickets his first
two years that the college had to boost its tuition to pay for the paper. He used to
sell them to some of his less fortunate friends until John Worcester flooded the market by buying a press and printing his own.
The other stockholder in the firm of General Miles Donahue and Adiniral Dewey
Sullivan informs us that even he is overshadowed when out with his partner, "Jim,"
for "Jim," you must know, has a delicious tenor voice which, from much practice
in Belmont-hill parlors, has become well-nigh irresistible. It is whispered that now
.md then the restraining yoke of Sully is cast asde, and "Jiggs" ventures forth alone
to "make sweet music" before a very small and select audience.
When war came "Jim" joined Naval Aviation, perhaps to be nearer heaven.
Good fellow?

Well "J iggs" can borrow a dime from us anytime.
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TIMOTHY

B.

DONOGHUE,

Worcester, Mass.

"There are no tricks in plain and simple
faith."
Army
"Commuter Club" (1, 2, 3, 4)

Day scholars week end doings are as
easily understood by the boarders as the
Astronomy exams. were to the Seniors.
Speaking of the celestial sphere there are
stars of greater and less magnitude and
so it is with our commuters.

The stars of

lesser magnitude are practically unknown.
Tim assumes his role with the latter because he is about 3,000 light years distant from anything pertaining to study, but we are at a loss whether to commend
or to deplore the fact.
Many think "Timmy" 1s quite a sedate young man, almost a daddy of us all,
but. they are misled: one who knows him will say that he is of the lone wolf type,
never letting anyone in on his secret haunts.
"Tim's" liabits.

Yet "Murder will out," so with

Cherry Valley is one ~f "Tim's" stamping grounds while many

say that he does parade rest five out of seven nights every week on a certain veranda
in this valley.
However, with "Tim's" army expenence we know he will travel the road of
clover in double time once he gets started.
smile on his efforts.
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May fortune cast her most radiant

JoHN A DooN,
Worcester, Mass.
"Borax."

"Mine 1s the night with all her stars."
Navy
Consultor Day Scholar's Sodality (I)
Class Football (2, 3)
Patcher Business Staff (4)
"Commuter's Club" (I, 2, 3, 4)
" Worcester Poultry Ass." (1, 2, 3, 4)
" Market Fraternity" (2, 3)

Like all other day-scholars (more properly called '' day boys'') John took Greek
and Latin in his first year, and Latin o.nd
Greek in Soph. - also was exposed to
Chemistry but none accused him of taking
Chemistry until he displayed marked
pathological symptons in Junior. In that
year the whole scientific world was set agog by a marvelous discovery in Chemistry
which was made public for the first time in an Ontology class. "Borax!" "The
Borax Bead!" They were the magic words on everyone's lips. Borax according
to its scientific proponent; was the "Universal Test," a sort of combination of red
and blue litmus paper containing the desirable qualities of both. With his magic
"Borax Bead,"- and his keen business mind even conceived a happy alliteration
to advertise his product, - with this "bead" he could detect crystal springs in the
Blackstone, meat in Brother MacCarthy' s hash, or even discipline in the Navy.
John always had a sea-going walk, so it was not surprising that the U. S. N.
acquired the exertions of his genius. Last summer he enlisted and had "Bum
Kin" Island for his first station. But in the fall, you see, Seaman Doon left the
briny sea for the S. N. T. C. at H. C. Since December, however, his right arm
·has overcome its stiffness, for his saluting days are over.
The next time John salutes it will be in the business world, and here 1s hopin 6
that he is on the receiving end.
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w ALTER

E.

DRURY,

Roslindale, Mass.
"Walt," "Mike."

" Still in thy right hand carry gentle
peace.
To silence envious tongues."
Naval Aviation
Class Football (I, 2, 3)
Head Promoter L. S. H . (1, 2, 3, 4)
Patcher Board (4)
Purple Contributor (2, 3)
"K, W. D " (4)
"Dress Peeraid" (1, 2, 3, 4)

Well here is "Mike," that dapper little
naval aviator who so regularly dashes
down corridors, stairs, anc:J. lastly downtown, we don't know where, but he will
occasionally be seen - and never alone.
~ ~'Mike" was one of those fortunates
·whose obligation it was to listen to that staid and stoicai p~jlosopher of our second
year as undergraduates, but "Mike" did not absorb the lessons of that doctor so.
he spent tne next two years happily.

We can not pass over "Mike's" football playing, not that it needs any panegyric,.
for his ability_speaks for itself. Rather let us look upon his ability to attire himself
as a cla_ss footballer - stockings with other holes besides the natural entrance, shoes
that woulcl fit him if his feet were larger, and you can imagine the rest. However
- with him at quarter-back we emerged victorious on many · occasions.
Now commencement is fast approaching bearing with it the end of our long hard
fight. There our paths, that have crossed and recrossed one another for four years
must part, but when, in after years, we come upon you at a cross-road, it will be ·
to grasp your hand in the same spirit of comradeship that has always bound you
to us.
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T.

FRANCIS DUMPHY,

Springfield, Mass.
"''Beadle," "Frank," "Mister Dumpsky."

"O, that a man might know the end of
the da]/ s business, ere it comes."
2nd. Lieut. Inf.
Banquet Speaker (2)
Toastmaster, Banquets (1, 3)
Chairman Smoker Comm. (3)
Class Football ( 1, 2, 3)
Class Debating T earn ( 1, 2, 3, 4)
Pres. Philomathic (2)
Smoker Speaker ( 4)
Patcher Business Manager ( 4)
"Kosy Klub" (1, 2, 3, 4)
"Kolynos Club" (2, 4)
"Panter" (2)

Shakespere needs no epitaph for his
bones, neither does a business manager.
Yet the "Beadle" is no ordinary business man. He can do parlor tricks and perfect a sodality. . In the morning he glides swiftly over the boards sans coat, sans
collar, sans se laver; with grace at evening he glides over polished floors to the
strains of "When I leave the World Behi~d." His wit first set · us laughing in
. Freshman and we have been laughing ever since, with him ana at hirri. Not least
.among such accomplishments is the art of panting of which he once gave an exhibition for the faculty.
Withal, this striking youth from the City of Homes is an intellectual of the first
-magnitude. His collection of medals and prizes would put to shame any self respecting Civil War Veteran, his popularity vies with that of George Cohan, and his
•oratory casts Bryan into a shadow of despair.
To crown his glorious career "Beadle" accepted the arduous task of Business
Manager of the "Patcher" and the gratifying results show that no "ski" could
•ever more cleverly finance it than our Mr. "Dumpsky." Notwithstanding he is a
rollicking, genial, and generous pal, pre-eminently a "nineteener" par excellence.
May his future success be even more brilliant!

"Hey!

Do you think you will ever amount to anything?
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A-e-e-}) ?"

GEORGE

F.

DUNN,

Fitchburg, Mass.
"George F," "Georgie," "Pidgie."

"Not to know me argues })ourself
unknown."
Army
Class Secretary (3)
"Patron Physical Club" (3)
"Goat Grabbers" (2, 3, 4)

George spent- a year at C. U. before
coming to Holy Cross, and with that
handicap it was not until Junior that he
became prominent. That year he was
elected Class Secretary, and proved one
of our most capable officers - in fact, the
only Secretary who ever kept the minutes.
But despite the good intentions some bad
man collected George's minutes as a souvenir, so our class history for Junior is enshrowded in deep mystery.

In class "Ceorgie" is most quiet and would lead you to a false opm10n of his
personality, for outside class he is a very noisy individual. Many times has our
corridor prefect been called to his room to choke the Victrola or prevent the sudden
annihilation of "O'Nie" and "Mike" by means of a well aimed shoe.
George is small, but an excellent example of that well known phrase, "Good
things come in small packages." Though he is well known as a hard working,
energetic plugger, nevertheless, like his friend - that other small man, the Hairy
"Mex,"- he was one of those unfortunate lambs habitually sheared by our Physic's
professor.
But such days are passing, and as they pass, let us wish you all the success in
business, George, that you ·ever had as a dark horse of the Fitchburg Whist Club

"Ed'die and Georgie."
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JOHN J.

f AHEY,

Clinton, Mass.
"Jack," "Black Jack," "Minstrel Boy."

"/ hear a tongue shriller than all music."
Army

Class Basket Ball (2, 3, 4)
"Kozy Klub" (3, 4)
"Kolynos Klub" (3, 4)
" Dress Peeraid" (3, 4)

Introducing Mister John J. Fahey in
song and dance. T a-da-a-a ! Crash! !
Gentlemen be seated! Bang! !
We have often heard of the bards and
minstrels of Ireland and Scotland, but we
have our own, we need no other, and besides "there is no more," at least like Jack.
Seeking the encircling arms of nineteen
in Sophomore he soon became as well
known as the rest of us, and we have yet to hear the first word of "malus". concerning him. Knowing that he was well liked by all of us he sought to show his
appreciation by helping N ineteen to become Basketball Champs of the College.
Anyone who saw him play knows that we are now the debtor.

In Junior the call to arms came and "Jack" went.
loss, an intangible something War Had Gone."

We immediately felt the
we realized truly that "The Minstrel Boy to the

Anyone being adverse to Worcester's debutantes. would be among the very exceptional, so "Jack" wisely joined the majority of us; now any afternoon he may
be seen all "dolled up" with a colored tie to pay his respects somewhere.
In three years "Jack" has accomplished what most of us have tried·, to do in
four, i. e. : to be deeply respected by the faculty and students. His ability to adapt
himself will quickly be recognized and "Jack" will leave no stone unturned to
:: ccomplish the greatest of undertakings.

"Gliding alone -

gliding along."
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JOHN

H. M.

FALLON.

Worcester, Mass.
"Doc... "Humphrey... "John ...
"J. Aitchem Eph ...

"Spare the poet for his subject's sake ...
Purple Contributor (I)
Purple Staff (2, 3)
Editor-in-Chief ( 4)
"J. B." (3, 4)
Class Vice Pres. (2)
Class Football (2, 3)
Asst. Editor-in-Chief, Patcher ( 4)
Editor-in~Chief, "The Purple Poets" ( 4)
Cap and Gown Comm. (4)
K. K. (4)
"Twelve Apostles" ( 4)
"Commuters' Club" (I, 2, 3)
"Petronella Club" (2)

Before Holy Cross had opened wide her portals to Nineteen she adopted John
to guard her baseball bats. So it is that the step from mascot to Freshman was one
both easy and natural for John. We soon found he could write poetry better than
most of us could talk. and that. despite his tender years - the records call him
Holy Cross• youngest graduate - he could give Bart Sullivan starry exhibitions
when he donned the gloves. Once in a while John encountered an opponent better
than himself; but then strategy conquered: he would fall upon said opponent. and
thereby so alter his prime matter that he strikingly resembled a wheat cake a la
Seven Sisters. In his spare time Humphrey dabbled in class football. Balancing
a twelve-inch Pittsburg stogie was another notorious accomplishment of our Colos·
sus from Worcester.
It was while in such communion with Milady Nicotine that he turned out editorials for the "Purple ... and. just for recreation, verse that found its way into the
New York Sun. His best quality was a certain facility in artistically cutting up
cats to the edification of wide-eyed future medicos.
Varied as were his activities. through them all he showed himself a true scholar
and a perfect gentleman; one who ever did his best that Nineteen and Holy Cross
might "Vivat. floreat. crescat... To John we wish the same God-speed he once
wished us: "Vivat. floreat. crescat - Joannes!••

"What sa,11, 'Beadle,' will we eat? ..
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THOMAS

H.

FEEHERRY,

Worcester, Mass.
''Tom.''

"Noise zs not a necessar_y attribute for
success."
Army
Orchestra (1, 2, 3, 4)
\Vorcester Poultry Ass'n (1, 2, 3, 4)
"Commuters' Club" (I, 2, 3, 4)
"Eat and Run" (I, 2, 3, 4)

This quiet and unassuming member of
our class has always been more or less
handicapped by the fact that he lives
nearer the college than any of his fellow
townsmen. Regardless of this asset he
has almost won" Tardy Honors" among
the "Day Dodgers."
Tom is a musician and we do not hold
it against him for being one. Some men are musicians because they like to be
admired, others because they can't help it, and others because they love music;
among this latter class Tom modestly assumes his place.
For four years we have admired him as a member of the college orchestra and
in such capacity he has added materially to its value. Jn addition to this, many
a time has he with his "fiddle" set the "Day Dodgers' " study into an inferno of
"Jazz" which was certainly appreciated by those devotees to the art of dancing.
Inasmuch as Tom was a native of Worcester he had quite a start on us when
it came to the inevitable scramble for the sunday night parlor and therein, we
understand, Tom was a living exemplification of Newman's "Definition of a Gentleman." As such, Tom will always be remembered by his classmates as they part
with a prayer of success for him, our true classmate.
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CHARLES

D.

FOLEY,

Lowell, Mass.
''Dodo," "Charlie," "Dynamite,"
"Bauld¥."

"M emor:y thou art an open book to me. ' ~
Army
Promoter L. S. H. (I, 2, 3, 4)
Sec. St. John Berchmans (2)
Pres. St. John Berchmans ( 4)
Master of Ceremonies ( 4)
Patcher Board _( 4)
Class Track ( 1)
"I Passers" (1, 2, 3, 4)
"K. L. D." (4)
"Kolynos Klub" (3;- 4)
"Goat Grabbers" (4)

Lowell has given many br-ight stats from
her luminous constellation both to Holy
Cross and the world at large but none more luminous or promising of higher acen~
dency than "Dodo;" climbing the hill with him in Freshman he steadily won our .
admiration as a dose student of- both the· ratio studiorum and friend Hoyle. The
former is attested to by a · peek into hfs trunk at June after the prizes are awarded,
an as for testimonials: "Sa·y· no_thing."
·
·

9,

To us, "Dodo," with his dynamic temperament, is a living example of the ner.vous system as it ought not to be, but that does not prevent him from being able to
rem~mber the third word of the second proof on the thirteenth page of the third
volume in "Psych."
~esides being a student he is, or rather was a runner until he found out that a 300
yard handicap was. not enough to win a quarter mile in a track meet. However in
his case we know "the spirit was willing but the flesh was weak." Encouraged to
follow athletics by his many adm~rers, "Charlie" played and coached his section
to defeat in the class league.
All good things must end, "Charlie," and so must our class life but , memories
are cherished things and none will be more so than Nineteen's of you and your many
activities. May you ever prosper.

"I'll call!"
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EDWARD

T.

FOLEY,

Chicopee Falls, Mass.
"Speed," "Ed," "Ted," "Apollo,"
"Crip."

"A civil habit oft covers a good man."
U.S. N. R. F.
Varsity Track (I, 2, J, 4)
Captain (4)
A. A. Advisory Board ( 4)
Ways and M,eans Committee (4)
Class Secretary (2)
Class Track (I, 2, 3, 4)
Prom Committee (3)
Varsity Football (I, 2, 3)
"Kolynos Klub" (I, 3, 4)
"Dress Peeraid" (I, 2, 3, 4)
"Parlor League" (I, 2, 4)
"J. B." (3)

When the gitt box of the Gods was opened, "Ed" peeped m under the lid.
Personally attractive and possessing exceptional athletic ability he was engulfed
early in Freshman by the tidal wave of Nineteen's friendship. On the track the
boy f~om Chicopee Falls ( that metropolis of which Springfield is a suburb) sprinted
his way into the hearts of all Holy Cross men, and his end runs on the gridiron will
stand out as prominently in Holy Cross history as the run by the ghost -in the,.A-nnex.
Wherever he travelJed, be it New York or Auburn, "Ted's" reputation preceeded him. Has it not been whispered within the precincts of these venerable
walls that when Apollo journeys to the big town to visit a famous home of jollity,
"Ed" caused a noticeable flutter among the daughters of Eve? Yea, so has it
been whispered! Under the efficient tutelage of "Malus," "Eddie" ran very consistently in the heart trials, semi-finals, and finals.
When this athletic Lothario has not been otherwise engaged, he has exhibited .
rare qualities as a student as any fellow sufferer · among the "J. B." will attest.
"Eddie" has gotten away for a fine start in his four ye:ars on the hill and when the
race ·of life is at its height, we expect to see "Eddie" break the tape a winner.
We'll be in the grandstands rooting for you "Ed."
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HENRY

T.

FORD, .

Quincy, Mass. ,
"Hen," "Jit."

"I am resolved to. grow fat and look
)Joung till fort])."
Navy

Promotor League Sacred Heart (1, 2, 3, 4)
Vice-Pres., Philomathic (1)
"Riding School'' (3, 4)
"Kolynos Klub" (2, 3, 4)
"K. W. D." ( 4)

This slightly corpulent gentleman, unknown to himself, has cultivated all the
good qualities of his philanthropical namesake. Although without that somewhat
uncertain means of conveyance, which his
name insinuates, "Jit" is always arriving
on time for everything - except class,
chapel and various other exercises.
We all know the professed beauty of sleep, yet who could endur~ all this, -

a
the
gale causing a door to slam consistently while a prefect tried for fifteen minutes to
arouse the slumberer. Yes it was Henry who slept serenely on!
sixty mile gale blowing through a well ventilated room about four A. M. -

If we could change Pollyanna into a gentleman "Jit" would certainly typify all
the essential characteristics. A smile on meeting and on leaving, always distributing
an apparently helpful hint even to the impetuous "Shady" or the erratic "ltch"and they admit, regretfully, that they have benefitted by his judgment - what
more convincing testimonial?
Hitherto "Jit" has avoided all the entrancing whirls over the polished floors of
our tea dances, but this year it happened and now' he is a devotee at the shrine
of Terpsichore.
With the numerous qualities that have aided him in his scholastical success and

in college and class activities together with his unquenchable desire for hard and
earnest labor we predict that when opportunity knocks at his door "Jit" will be
prepared.
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R. foRTiN,
Westbrook, Me.

]EAN

" Jack," "Frenchie," "Gene Rene, "
"Gorsh."

" Be not out with me : )Jet if )Jou be out,
sir, I can mend."
Army
Treasurer A. A ~ (3)
Class Football (3)
Asst. Master of Ceremonies ( 4)
Consultor B. V. M. (2)
Patcher Artist ( 4)
· Vice President St. John Berchman's ( 4)
"Parlor League" (3 , 4)
"Master Me_chanic" (1, 2, 3, 4)

To Maine's paper city are we indebted
for our class artist and comedian unique,
which probably explains the fact that he
is a naturalist, master mechanic, and critic
on feminine loveliness all rolled into one. Also he has. a system in dealing with his
numerous activities that would shame a public accountant. At the year's end he
can tell you how much he has spent on car fares since September, the name of every
book he has read, and the number of times he has called "Cedar 15 5."
To see him pirouetting on the ice would convince a universal sceptic that he was
" reared" on skates. The way he circled opponents with his elusive pu~k in the
career of the late-lamented Worcester Collegians was a sight for old eyes, - especially those of us landlubbers in the bleachers.
He has been a power in the class for three years: his position of Beadle spelled
doom to the skippers unless palms were greased beforehand. After a term that
would inspire the envy of any Tammany leader, he retired from class politics during
Senior. Many hearts were easier after the retirement, doubtlessly, yet there were
none who had not words of praise for the undemonstrative student, the game sportsman, the real friend - "F renchie."

"Listen, wait 'till I get my hammer and screw-driver."
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JOSEPH F. GIBBONS,
Clinton, Mass.
"Joe," "Josie," "Gib."

"My hounds are bred out of the Spartan
kind."
Army
Class Track (3, 4)
Varsity Track Squad (3, 4)
Mendel Sec. (4)
Vice-Pres. Pasteur (2)
" Bolshevist (3)
"J. B." (3, 4)

As years roll on and the impression of
the old class grow dimmer there will be a
memory of each one of our classmates.
In Joe's case it will be identical for all.
There he is clad in ancient khaki with
bulging pockets, his old fowling piece held
lovingly in the crook of his arm, stalking through the corridor off for a week end's
recreation in the pursuit of his "little brothers of the wild." Moreover, we remember that Diana rewarded his devotion to her by bestowing on him the record for
foxes slain in Worcester county in one season.
For him the fairest scenery, since he first brought down a sparrow with his Daisy
air rifle, is the trackless forests of West Boylston, and the most exquisite melody
is the distant baying of his hound "Reynard."

A good hunter is generally a good athlete and vice versa, so "Joe" was no exception, his ability at pole-vaulting standing out pre-eminently as a feature of the track
team.
Lastly, he is one of Nineteen' s embryonic M. D.' s If he pursues the elusive germ
as successfully as he stalked the wily fox both in the forest and on the corridor we
predict gratitude from the suffering· public, untold success for him, in his noble choice
of making this "vale of tears" just a little less sorrowful.
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EDWARD

J.

GILL,

Roxbury, Mass.
"Gillie," "Ed," "Eddie," "Babe."

"ff we do meet again, whJ), we shall
smile."
Army
Varsity Baseball (I, 2, 3, 4)
A. A. Store (I, 2, 3, 4)
!\1anager ( 4)
Banquet Speaker (2)
Prom Committee (3)
"Riding School"
"Kosy Klub" (3, 4)
"Terry-bles" (4)

Gill of the varsity he is, and his record
on the mound of ·Fitton Field for the past
four seasons proves him one of Holy
Cross' greatest twirlers. But his popularity is not due solely to athletic abilities, for he combines a great body with a
greater mind. "The coolest pitcher," a leading sport editor has called him, "that
ever toed the rubber for the Purple;" and he doesn't leave this coolness behind in
the locker with his spikes when he comes up from the diamond. In the class room
no problem is so difficult, or objection so intricate that "Ed" could not solve it.
However, his philosophical researches were at intervals interrupted during Junior,
for the army seemed to have a great fancy for fallen arches and considered friend
Gill a standard for flatfootitis.

He is an honorary and charter member of the "Frat" and yet is popular, mayhap
because he is chief purveyor of heated "Thomases" at the A. A. refreshment parlors, and for those who would be trusted to the extent of $1.98, "Eddie" is the
lieutenant of another kind of Thomas. It is whispered - we dare not assert it as
a fact - that once, after an exceptionally fruitful day, "Babe'' inveigled four nut
caramels. from the boss. Such epochal business ability predicts great things for the
firm of "Eddie and Georgie, Ltd."
"Well, bJ) Jingoes."
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ANTHONY

C.

GLAVIN.

Worcester, Mass.
"Tony," "Wop."

"Ees no so hard for Dago man
To be a good a 'M erican."
Mendel (4)
"Commuters' Club" (1, 2, 3, 4)
"J. B." (4)
"Dress Peeraid" (1, 2, 3, 4)
"Kosy Klub" ( 4) ·

The one who composed "He Comes
Up Smiling" was inspired doubtless, by
the "Wop," trudging up to the "Cross"
every day. Any fell ow who can smile
~hile taking · that hill on high has some
powerful motive. That is certain. You'd
know his motive, though, if you once saw
the gleam of "Tony's" teeth, and 'his
fetching smile.
"Tony" couldn't help smiling in Soph when he had a chance to go "back to
Nature" instead of facing the finals. So he chose the lesser evil, and that summer
found the "Wop" on a Berkshire farm. Again after he had passed his Junior
orals he helped Gen·. Food, this time in a suburb of Worcester. Even after two
summers on the farm there ·were no furrows on his forehead, and the eternal smile
persisted.
Tony is from a celebrate? hill in Worcester. But for that hill night permissions
would be in little demand. However, the demand is great, - and "Tony" lives on
that hill all the ·time! He has the day~boy' s great advantage - a permission every
night. Some say that all look alike to him, and others think differently. However,
he himself is the only one who can keep track of himself, so if you want the facts
ask h{i:n.
Tony intends to further his learning at a higher school, and when he finally meets
the world, just "Keep your eye on the fighting 'Wop.' "
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RICHARD

A.

GOGGIN'

Worcester, Mass.
"Dick. "

" Sing, poet! Sing the night-wind's song. "
2nd. Lieut., Inf.
Orchestra (1 , 2, 3, 4)
Vice-President (3)
Concert Master ( 4)
Contributor lo Purple (2, 4)
Banquet Committee ( 1)
Patcher Board ( 4)
" Commuters' Club" (1, 2, 3, 4)

Here let Diogenes cast aside his lantern, turn on an Edison Mazda, and take
a long, long look at the object of his
fabled quest. "Dick" belongs to that
mystical secret society which meets every
noon in the legend-haunted, shadowy cavern beside the central stairway in Beaven, yet he is as well known around the Hill
as if he roomed up here all four years - maybe because of the flaming beacon
borne triumphantly along right over his ears.
As a student he is with the pace-makers : his recitations in Philos are a source of
wonderment to his classmates - indeed, we .often wondered if Dick might not have
had a hand in writing the book. His favorite pastime is Astronomical Research,
and it was while doping out how a ship crossing the 180th meridian loses twenty-four
hours that he composed "Turn Back the Universe and Give Me Yesterday."
Oh yes - he is a musician of no little ·ability and has often held us enthralled
a ~ he coaxed notes of dulcet and plaintive harmony from the recesses of his old fiddle .
His stay in the land of cotton as a Lieutenant changed the whole c~urse ·of his
life, and when he leaves us we hear he intends returning to that sunny climate. Is it
because "Everything is Peaches Down in Georgia," Dick?

"You know, when I was down in Athens-"
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D.

JOSEPH GREELEY,

Springfield, Mass.
''Joe,'' ''Horace.''

"There is a histor'J) in al~ men's lives.,.
U.S. Navy
Sec. Fitton Debating Society (I)
Sec. B. V. M. Sodality (1)
Class Track ( 1)
Sec. Pasteur C hem. Society (2)
Pres. Pasteur Chem. Society (2)
Soloist Banquet (2)
Class Debater ( 1, 2)
Soloist Smoker (3, 4)
Vice Pres. Fitton Debating Society (2)
Glee Club (3, 4,) Treas. ( 4)
Patcher Board ( 4)
"Kolynos Klub" (3, 4)
" Kozy Klub" (2, 3, 4)
Cap and Gown Committee (4)

He of the loud and striking neckties, of which he has an endless number, came
all the way from Springfield to the hill top: He smiled at us and we smiled back.
Then we spoke; he answered. We were acquainted and an acquaintanceship developed into a firm friendship of that sort that one likes to loo\ back upon with a warm
heart.
We know that "Joe" likes Worcester well, judging from his frequent visits to the
residential section, but we can't seem to fathom the motive that caused "Joe" to
sing at us "I like New York, I like New York." Doubtless he has a reason.

In class Joe is among those present, but one day he attracted more attention than
usual by trying to determine through what aperture the soul took flight from the
body.
Beauty in distress has ever appealed to him especially when allied with a charming personality. In such instances "Joe" proved himself an able soother of sorrows,
knowing just what to do and how.
His name will ever recall to us happier and brighter incidents of our years upon
·the hill and his future prosperity will be even greater than his smile.
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JOHN

L.

HARRIGAN,

Portland, Maine.
"Bauldy," "Jack."

"/ am the master of my fate,
I am the captain of m)} soul."
Promoter League of S. H. (I, 2, 3)
Secretary B. V. M. Sodality (3)
Ass't Manager Baseball (3)
Secretary A. A. (3)
Mgr. Baseball ( 4)
Pres. A. A. ( 4)
Army
" Kosy Klub" ( 4)

"Bauldy" took post from Portland,
Me. four years ago bringing as credentials
a natural flow of wit and an enormous
-capacity for work.
How welcome his
stay has been is evident from the esteem
and trust placed in "Jack" by faculty and students. He surely must have been
born on Labor Day, for every day is a strenuous one with him.
Being a firm adherent to the old maxim "Work and you will succeed," he has
applied himself so tenaciously to the "Ratio Studiorum" that we found him every
year with the leaders. We thought that the exigencies of warfare were about to
rob us of our baseball manager but to the delight of all, the year 1919 fo~nd
"Bauldy" returned and at the helm insuring a· triumphant season.
We must mention that John is President of the "after ten club," a super-select
gathering of votaries of the weed who pursue their unlawful rites in the darkness and
semi-silence of the wee sma' hours. In this office he was a despot and tyrant, even
taking advantage of his physical powers to quell or eject a too turbulent member
of the union; for the risks were large and the prefects merciless! But, nevertheless,
we lesser satellites like Bauldy with all his strenuous characteristics and wish him
bon voyage to broader fields of endeavor.

"Kee-ripes, ten o'clock and I haven't done a thing!"
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LEO

F.

HAYES,

Albany, N. Y.

"Honest labor bears a lovel}) face."
Army
Class Treasurer ( I , 2)
Pres. Philomathic ( 4)
Lecture Team (4)
"Librarian, Pedagogy" ( 4)
Prefect B. V. M. (2)
"Kosy Klub" (I, 2, 3, 4)
"Whist-lers" (3, 4)

There are few who can have it said
of them that they never had a quarrel
while at college. Well, "Lee" is such a
bird; not a quiet individual, because we,
editorially speaking, have been frequently
disturbed by the tattoo those heavy army
shoes of his made along the corridor when
we were trying to bury the spurs into some unsuspecting victim.

In ~lass .Leo is .a Cibraltar, not exactly a stone nor a stone face, but a fortress
unsmmountable; many a time when the rest of us were wondering "Who's next" on
hreathed a deep sigh of relief as we heard the Prof. say, "Mr.
a tough recitatio~.
Hayes." · The recitation would be made as only Leo could make it.

v;.e

He has ~ade many a trip to Worcester in the role of visitor and otherwise; we
know foll well what that 'means~ His was a varying choice - and many a trip was
' unknown ''lo the ·rest of us for Leo preferred to play a "loner."
To sum• up his ,work with us we m·a y express by saying that he was a real student.
Many times has he pored through dusty volumes just to prove that what he said
was right which invariably meant that O'Donnell was wrong again.
As a host Leo was at his best and many nights did we gather around the shaded
!amp in his room to enjoy the wonders that had come the night before -"on the

...

t.am.
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THOMAS

E.

HICKEY'

Lenox, Mass.
"Tom," "Chippy," "Red," "Huck."

"With th)) rolled up pantaloons,
And th:y merr)) whistled tunes."
Army

Class Basketball (2, 3, 4)
"Glass-Breakers" (I, 2, 3, 4)
"J. B." (3)

Should you perchance be standing before the mirror and you hear a genial,
"Pardon me," you realize that it must be
"Tom" and you naturally glide away and
leave him to his reflections.

Reflecting is

said to be good for any man and in this
mood you oftimes find "Tom" pondering
how he may improve his rusty beauty.
Lenox is famous for two things: first,
it is the name of a soap, and secondly it is the home ?f Chippy.

From this spot

started forth this intellectual athlete and he is having a hard task in sh~wing _us
which ability he possesses in the maximum; testimonials were always waiting for
him and so was a forward positon on the basketball team, whch he has held for
four years and is now looked upon as without a peer in caging baskets from the, floor.
Tom might have had aspirations for political as well as athletic activities but
when he started to look about for a ring into which to throw his hat he could not
find one wide enough.

Consequently, he stayed without the pale.

June brings with it but one sad day in its rare thirty; s'a d only because it is a day
of good-byes and farew~lls, some of which are forever.

But our friendliest wishes

for Tom are just as strong as if we forever were on the Hill.
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CHARLES

F.

KEELEY,

Nashua, N. H.
"Charlie," "Sunshine," "Physics and
Everything."

"A :youth who bore mid snow and ice
A banner with this strange device
Excelsior."
Resolution Committee, ( 4)
Patcher Contributor ( 4)
"Twelve Apostles" (4)
"Goat Grabbers" (I, 2, 3, 4)
"J. B." (3, 4)

"Charlie" came to us in Sophomore
and immediately proceeded to make up
for lost time. He was always among the
faithful few who started from scratch in
the exams.
Charlie b~came a charter member of
the society whose symbol is the test tube.
The odors "Charlie" always bears with him when he leaves the lab are mute testimony to the closeness of his application.
The old philosophers were pictured as walking in the clouds, disdainful of their
fellow mortals. There's too much milk of human kindness in "Charlie's" veins to
disdain anybody but he is certainly addicted to the knit brows, downcast head, and
profound reveries peculiar to the Solomons of old.
' What characterizes him particularly is his cheerful optimism. The "blue devils"
torment us all; you know how it is, - a siege of exams, vacation a long way off,
and such a general luxury of gloom that even Brother McCarthy's "groaning" table
has no lure. An hour of "Charlie's" society at these times, listening to his sunny
philosophy means rapid death to the "Giant Despair."
Even so must we leave him, regretful of parting but confident of a high and successful destiny awaiting him.

"Geel

I just broke another condenser!"
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JOSEPH

L.

KENNEY,

Worcester, Mass.
"Joba," "Smiler."

"Um -Kenney-Ken he recite um?"
Class Football (2, 3)
Freshmen Baseball
"Twe Ive Apostles" {4)
"Committee's Club" (1, 2, 3, 4)
"Worcester Poultry Show" (1, 3, 4,)

Here is another product of the "Heart
of the Commonwealth." "Smiling J oba,"
as he is known to his throng of college
acquaintances entered college for a purpose but he has succeeded in keeping it a
secret. Regardlessly it soon became apparent that he was one of the select few,
who could sit for hours at a piano and lull
lingering lullabies to an unsuspecting audience, or ravish the realms of Russian rhapsody, just as desired: "behold a made to
order pianist!
Joba, it is recalled, was one of the brilliants of Sophomore E. The w itticism:;
he would nonchalantly let fall in the course of a Latin translation, accompanied by
suitable gestures, gave rise to a clever vaudeville sketch by Coveney-Kenney Co.
Music and entertainment were avocations with him. His real forte was a circle
in Psychology, where, with a dignity and austerity of one far beyond his years, he
would untangle the intricate threads of a closely woven argument laying them bare
with a clarity that beggars description.
With such accomplishments to launch forth in life, together with a personality
that is irresistable, we predict for our popular classmate, success unqualified in his
chosen channel; and ever will we be proud to point to him as an exemplar of fair
N ineteen.

"Do _you want me to hone :your razor?"
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ALBERT

G.

KIRBY,

Albion, N. Y.
"Al," "Kirb," "The Gallant Kirby."

"/ have no n,ill to TlJander forth of doors ,
Yet something leads me forth."
2nd. Lieut. Inf.
Class Football (1)
Varsity Track Squad (I, 2, 3)
Varsity Football Squad (2, 3)
Class Track (1, 2, 3, 4)
"Bolshevist" (3)
"Kolynos Klub," Director

The class numbers a few members
from the Empire State and among them
is "Al." From Freshman he has been
prominent in all class and colJege activities. His maiden effort in athletics was
as a member of our championship section
baseball team, which organization, despite its modest title, achieved a brilliant reputation for its clock-like efficiency and masterly strategy. An onlooker at its games
always got the worth of his money, for one inning occupied as much time as the
whole regular varsity performance. ·

In spring Al donned his track-suit and was a good point winner for the class besides appearing in the Tufts and Springfield meets. Kirb was also a footballer, playing guard on our Freshman team and later with that "gallant" crew which invaded
Williston and Cushing.
J-qe was one of nineteen's officers, receiving his commission after the fourth Plattsburg camp. Reports received from U. P., where he was stationed, called him an
efficient and popular commander.

In his years with us Al has always displayed unfailing cheerfulness and a fine
spirit of good-fellowship. Our wish for him is that his qualities of earnestness may
always find the same appreciation that they found with Uncle Sam, and as much
affection as they won among his fellow class-mates.
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JOHN

j.

LANE,

Haverhill, Mass.
"Jack," "Shady."

"Oh, the devil take it, f'll go under m_y
onm name, let come rvhat may!
I don't like the idea of masquerading."
Navy

" Riding School"
Patcher Board (4)
" Parlor League" (1, 2, 3)
Captain (4)

The curtain rises on a tall, aggressive
looking individual known to fame and
Nineteen as "Shady."
"Shady" has
never posed as a modest violet and we
soon ·realized he was among us.
· His ambitions soared toward athletics
and in Spring the school was treated to
the spectacle of "Shady" in a green baseball uniform striving to "do or die" on the base.b all diamond. We can hardly say
that Shady "did" but he's still with us so what's ~he difference?
Football came in for a .share of his attentions and he was a mountain of strength
co that inglorious group of immortals dubbed by tradition "the in formals."
Jack is among our legal "futurables" and his best work has been in Jurisprudence.
His masterly treatment of legacies, distinctly a shady subject, arous·e d great interest
among those familiar with the matter.
He was a member of the group of bluejackets who manned the good ship Holy
Cross during the stressful days of the S. A. T. C. an~ Shady is prepared to convince anybody that "they also serve who o'nly stand and wait."
The location of Jack's corner in the hall of notables is waiting for him somewhere,
he was never destined for obscurity and whether the scene of his labors be courtroom , pulpit, or soap box, we are certain that his efforts will be ultimately crowned.

"How's the kid?"
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EDWARD

C. LANGFORD,

Thomaston, Conn.
''Sam,'' ' 'Ed.''

"Give ever}) man thine ear, but few th1
tongue."
"Twelve Apostles" (4)

"Sam" is really an adopted member
of "Nineteen" for, having completed his
Sophomore year, he thought that . his future lay in making trouble and causing
pain to others.

In other words he left

us to study dentistry.

But like the lure

of the gold in Alaska the lure of the golden virtue of Holy Cross at last overcame his desire to become an oral artist.
So we again greeted "Sam" in Junior.
We pause to state that Sam has a rare collection, in fact there is no one who has
quite the same valuable assortment.
Riley's pills -

5 7 varieties.

Whisper -

Sam has a complete set of Brother

He cherishes these as a typical _souvenir of his · course.

In fact, Ed has the reco~d for infirmary vacations and yet he always passed his
his studies in the upper third of his class.
Sam is no relation -

at least claims none -

to that pugilistic celebrity of the

same name but, like him; he is also an athlete of sterling type.

Baseball in the class

series found Sam a pote]J.t wielder of the mighty bludgeon.
Lowell asked "What is so rare as a day in June.?"

We answer "Nothing."

For to us it will indeed be a rare day when we must all set our best foot forward in
our own untrodden paths.

In your long, long trail may the spirit that made you a

true ' 19 man remain in all future years.
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HUGH

T.

LAVERY,

Bridgeport, Eonn.
''Huge.''

"And

llJe,

like friends, will straigh.twa})
go together."

Freshman Baseball
Promoter L. S. H. (2, 3, 4)
Senior Librarian
Purple Contributor ( 4)
"]. B." (3)

There are · three means of obtaining
prominence open to the Freshman upon
his arrival on the Hill; he must buy his
radiator, join the boat club ( an unknown
quantity), or he must be an athlete.
"Huge," though possessing no cave man
inclinations, saw no immediate need of a
heating contrivance when the mercury
ranged about 95; nor did he possess a desire for boating on the Blackstone. But
an athlete - well you should have seen him "groove that ball." His success was so
marked that he had our opponents, the "wisely-foolish Sophomores" actually standing on their heads.
Hugh's ability was not confined to the diamond however, f~r in Junior he developed a novel and distinctive disappearing act which gave promise of his future entrance into the circus. The act may be explained by the old phrases, "Now_you
see me - I'm in Worcester," "Now you don't - I'm in Bridgeport" and the production cost twelve dollars for each performance.
There is a highly important and extremely useful element in most collegians lives
which was entirely lacking in Hugh's case. I refer to that most willing servant and
and beast of burden the "trotting horse." Few students pass through the intricacies
of "Pro Archia" and "De Corona" without experiencing brain-fag which can only
be appeased after a long "jog" on their "ponies." Yet Hugh, by asserting his perseverance, refused to respond to the lure of his ready champion.
Whatever Hugh's walk of life we know that his earnest endeavor will see him well
rewarded.
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HENRY

J.

LEE,

Pawtucket,

R. I.

"Hen," "Henry," "Harry."

"My crown is in my heart, not in my

head."
Class Secretary ( 4)
Patcher Board ( 4)
Committee on Resolutions (4)
"Twelve Apostles" ( 4)

Time is said to change all things and
miracles are sometimes known to occur;
consequently "Henry" may in some future
day run into difficulties; but none, who,
at college, could so consistently steer the
middle course between the Scylla of
pink slips, blue slips, red slips, black
lists and the like and the engulfing
Charybdis of 59's, 57's, 56's, etc., which
monthly radiated from the office of the Dean, need have any fear in avoiding the
comparatively trifling dangers on the uncharted sea of life.
To have cruised the ocean of college trials without having been forced to anchor
in the "Haven of Jug" while rents in the sails of scholarship or damages to the rudder of discipline were being repaired is to have accomplished a feat in comparison
with which the voyages of Columbus pale to insignificance. Such is the achievement
of our gifted classmate from the Union's smallest state.
From the far off days of Freshman Henry has been most persevering in the pursuit of learning. That it was no unequal chase is manifest when one considers his
four years of scholastic accomplishment. The record of his successes in the classroom is most brilliant; his friend are many; who at the completion of his college
course can ask for more?
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RAYMOND

H.

LUSSIER,

Troy, New York.
"Ray," "Babe."

" / come not, friends, to steal awa_y _your
hearts.''
Ass't Mgr. Track (3)
Mgr. Track ( 4)
Patcher Artist (4)
"J. B." (3)
" Petronella Club" (2)

When the forces of Nineteen came together for the first time they found in their
midst a modest youth from the "city of
collars" ready for the battle with the arts
and sciences. Ray's early training at
Joliette Seminaire as well as his name pronounced him French. Good nature was
written all over him and his ever friendly
greeting soon gained him a permanent place in the hearts of Nineteen and the whole
student body. This same quality later won for him the position of Ass't. Manager
Track by an overwhelming majority. The difficulties that beset every Freshman in
college were encountered by Ray, but he showed that indomitable French spirit so
manifest in the World War and handled them skillfully.
In Latin and Greek he introduced a pronunciation all his own, especially melan~
coly, to the wonderment of his professor. Always seeking hidden knowledge it is
even related that this fair Trojan went under the bed at night in search of it.
Perhaps the outstanding feature of his character is his ability in proportioning work
and recreation. He had one "card"-inal sin with which we will not deal at present. Babe was somewha·t of a social lion, and in the comedy entitled "In Quest of
the Spoon" he played the burglar' s role to perfection. We are sure that the "rays"
of sunshine from his smile will dispel all the gloom in whatever field he enters.

"/ don't know where Spud do is."
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WILLIAM

J. A.

LYONS,

Billerica, Mass.
"Bill."

"A will to success is half the fight."
2nd. Lieut, Inf.
Class Track (I , 2, 3, 4)
Varsity Track (I , 2, 3, 4)
Varsity Relay (3)
K . K. (4)
Banquet Committee (3)
Ass't Bus. Mgr., Purple (3)
Bus. Mgr. Purple (4)

If ever you see a house with windows
thrown open and bleak north winds playing tag with the curtains, you can say
with the prophets, "That is where Lyons
lives." Bill loves the air, for hot or cold,
class room or private room, he must have
the windows open, except in Political Economy, and even then if he sits in the rear.
You've all heard of the wonderful army Uncle Sam trained in barely three
months, of the college men who dropped their books and took up the gun and some,
as our Bill, the sword. But few know of Bill's trained "suffragettes." They tell us
that he had the best company in Pennsylvania - not to mention the other company
of home fighters of the fairer sex.
Holy Cross has many laurels won by her sons in every branch of sport, but who
does not remember her relay team of Eighteen? Memories of that are best memories
of Bill, for he worked hard to "make" the team and then worked equally hard to
"make" the team victorious.
Bill, when Linden Lane winds behind you, be "On your mark" to greet the great
wide world, "Get set" to face the obstacles in your path, and "Go" to the goal of
life.
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]OHN

W.

MAHER,

Brownville Junction, Me.
"Whitie," "Coatie," "Superman,"
"J. Waldo."

"Of all the 'salts' upon the beach,
There's none that's saltier than I!"
-Anon.
Patcher Board (4)
Navy

"Bolshevist.. (3)

Arrayed in a black suit and a brown
derby, with th:e dust of · S-rownville J unction still clinging to his un-cuff ed trouserlegs, Whitie came to us. His grave, funeral aspect at once gave us an index to
his ~haracter; for truly in Goa tie's case
was "the face the mirror of the soul."
His . actions in the class-room soon
proved him a youth of serious purpose and earnest endeavor. In elocution Whitie
appeared on the stage for the first time and his rich sonorous voice coupled with his
unperturbed ·manner afforded pleasure and confidence to the writhing victims await-·
ing their turn to w~lk the plank.
~Whitie' s dramatic ability found expr_~ssion in his interpretation of Hamlet's Ghost
after "lights out." In this presentation Goa tie produced a decided impression on his.
audience. Like all masters he had many proteges, one of whom later practiced on
his tutor, with the result that Whitie now declares "2 in 1" a failure as a rouge.

In' the fall of '1 7 the Superman appeared on the football field t~ assay the position of guard. His ability was at once recognized, and he was not taken on the
second team trips.
Only the prophet knows what Fortune's "lucky bag" holds for Whitie; but
whether the scene for his labors is North or South, East or West, we know that
somewhere, someday, somehow, he will occupy a niche in Fame's mystic hall.
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FRANCIS

J.

MALONEY,

Springfield, Mass.
"Mal," "Mul," "Malo," "Frank."

"You fellows think })ou're kidding
someone.''
Navy
Varsity Baseball, (2, 3, 4)
Picture Committee ( 4)
Varsity Football, (2, 3)
Class Basketball Coach (2, 3, 4)
"Riding School" (3, 4)
"Kosy Klub" (3, 4)

Mal came to us at the beginning of
Sophomore, having spent his Freshman
year at the University of Detroit. He is
one of those fellows who possess a dis~
position we would all like to have, but.
sad to relate, there is only one disposition
like Mal's. This sunny character together with his athletic ability has made him one
of the most popular men in school.
As an athlete he is supreme. He covered first base on the Varsity for three years.
in a style that one year brought a well~deserved championship to t_he team from the
Hill of Pleasant Springs. His ability was not confined to the national pastime alone,
for we remember him well as a star back~field man of the '1 6 and ' 1 7 football teams.
As the Cross was not represented on the basketball court Mal spent the winter
months coaching our class team; it was mainly through his untiring efforts that we
cinched the interclass title in Junior year.
Mal has always been in great demand for the social functions of Worcester. Any
_ Saturday night Mal could be seen leading some fair damsel through a dreamy waltz
at one of the town's pavilions.
To tell the truth, Mal's encomium would require a great writer. Not being such,
we will merely express our fond remembrances of Mal's society, and voice the hope
that he will bat for 1,000 in any "league" he may enter.
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RUSSELL

L.

MANNETTE,

Portland, Maine.
·'.R us," "Jingoes," "Mokus," "Hiram."
"Great minds must be ·alone."
Army
"Phunnimen" ( 4)
"Kolynos Klub"

The S. A T. C. did wonders for
Holy Cross but the greatest benefit we derived from its pseudo military existence
was the gift of one dark-eyed youth whom
we have privileged to call for short,
"Hi." The class of Nineteen had been
expecting his arrival for three years to
atone for the loss of one son of Portland
who left in Freshman. Rus spent three
years at St. Anselm's which error must be
overlooked because of his tender years. However, be it to his eternal credit that
once he saw Holy Cross he was not slow in making amends for past indiscretions.
His debut into class activities as a member of the "Agony Quartette" on the night
of our Senior smoker was highly successful. Also, because of his residence i~ Portland, he is "ipso facto" a charter member of the Maine Club which holds concourse
in lower Beaven "seventeen."
There has sprung between Larry and Rus a keen rivalry in all matters from billiards to the parlor league. We are almost guilty of saying that Larry hasn't a
chance with the suave, polished manner and beguiling smile of Hiram.
We count it a rare pleasure to have known you, Rus, and in looking back ·haye
but one regret, that we did not know you sooner.

"Hey -

Hello."
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JosEPH V. McCABE,
Pawtucket, R. 'I.
"J oba," "Joe."

"He does me double wrong
That Wounds me with the flatteries of
his tongue."
Navy
Class Football (2, 3)
Banqu~t Speaker (3)
Patcher Board ( 4)
Vice-Pres . Philomathic Debating Soc. (2)
College o ;chestra ( 1, 2, 3)
" Kosy Kl~b" (1 , 2, 3, 4)
" Dress Peeraid" ( 1, 2, 3, 4)

Four short years ago, a stalwart youth,
with a smile on his lips that was soon to
make him famous, knocked at the portals of Holy Cross and asked admittance.
And the old proverb "Knock, and it shall be opened unto you" again found expression, for Joba was in a few moments a member of Nineteen.
Volumes ·c ould be written of Joe's conquests through Worcester from the hill to
the Bancroft Tower. So great was his fame that Junior found him "seeking other
fields to conquer." Ask him about those trips to Clinton, personally conducted by
Okie!
Joe has exhibited marked ability in studies and out of studies. He and Dick can
inform you of the best picture show in town and J oba can and will tell you how the
gestures of Beda 'Fara concern the Irish Question. Irish? Well Joe's ancestors
must have been on the "ould sod" before the natives and Joba readily admits that if
Irish royalty were traced to . the present time he (Joha) would now be "His
Majesty."

In Joe we have found a true friend whose merry laugh will ring in our ears long
after we have parted. As we leave this "Prince of good fellows" we can but assure
him that going forth he carries with him the love and respect of old Nineteen.
"What d'}}e sa.Y, Dick?"
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JoHN F. McCANN,
Worcester, Mass.
"Mac."

"With the 5mile that was child-like and
bland."
Army
Patcher Board ( 4)
"Petronella Club" (2)
"Commuters' Club" (1, 2, 3, 4)
"Phunnimen" (1, 2, 3, 4)
"Travelling Fellow in Mechanics and Physics"
(1, 2, 3,)

This small, dignified-looking person 1s
one of Nineteen's most consistent point
winners, who for four long years has
trodden the much worn path known as
''Day Dodgers Trail" to Mount St.
James.
As a Sophomore John attracted the good will and support of his class through his
extraordinary power and unprecedented boldness in pointing out the fallacies in the
the logical arguments of that Good Man who really tried, and generally succeeded,
to force less brilliant ones among us to believe that his word was law.
As a scholar John has made an enviable reputation and has never been known to
say "unprepared," for he is a staunch supporter of Preparedness! Yes! John
proved his loyalty to the Preparedness movement by enlisting in the S.. A. T. C.,
where he soon attained the title General, - but not the Commission.
When does Mac study? No 'man has yet given an answer to this question.
Walk down Main Street on any afternoon and you will see him strolling behind an
enormous stogie talking politics: on a Saturday afternoon you will always have to
keep your eyes open for then Mac is at large with one of . the Worcester Market's
''carriag~s. ''
Sincere, kind hearted, and frank, Mac will always remain with us m our memones. We feel sure that Mac will be a shining light in the political world, and wish
him all success.
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JoHN J. McCARTY,
Naugatuck, Conn.
"Jack," "John J," "Mac."
"Be wise today; 'tis madness to defer."
- Young .
Army

"I. Passers" (1, 2, 3, 4)
"J. B." (3 , 4)

Many elements are required to make
up a live class since "variety is the spice
of life," and Mac is a representative of
the more conservative and stable portion
among us. Ever a quiet, calculating fellow, Mac possessed a clear mind which
on numerous occasions has been of value
to us in serving as a safety valve on the
more impulsive element of the class. This
same characteristic it is that has given him
the high standing in his classes which he enjoys and has made him an object of envy
to those of us less fortunate.
But it is for those qualities conducive of good fellowship and friendship that we
will always re,member Mac, and that he possesses these is seen from his great popularity. In fact, to those of us that knew him, irritability and John J. were as far
apart as the poles.
Howeve·r it·was in Philosophy that his generosity was discovered by all those near
him, for, if there is one time when a bit of coaching from the side lines is appreciated
it is when you are trying to show the fallacy in Kant's argument without having the
least idea of what his argument is. And Mac always was ready to supply the
needed thought.
Our r~ce is done and all we can do is voice the old formula with a warmth and
sincerity that redeems it from the conventional: "Good luck and good-bye."
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CHARLES

L.

McCORMICK,

Westfield, Mass.
"Charlie," "Lucius," "Mac."

"Mark the Musical C onfus ion."
Army
College orchestra (1, 2, 3, 4)
Librarian of Orchestra (1, 2, 3, 4)
President of Orchestra ( 4)
Patcher Board ( 4)
Promoter (1, 2, 3, 4)
"Kolynos Klub" (1, 2, 3, 4)
"Goat Grabber" (1, 2, 3, 4)

Of course you've s·een Charlie, - that
light haired individual pounding away at
the piano, looking over the rest of the
musicians with a worried countenance that
betrayed a storm-wrecked soul. Well do
we know him, and well we might, because
our Charlie has broken up many a dra11?,atic performance in Fenwick by runnmg
across in front of the sta$e to get some forgotten music.
But the piano is not the only thing that Charles played. Long before the rest of
us knew a fair one in town, he knew enough to spare a few to some of his .less fQrtunate brethren. It seems that Mac got a head start somewhere before we met him.
No matter when or where or how we saw "C. Lucius" he was always in a hurry.
Important business was what he made out of everything _;· he could even recite in
.. Psych,' as if he really meant it. Now don't think that he was bombastic. Not so
- in fact Mac always betrays himself with a deep blush that starts at the top of
his collar and goes up .
.Maybe his blush, combined with the classy way he made his orchestra · tune up
was the secret of his social success. We can't say posi,tively - but this much we
do know - social success he's surely had. Good luck, Charlie, and may your successes in after life be even greater than were those of your college days!

"It isn't my fault if the orchestra is poor."
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JosEPH

B.

McDONNELL,

Portland, Maine.
"Mickey," "Joe," " 'Joba."

"Charming, witlJ), debonair."
Navy
Class Football ( I , 2, 3)
Class Track (1, 2, 3, 4)
Varsity Track Squad (1, 3, 4)
Toastmaster, Smoker ( 4)
Patcher Staff ( 4)
"Grand Schismatiker Petronella Club" (2)

Had we entertained any natural aversion to auburn hair it was entirely overcome by the advent of Joe to Mount St.
James. Hailing from Maine's metropolis
he brought with him an enviable athletic
record, which he enlarged through his
achievements on the varsity track squad
and in class football. On that day in Junior when our destiny hung in the balance,
it was an injury to Joe that prevented a triumphant march to Front St. During the
remainder of the year, after revolutionizing his roomy and "flinging off the slender
veil," Joe caused the "penates" to gasp in circles that never before had even witnessed a mild contest.
Joba' s forte was after-dinner speaking and as Toastmaster of our Senior Smoker
he made the evening a memorable one with his numerous pleasantries and wit. His
fidelity to choir rehearsals is worthy of commemoration, and in these musical gatherings he was frequently the one that opened the proceedings.
His uncanny ability to think and that quickly was clearly manifested in the class
room, where Joe's inquiries frequently caused heated arguments. As "tried and
not found wanting" we should classify Joba, whose clean sportsmanship and cheerful
companionship causes us to bemoan the fact that "Him we have not always."
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]AMES

J.

McGRAIL,

Worcester, Mass.
"Cupid," "Mac," "Jim," "Fat,"
"Skinoy Shaner."

"Be stirring as the times."
Class Vice President ( 4)
Sec, Day-Schola_rs Sodality (I)
Dramatic Society (I, 2, 3, 4)
- Elocution Contest (I)
Ways and Means Comm. (4)
"Supreme Adorable Schismatiker, Petronella
Club (2)
" Sen-Fre-So-Jun" (2, 3, 4)
"Marshal Sen-Fre So-Jun" (4)
"Chief Justice Day Scholars Supreme Court"
.
(4)
"Commuters' Club" (I, 2, 3, 4)
"Twelve Apostles" (I, 2, 3, 4)

One of the most popular men that ever entered Holy Cross, - that's Jim. Big
Jim, as big with good nature and wit as he is of body, readily won the admiration
and friendship 6,f every Holy Cross man. Willing at all times to argue, first to see
a joke, and never peeved, Jim's hearty laugh is no unusual sound in the day scholar's
room at noon. The arbiter in every argument between J ohno and John Worcester,
his decision is not to be questioned, for the great "P. D." is ever-ready to enforce
his decrees.
We do not hesitate to say that Jim could sell an electric fan to an Eskimo or
induce Arakel Thompson to take the astronomy course at H. C. However, his
genius is not confined to his powers of persuasion but extends to the Terpsichorean
art as well. Sad indeed will be the fall of many professional dancers once Jim
gives the public his interpretation of the jazz.
Jim's hobby is temperance, - at least he says so, - and if the great number of
recruits that he has brought into St. Ann's is any criterion, we must believe him.
When we consider that Jim is Vice President of his class, boss of the day scholars,
and - if the opportunity presents itself - a student, we rea'lize that he is a busy
man.
Jim is big enough for any job and Old Nineteen will be ever waiting to congratulate him upon his good fortune in the passing years.

"Mr. Chairman, I demand recognition."
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JoHN F. McGRATH,
Waterbury, Conn.
"John," "Mac," "Cousin John."

"M'J) life hath had some smatch of humor
in it."
Navy
Pres. Mendel Society (4)
Class Football (3)
"J. B." (3, 4)
"Kosy Klub" (3, 4)
"Kolynos Klub" (1, 3, 4)

Among the most recent debutantes ot
Worcester society is our own Mac. His
"coming out," arranged and attended by
the suave and efficient "Dinny," was a
most "jewdishously" planned affair. Bul
we are getting ahead of our story. It wa,;
at the end of Freshman that Mac's name
was first inscribed on the roll of the infamous. Mac tells us that "Gee it was funny"
but we know that at the time it was more nearly tragic. Gifted naturally with a
proper regard for the right thing and a desire to act in accordance with it, his burning of the blessed palm almost gave the faculty heart disease and made him sick trying to deodorize the room with tobacco smoke and perfume.
Ever an optimist, Jawn was the most self composed of mortals. Nothing worried
him. Impending exams, the bugaboo to even those who had more conscientiously pursued ( at quite a distance) the "ratio studio rum," had no terrors for him. Stretched
out in the family chair, book in hand, he was in the seventh heaven, far removed
from the cares of earth. This only seemed to accentuate the success of Worcester's
cousin student, and, in after years, will make him all the more fit for the work he
has chosen.

" And, Gee, it n,as funn'J) ."
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JoHN F. McGRATH,
Worcester, Mass. ·
"Worcester," "John Worcester,"
"Father Tom."

"In arguing too, the parson onm' d his
skill,
For, e'en though vanquished, he could
argue still."
Resolution Committee (3, 4)
Patcher Board ( 4)
"Phunnimen" (I , 2, 3, 4)
""Pres. H. C. Court," Sinn Fein (4)
"Twelve Apostles" ( 4)
" Commuters' Club" (I, 2, 3, 4)
"Eat~and-Runs"' ( 4)
"Kolynos Klub" (3, 4)

As the Demosthenes of Worcester, the champion of an Independent Ireland,
we know John best. It was in Freshman that he realized the defects of the Gallic
course at Holy Cross and since then he has occupied the chair of Irish History,
lecturing wherever an audience could be found.
0

Nor are his lectures confined to the color of Brian Boru's hair or the number of
snakes driven from Erin's shores by the valiant Pat. He likewise possesses a fund
of quotations from Father Tom Burke calculated to convince even a prefect that he
was wrong and John Worcester right. In fact, so forceful are his arguments on
both subjects that no one of us, who has once sat at his feet while he poured forth
his gems of prose or verse, ever departed without ·resolving that we would make this
evil world better for our having lived.
The "Ratio Studiorum," too, found in John a staunch defender; for whether our
many grievances, aired in his presence, were real or merely assumed, John always
forced us to see the folly of our ways and even admit that our punishments were
deserved.
So masterful is the personality of the man and so dogged his perseve~ance that
it is no difficult task for us to draw back the curtain of the intervening years and
see John a mighty force in the formation of the Irish Republic.

"/ merely want

to

say a word."
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WALTER W. McGuINN,

Worcester, Mass.
"Mac," "Quinsig," "Walt."

"My home is the trackless for est."
Army
"Commuters' Club" (1, 2, 3, 4)

A "Mc" from Quinsigamond !
ally exclusive terms did you say?

MutuWell

you are wrong and if you don't believe
me just call "information" and ask her.
Yes, the two terms are perfectly compatible, for that secti~n of the city is fa~ous
for other things be~·ides its blonde haired
1-mpulation.

If Mac ever needed anything other than his own sunny disposition to cause us to
remember him, that need would be supplied by the phrase "How about it, Walt!"
Wilson had to visit Europe before Vice-President Marshal became known, but the
fame of McGrail, Nineteen's famous Vice President, was established by his repetition of that interrogation. Whenever Jim sought a corroboration of any statement,
it was to Mac he turned with his "How about it, Walt."
For three years · rivaling the sun in his constancy Walt came over the top each
day - that is until last October, when the advent of the S. A. T. C. made his
morning walk impossible since he was forced to remain within the limits of the post.
But the S. A. T. C. is now history and Mac once more resumes his daily tramp.
Soon Mac your tramps too, will be history, but we feel sure that the same determination that brought you over: the hill each day will carry you pleasantly along
the long, long trail.

Pag e D.J

JAMES

H.

MORRISSEY,

Troy, New York.
"Rip," "Jim," "Ripper."

"O Sleep thou art a gentle thing,
Beloved from pole to pole."
Glee Club (3, 4)
Class Football (2, 3)
Class Quartet (2, 3, 4)
Class Treasurer (4)
"Twelve Apostles" (4)
"K. L. D." (1, 2, 3, 4)
"J. B." (3, 4)

Enter a handsome . gentleman from
Troy, a city famous not for it's Helen
but as the producer of ninety-eight of the
world's collars, cuffs and shirts. Should
you not believe it, ask Jim, and he will
prove it.
N otandum bene that he is versatile in whatever channel you would like a demonstration. Let us harken back to not such a very long time ago when he, on the college stage, caused the very hill to shake with the plaudits of a very appreciative
audience as he cleverly imitated a slid'e trombone.
However Rip is not all virtues. He has a fault, a weakness, yes even a ·1ooaness
for his own little trundle bed and, true to his namesake of Catskill fame, Rip tucked
himself away amidst blankets and comforters one day and all efforts to arouse him
were futile untii seventy two hours hacl been slept away.
As all truly great men are. wont to extent their activities to the masses, so. Rip
le~t his sunshine to the highways and byways of "Li'l ole Sou' Worcester" after
the evening's sun had set.
In parting from a real friend there is a certain intangible something that grips at
one's heart strings, and we know when we grasp his hand in parting we will all
experience that twang: may Dame Fortune lay a cornucopia of blessings at his feet.
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FRANCIS

A.

MURPHY,

Bangor, Maine.
"Murph," "Tubba," "Frank."

"Now I'll be frank with you sir knight."
Army
Class Football ( 1, 3)
Varsity (2, 4)
Class Basketball (I, 2, 3, 4)
Athletic Editor Purple ( 4)
Mgr. Class athletics (3, 4)
Patcher BOard ( 4)
Class Secretary (I)
Secretary B. J. F. (1)
"Parlor League" (3, 4)

Here is a subject worthy of the pen of
Rex Beach. Ouring the summer months
you must look for Murph somewhere in
the Allegash county, tucked away among
the lakes and woods of the Moosehead region in the former hunting grounds of the
Passamaquoddy Tribe. You can almost smell the spruce and pine upon his return.
Picture T ubba gliding along the vast solitude of a still lake with the measured rhythm
of the paddle to break the
'
"Silence you most could hear."
1:ike those woods Murph has an over powering personality and is a born leader
of men. His every action is characterized by the aggressiveness which sweeps away
all obstacles. On the gridiron he was the main cause of our class victories, - and
on the varsity he ever played a hard, consistent game.
His room from Freshman days has been the Mecca of the intellectuals, - there
to gather and discuss anything from studies to the most beautiful movie queen. They
say that he has a string of acquaintances among the fair sex from Worcester to
Bangor, but we doubt if even an angel could pull Murph away from his cigars and
books on a winter night.
His voice, ever ready to encourage good .and condemn evil, will be greatly missed

by us, his classmates, but the spirit of Murph we can never lose for it has been a
part of us.
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EDWARD

J.

NANGLE,

Brookline, Mass.
"Ned," ·"Ed," "Mugger," "Malus."

"/ am ashamed that women are so
simple."
2nd. Lieut. Artillery
Class Football (I, 2, 3)
Track Squad (3, 4)
" I did its"
"Grand Royal Schismatiker, Petronella Club"
(2)

What is a misogynist? A misogynist
is one of the male species who, for some
reason or other possesses a great aversion
for the society of the daughters of Eve.
Such a state of mind, for such it is, generally undergoes a change, resulting not
in the contradictory but in the contrary
tendency. Such was Ned's case, for it was not until Junior that he realized the
pleasure to be found in the company of the "'fairer sex.'-'
As a lieutenant at Camp Taylor Ed distinguished himself by falling off a horse
three times the same day - a feat which no member of the riding school on the hill
has ever accomplished. Ed probably obtained the facility in falling off horses from
his long practice of falling out of bed early morniQgs. This horrible feat is the only
mar on his career in Second Beaven.
Ed has educated and amused Worcester's · best with one especially interesting
topic of conversation - that subject being leather. If you wish a lucid, graphic,
and lurid explanation of the origin and utility of puttees allow us to summon Mr.
Edward J. Nangle. From the above you will gather that Mal us is quite an entertainer. He is. He often "did it.'' Ed has done things on the hill and off the hill
and when we leave the hill we expect to hear repeatedly that Ed is doing things in
Boston.

"John,-/ did it."
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]AMES

H.

NESTOR,

Fall River, Mass.
"Jim," "Jimmie," "Fatty," "Horace."

" 'Tis a kind of good deed to sa_y well."
-Henr_y VIII.
Army

"I Passers" (3 4)
"J. B." (3, 4)

Studies seem to be Jim's hobby for he
applies himself as a true scholar with untiring effort.
sport as well.

Yet he found time for his

In Freshman it was his

room that served a headquarters for the
"Four Comer" gang; there too, in Junior.
the "midnight talkers" assembled meetmgs were frequently broken up by

Mr.

Mcinnes.
Jim ranks next to Greeley when it comes to selecting the class beauty. His rosy
complexion has been the subject of conversation, so rumor has it, in many a W orcester house.
Horace spends his summers . dispensing sodas and filling prescriptions in one of
Fall .River's leading drug stores, and, judging from his general appearance every
September, his motto must be "one milk shake for the customers, two for the clerk."
For he certainly looks about as fat and healthy as the proverbial "Mellen' s Food
Baby."
When graduation severs that bond of union that exists between us and we start
off, each on his own path, we will miss Jim's pleasant stnile and genernus good fellowship; but we shall leave him knowing that as he passes along life's highway, he
will add many laurels to his Alma Mater, his class, and to himself.
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CHARLES

J.

O'CONNOR,

Worcester, Mass.
"Okie," "Charlie ."

"I have mJ) onm WaJ) now and then."
Naval Aviation
Banquet Comm. (3)
Patcher Board ( 4)
"Commuters' Club" (I, 2, 3, 4)
"Twelve Apostles" (4)

The "Heart of the Commonwealth"
has furnished Holy Cross and Nineteen
with · many examplars of the Demosthenic
art, but in 9kie it found the epitome of
its practical application. Perchance his
deep, sonorous tones were the cause of his
ever increasing _rotundity; but, be that as
it may, we know that he suddenly developed such a marked dislike for double
breasted coats that he had his own remodeled without sacrificing any material.
The sincerity with which Charlie entered into .all college and class activities made
him extremely popular with day-scholars and boarders alike. Nor is his popularity
confined to members of the stronger sex. For it is stated on good authority that
Okie has on his engagement list enough girls to produce "Oh Lady, Lady" or the
"Follies;" and, as is true of all great producers, he has a leading lady, ,......-., that is,
she leads and he follows.
During the summer Charlie enlisted in the Naval Aviation, but, his summons to
active duty having been delayed much to his disappointment, he wisely returned to
college while "standing by." .
Charlie intends to enter business, having mastered the "ratio studiorum' to a
~ ufficient degree, and we who have known and appreciated him these four years feel

confident that, endowed with natural business ability and the power of perseverance,
!Uccess will finally crown his efforts.

"/ can lick Joe Kenne)}."
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FRANCIS

J.

O'DONNELL,

Medway, Mass.
"Frank," "O'Die."

"Fortune and victory sit on thy helm."
U.S. Navy
Promoter L. S. H. (1, 2, 3, 4)
Cap and Gown Committee (Chairman) ( 4)
Ass't Editor-in-chief Patcher ( 4)
Sec. L. S. H. (4)
Purple Contributor (3)
Philomathic Debating T earn ( 1)
Rector's Day Speaker (4) .
Bishop Beaven Reception Speaker (3)
"Dress Peeraid" (1, 2, 3, 4)

Well here is Frank, there are quite a
few individuals of that name in our class
but none quite the same as he. In freshman he cautiously clung to the motherly
walls of Alma Mater and by dint of earnest effort won well merited honors.
But as years roll on youth puts away simple things and so did• Frank, then we
grew to know him better. Then we learned some of his habits, some of his virtues,
and lastly his faults. Yes, he ~as soJI}e, but his weakest one is his ability to blush,
aye and a deep one too when least expected.
We ...,c an all remember Frank in the "Gob Suit;" we don't know whether it was
his fault or the outfitters but the "Blues" seemed to be rather a quick fit and it is
rumored that he ·never sat down one~ while he had them on.
But whether it be on ship-boa~d or not we know that Frank's frigate will be ship
shape when it at last weighs anchor. Evenly ballasted ·it will ever surge over crest
and foam to its haven. But before you go "O'Die" let us say "Bon Voyage."
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]AMES

E.

O'DONNELL,

Florence, Mass.
"Jim," "Spike."

"Too wise to err, too good to be unkind."
-East.
Patcher Board ( 4)
Picture Committee (Chairman) ( 4)
Treasurer B. J. F. (3, 4)
Promoter L. S. H. (2, 3, 4)

Statisti~s have it that the great majority
of America's successful men are born and
bred in villages. Florence, we are told,
is a typical New England village, possessing a village store ·where a galaxy of old
time politicians are wont to assemble to
discuss the coming elections and the progress of the rising generation. The Bay
State has for years looked to this promising hamlet to do its share in giving to the commonwealth a great man, and when
"Spike" came to Holy Cross, Florence knew that its debt was paid and smiled its
approval. Statistics are right, and the old time politicians scintillate with a satisfied "I told you so."
It didn't take Jim long after arriving at Holy Cross to shake the hay seed from
his coat and sparkle forth a well groomed specimen of undulating urbanity, .which
role obtained for him a regal position in ·Worcester's society. Nor were his activities
andl vague
along these lines confined to this small area, for "Spike" was cosmopolitan,
.
rumors whisper of great interests in other directions.
·
,c•·
. Possessed with a big heart, an ever helping hand, and an active, farseeing mind
tempered with fair judgment, Jim has a wide circle of friends who are ever rejoic-:
ing in his frequent scholastic victories. Ever ready to support a cause that is right
he quietly gives us all that is in him for its success. Fortunate indeed, is the cause
that has Jim behind it.
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A. O'DoNNEU... ,
Dorchester, Mass.

THOMAS

'-'Tommy lad," "O'D," "Tom."

"His voice is clear as a bell that's near,
And sweet as a bell that's far."
Army

Glee Club (3, 4)
Pres. ( 4)
Purple Contributor (2)
Class Football (3)
Promoter League S. H. (I, 2, 3, 4)
Banquet Soloist (3, 4)

What?
You've never seen him?
Then you've surely heard him as he sings
his way through many a dark day. Tom
is one of the few whose singing is enjoyed by everyone, and his clear mellow
tenor has helped Nineteen in many a dark
spot. As Tom is a quiet fellow many have asked what first induced him to sing in
public. The truth of the matter is this. Tom's room-mate, Dominic, was forever
insist:ng upon consigning all his bunkie' s belongings to the bottom of his trunk. After
remonstrating in vain wi.th him for a long time Tom's patience was finally exhausted
and one day, upon finding his matches carefully tucked away, he exploded. Mr.
Boland, passing along the corridor, heard Tom's silvery tones and, believing him to
be sing:ng, signed him up for the Glee Club.
It would be unfair to speak of Tom without mentioning his only true love Boston. Never has the town of wisdom, culture, and beans had a more staunch
defender than our Tom. 'Tis said that Boston is the "Hub of the Universe" and
one need only praise some other city in Tom's presence to be knocked out by one
of the spokes.
We have come to the parting of the ways, Tom, but your favorite song will ever
ring in our ears, and as we think of you we will say "Dear Old Pal of Mine."
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]AMES

F.

O'NEIL,

Providence,

R. I.

"Jim," "Onie," "Saltie."

"And some that smile have in their hearts,
I fear, millions of mischief."
Navy
Class Football (3)
Patcher Board ( 4)
"Petronella Club" (2)
"Bolshevists" (3)
"J. B." (3)

Many personalities lurk within the
calm, gentle exterior of this citizen of the
world. James was a member of the Dorm
Rats' Union, and from reports of his actw1ties he was a ranking officer in that
motley throng.
His presence graced our Junior football team, and injured opponents unanimously
conceded that he compensated in energy and ferocity for any slight -lack of finesse and
technique.
A visit from James - especially a nocturnal one - was always hail~d with
mixed pleasure and uncertainty, the uncertainty usually predominating. With a
calm, urbane smile on his lips, he would gently enter a room to depart shortly after
with hair ruffled and tie disarranged, but with the same unconquerable , grin on his
countenance, leaving a trail of wrecked furniture and bespattered walls behind. him.
His urbanity was unshakable. We recall a memorable occasion when Jim received a surprise visit from his corridor prefect. James emerged from the closet
with a polite, "Good evening, Father." It is a reflection on our reverend faculty
that his courteous greeting was not returned in kind.
Old ties are breaking, yours and ours among them. Farewell is a hard word to
pronounce, but we say it with the assurance that popularity and success, the two
incorr. pa tibles, will attend you always, Jim.
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EDWIN

J.

OWENS,

Lynn, Mass.
"Red," "Terry," "Ed," "Louie."

"Whose wit in the combat 1s gentle as
brig ht." -Moore.
2nd. Lieut. Inf.
Class Pres. (3)
Class Football (3)
Varsity Debating Team (1, 2, 3, 4)
Capt. (2, 3)
Class Debating Team (1, 2, 3, 4)
Capt. (2)
Banquet Speaker (1, 2, 3)
Class Basketball (3)
Patcher Board ( 4)
Pres. Fitton (2)
Class Baseball ( 1, 2, 3)
"Second Hour Sleep Ass'n" (1, 2, 3)

Some men win prominence through the knowledge they have accumulated, others
through their powers of oratory, and yet others through their peculiar mannerisms and
unique habits; but the ge.;tleman in question can attribute the chief font of his greatness to that glowing thatch that covers his manly brow. Not, of course, to the exclusion of those various other characteristics but rather co-ordinated with them.
We hav~ heard Terry convince his audience when, with his deep thought and rare
judgment, he spoke on any subject; we have seen him in debate, when, times without .number his use of sound logic and dilemmas defied attack and won over the
judges/ and brought victory to his side; we have known him, when representing the
class, tg\ so muster his forces as to convince the powers of the justice of his claims;
in short, so brilliant were his powers of conviction and persuasion that he has several
times aiHed his class and his fellows and brought honor to the college.
And now, Ed, after four years of your comradeship we are on the last lap, confident that in the great world outside you will _make your mark as you have done in
the small world of college. Going forth remember that you carry with you our
heartiest wishes for prosperity.
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ALBERT

L.

PAUL,

Waterbury, Conn.

"Axel," "Al," "Chief."
"And _ye do ndl to call me chief-."
Coast Artillery
"Patcher Board" {4)
"President H. C. volunteer fireman's association"
"Kozy Klub" (4)

One - two - three - four - Dong
Dong - Dong. There goes the fire department - and Axel. Yes, ladies and
gentlemen, we boast of the supreme chief
of the fire fighters union. When the Sawyer Lumber Yard fire lit up Worcester
town, Axel almost broke a leg getting
there before the firemen. His reticence
is commendable and he has never boasted
of his heroism in that conflagration, but
those of us who know - well, come
around some time and see the testimonials of gratitude that Ax has received from the
chief of the fire department - and from the entire Top Alumni.
'
Gentle reader, think not that Axel is but an ordinary fireman. Nay, rather is
he a noted character in many lines. Those pestiferous and elusive authors in Latin
and Greek became bosom friends of Axel's, and in the broad fields of Philosophy
he has reaped many and profitable crops. At the B. J. F. m,~etings he constantly
reminded his fellow~townsman, the Czar, that autocratic rule was not to be tolerated
by an embryonic member of the Firemen's Protective Onion. Noble work, Ax!
He is not the kind of fellow who would countenance praise without blushing,
but, lest we be unjust, we have one phrase to. apply to him, "Axel is a '• regular
'guy.' " Never angry, always smiling, Ax will soon attain a position in the outer
world from which he never need fear of being "fired.''
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JoHN

R. PoVAH,

South Boston, Mass.
"John," "Rogers," "John R."

"/' d rather seal my lips than, to m}.} peril,
speak that which is not."-Ano11.
2nd. Lieut. Inf.
Varsity Football (I, 2, 3)
Varsity Track (I, 2, 3, 4)
Class Football Coach ( I , 2, 3)
Banquet Comm. (I)
Class Track (I, 2, 3, 4)
Pres. Aquinas Club ( 4)
"Petronella Club" (2)

John's claim to a pedestal among the
immortals is based upon his glorious refutation of the theory that "He who hesitates is lost." True, on that occasion
there was both a hesitation and a loss, - but Rhode Island's was the loss. Well
do we remember the hesitation. As he explained it later, John was unaware that he
had the ball until a Rhode Islander made for him. Then John ran, the touch-down
was made, and Rogers became immortal. Few indeed can compare with this stalwart youth on the gridiorn. Three years of consistent playing; such is John's
athletic record.

In the classro_om he also can show a reputation for scholarship than which few
a re better. Always smiling and with the same easy-going outlook on life. Rogers
has captured a warm spot in the hearts of all who knew him. It is even whispered
that, when serving his Uncle Sam in Kansas city, he captured the hearts of the
maidens fair . From the same source we learn that their name is legion. However
strong his aversion to the other sex, John fooled us once in the Rhode Island game
and we conclude that he will repeat some balmy day in spring when he rides in to
the West; to Kansas and prosperity.
"No Beadle, I haven't heard from the Sweeney Auto Sch ool."
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WILLIAM

B.

PROUT,

Webster, Mass.
"Webster," "Bill."

"Virtue is bold, and goodness never
fearful."
Army

"Commuters' Club" {I, 2, 3, 4)
"J. B." (3, 4)

In the matter of musicians, both vocal
and instrumental, Nineteen has ever
ranked high, and Bill, through his great
skill at the piano, has done much to ·enhance its prestige. On many occasions
at our informal class gatherings he has
delighted us by his happy combination of
classic and popular selections. Then, too,
at the impromptu reception afforded General Edwards, Bill enjoyed the distinction
of being chosen as pianist.
Speaking of the General calls to mind Private Prout' s military career. "Lafayette, here we are," may echo down through the ages with "Hold the fort: I am
coming." But high above them all, if repetition is any criterion, will reverberate in
nasal tones the words "Sergeant Howe, take Pre-out's name." Perry's victory
would be forgotten except for the message, "We have met the enemy, and they are
ours," and so, too, would the S. A. T. C. sink into oblivon were it not for "Take
Pre-out's name."
Bill's i~tellectual ability is not confined to the art of Paderewski, however, for he
:ts a rare student. Chemistry, Physics, and Biology, nightmares to most of us, he
pursues very closely with perfect equanimity and nonchalance.
Bill is, of course, the only rightly designated authority on his future, but reports
are rife in Webster that someone is going to take Prout' s name, - and it isn't Sergeant Howe.
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JOHN

E.

RATIGAN ,

Worcester, Mass.
"John," "Ed."

"Bid them prepare within: / am to blame
to be thus waited for_."
Army
Class Football (2, 3)
Banquet Speaker ( 1)
"J. B." (3, 4)
"Commuters' Club" (1 , 2, 3, 4)

"Silent John" they could call him :
silent, yet with a heart filled with friendliness and a desire to help his fellows. An
athlete of no little powers, John has shown
his mettle in many a hard fought gridiron
battle. He was always a "sticker," never
crying quits but fighting hard to the last
moment, either to be joyous in victory or
the good sportsman in defeat,
He also made one of our best soldiers in the army on the hill, soon winning his
chevrons by his quiet, unassuming perseverance, a quality which when coupled with
a keen mind often nourishes the spark that sets the world afire.
Probably Ed's greatest delight was to work aro~nd the laboratory, for there
was none of us that ever displayed so great interest in Chemistry and Biology as did
he. For, whether he worked with the powerful HN0 3 or the pungent H 2S, it
made little difference ; both brought him equal delight.
John was not all virtues; nay, he had one fault. And, whether it was an excessive love for his downy pillow or delaying for an extra cup of coffee in the morning
that was the cause, John frequently paid his compliments to the office before coming
to class.
In passing, Ed, we can safely · say that if your sterling qualities continue to
characterize you, "Let Caesar look to his laurels."
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EDWARD

J.

REIDY'

Portland, Maine.
"Bounce," "Eddie," "Sniffie,"

"M' fren."
"The legitimate occupation of man·' s
mind is -

woman."

Army
Orchestra (I, 2, 3, 4)
Class Football ( I , 2)
Varsity Football Squad (3)
Mailman (3, 4)
Patcher Board ( 4)
"Kolynos Klub" (I, 2, 3, 4)

Here we introduce the man who is more
widely known at Holy Cross than some of
the faculty. The Freshman who arrived
yesterday know him as Ed, and confide
in this great soul as a son would in a
father. They never find their confidence
misplaced as he is always ready to give them tips on the inside of the college game.
We are wondering if they will ever construct a musical instrument -that won't
yield its music at his touch. His repertoire embrates every conceivable contrivance
cf _sound producing machines. He is Paderewski and J<,reisler combined, with 'none
of the emotional eccentricities of either.
On the gridiron, in-contests with our class rivals, he was a tower •of strength
although the Prefect of Discipline in Sophomore did allow his jealously to overcome
his discretion and ejected Ed on a technicality. The mail , has been censured at
his hands for several years which necessarily links Eddie's smiling features with glad
news that came every now and then to break our routine life in the class room.
We enjoyed every minute he was with us and regret that his jovial laugh and'
witty phrase cannot follow us in some of the dark days ahead when his presence
would be sufficient to send the little glooms running for their lives with "kamerad"
on their lips.
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JOHN ROACHE, JR.,

Granville, Mass.
"Cockey," "Jack," "Spinoza. "

"The farmer homeward plods his DJear:y
n,a:y."
A rmy
Class Football (3)
Censor, Phil ( 4)
"Kolynos Klub" (I, 2, 3, 4)
"Spinoza Speiler" (3)
"Phone Phanatic" ( 4)
"Sleepy Sircle" (I , 2, 3, 4)

into our fold. Thenceforth
The glare of the city lights!
country boy? He is gone Beau Brummel of today. 'Is
are men deceived.

From the untamed heights of the Berk~
shires "Cockey" dropped down among us.
Innocent of city 'ways and city snares,
there was something of childlike trust in
the dreamy eyes of this scion of the· plow,
that caused us to welcome him tenderly
we vowed no harm should befall him. But alas!
The lure of the polished floor! Where now is our
a phantom of yesterday. In his place stands the
it the latest song you want? He will sing it! Thus

It has been said that Jack is a good student, and justly. For no matter how
many exams were ahead he was never known to crab, but just kept quiet and "got
them." In the words of Juvenal "Anything for a quiet life!"
Rumor has it that Cockey is to study law. We do not predict any great triumphal
entry, - you cannot di~tinguish a good runner at the start: it is at the end that the
race is won. But years hence, · when Beaven Hall and Linden Lane are but faint ·
memories of the past, we will look about and discover the successes of our several
classmates. And when we mention Jack, some will exclaim: "You don't say! The
same fellow who was so quiet! Well, isn't it wonderful?" No, not wonderful !
It is only because they do not know.
"Gee I must have been dozing."
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DoMINIC

A.

Ro1NA,

Greenwich, Conn.
"Dom," "Nick," "Abram."

"Substantialit:y First."
"Phunniman" (1, 2, 3, 4)
"Pres. Bluebeard Ass'n" (3)

If Dom can be taken as the archetype
of Connecticut people, we must say that
the Nutmeg State is indeed the home of
contentment.

Nothing ever ruffled him -

that is, not often -

and he has always

been characterized by his ability in seeing
tbe humorous side of a joke, whether on
himself or on someone else.
Mingled with his vein of humor is a true appreciation of good books.

Few are

there in the class of '19 who, having read the bible, would be so modest as to fore~
swear any knowledge of the whereabouts of the commandments in order to lessen the
ignorance of their fellows by contrast.•
But aside from his literary ability, Dom excelled in other lines, among -them that
of host.

Those of us who were fortunate enough to room near him on Top Alumni

will never forget the generous midnight lunches of cake and milk which he furnished
so o'ften.
Dominic has two great ambitions, one to become a lawyer and the other , to find
a partner

"fo7 better

or worse."

We feel certain of his success for any man who

can prove that the soul is immortal and make the major and minor ev1.dent could
surely defeat his wife in a little difference or win over the most exacting jury.
The New York local is leaving now so we will have to say "Olive Oil."
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VINCENT

A.

SCULLY,

Waterbury, Conn.
"Vince," "The Swede," "Scull."
"Eternal calm, unruffled steadfastness. "
Navy
Pres. B. J. F. Debating Society (4)
Class Vice Pres. ( 1)
Treas. Fitton Society (2)
Vice President B. J. F. (3)
Class Football (2, 3)
Class Basketball (3) .
Patcher; Board ( 4)
" Reference Professor, Petronella Club''. (2)
"Physics Traveller" (3)

From "down there , in ·the good old
state of Connecticut" there have come to
Holy Cross many and varied types.
Standing out prominently .among them as the full moon , a_mong the stars, reflecting
the light of a luminous sun, may be found our illustrious "Waterburian." Ever of
a retiring nature in the pr~sen<:e of nis professors, his rea~ self was displayed to
greatest · advantage o_ufside the 'classroom.
'Va~ eminently, thoughtful, and his
habit of giving d~ep co~sideration to all matter~ pertaining to ·study or play made
· ~
·.
·
his _-ad~ice highly desirable.

He

Essentially~an executive, "Vince" -was eternally calm and unr.uflled. We have
seen him entirely impassive during a tirade upon his adopted natio~:ility ~nd farmer's
sons in particular - the vindictive "animosi" of a chastised Carranza.. We have
seen him, too, braving the gas of the Hun, the result of a h<?t radiator smeared with .
a Hohenzollern cheese by the inimi,table P~ter Parvulus. Then, the attack over
and the Hun routed, the only punishment meted to the offender was the gleam in
his eye and the benign smile, which spread beneath the straw-thatched roof of his
pseudo-Swedish countenance. · Once only have we seen him perturbed, and that in
Freshman, upon Dodo's near betrayal of his sacred fire to Loyola's highly agitated
army.
A complete master of himself. "Don't the:y?

he cannot but dominate others.

Sure the:y do! "

\\
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JOHN S. SEXTON,
Milford, Mass.
"John," "Sex," "Jack."

" He shall be satisfied and by m)) honor."
Class Track (3, 4)
Varsity Track (3, 4)
Patcher Board ( 4)
Varsity Football Squad (3)
"Bolshevist" (3)
"Kosy Klub" (I, 2, 3, 4)

To recall the map.ifold incidents which
have come to pass since John left the
family hearthstone · and entered upon the
pursuit of the liberal . arts is beyond our
highest ambitions. During Freshman and
Sophomore he devoted ~imself unre~
servedly to the books in th~ library and
Teddy ' tells- us th;t he read · books which even the philosophers looked upon with
u~st~ady gaze.
·

It was noturitil]unior thatthej f?._ner Jll~.n l/egal!:t~ a_ssert itself, and long will we
remember that dew'thal ~rf '!. , ~J~f~'":~!f~J;• th~ s<:>uth;:J;{)rn,et;pJ Top Alumni. ' In the
long hours of -th~~\Yi~1~ i'll i,, pia.&li~r~~tiqal ':u§e -of ~their Chemistry, in-venting new
pastes by which a:ft:.~g,y ~~gsro.w!Jt of -haii rrray be removed ·from the chi:n_.
.

..,

~·..:~·

...,,

·_ ,:-,_-,·•':",:•,_....... ·:-=-..-...,.,..d--+'···:,-;:

-

. :-. '

'"-:·

·,

_Jo

Our mythoJogyCis r ather iilcomplete, but we feel sure · that. if there is ,a ~'God of
Eats'' John ~s•·dail ;·"burning incense before -his altar .
.'t: .'.·J~J ,· •• .
, .
..
.
, .
:To Jripll ~tlc{n~;\he distinction of being the only man in t~e class to win _his letter
as a )1c1ri{irier thrower, and was no doubt by far the best performer of the year i~
'that activity:
0

John, .we cannQt determine what the Fate pas in store for you, nor do w~ know
what obstacles will be placed in your path, but we are sure that you will surmount
all difficulties and finally bring honor to Alma · Mater and Nineteen. ·

"Behold the great black goat~e."
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]OHN ]. SHEA,

Worcester, Mass.
"Jack," "Gas."
"/ come not, friends, to steal away your

hearts."
Army
Orche~tra (1, 2, 3, 4)
"Commuters' Club" (1, 2, 3, 4)
"Worcester Poultry Ass'n (1,_ 2, 3, 4)

"Phunniman" (3, 4)
"Morning Milk, Editor" ( 4)

It was rather late in the Senior year
when Jack returned to us after a stay at
Devens, but when he did return he was
welcomed with open arms and to say we
were glad to see him would be putting it
mildly. During his first two years among
us no one knew Jack was at the school except the class beadle. But one day he
brought up his violin in response to a request from the orchestra leader and from that
time on his fame was assured. No entertainment, formal or informal, was complete
without this popular Son of Syncopation and wherever he brought his fiddle - lo!
- there was sure to be a banishment of care and a parting of lips in song.
Outside of this "Gas" was a caricature artist of no mean ability and a student
to whom the "jug" was something mysterious and unknown. The fame of the ver~
satile "Gasser" was not confined to Worcester for during the summer vacation the
"musical marvel" held forth at the - Hotel, much to the delight of the devotees
of terpsichorean "Jazz."
No man is an unfailing prophet and so we cannot predict for Jack his absolute
career, but from the qualities he has shown "Nineteen" there are no doubts concerning Jack's future and our parting wish is "Good luck Jack old boy, good luck."

"The Morning Milk, five cents a look."
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MARTIN

D. F.

SHEA,

Worcester, Mass.
·'Skip," "Salty," "Sailor," "Martie."

.. The thing that I dislike ,about sleep is
the awakening."
Navy
C~oss Country Team (1)
Class Relay T earn ( 2)
Varsity Track Squad (2, 3)
" Commuters' Club" (1 , 2, 3, 4)

Martie is one of the most attractive per~
sonalities in college life. Tall, well built,
handsomely featured, easy going, and
good natured, he is the posessor of a host
of friends and admirers. A dancer "par
excellence" and . social favorite supreme,
he is always mentioned among those pres~
ent.
"Sailor's" school life ran as
smoothly as a woodland stream in Autumn. His optimistic personality rdused to
be ruffled by the cares which caused endle~s worry to most of us. In the classics
"Skip" was a rare scholar; in Junior Greek he accomplished the. unparalleled
feat of getting up six months' matter in six hours; viz: 11 .30 P. M. to 5. 30 A .
M. - examination at 8.40 A. M.
That Martie loved the Irish is evident, for he ·was long famous for the "Wearing
of the Green" (suit). He also has a hobby of walking alone in the late hours of
the night and in the early morning soliloquizing .on world problems of great weight.
That some great good will come to humanity from this hobby of his none of his
classmates deny, for in Shea we see the embryo of another great altruist.
His natural ability, coupled with his splendid training in · well directed :effort
toward some definite end will make him the man for whom the world. is waiting.
May success and happiness be yours, "Martie."

''Hello fellers. "
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LEONARD

A.

STACK,

Lorain, Ohio.

"And, departing, leaves behind us
Footprints on the sands of time."
-Longfellorv.
Army
Class Football (I, 2, 3)
Class Minstrel (2)
Class Basketball (3, 4,)
Civil Service (3, 4)
Patcher Board ( 4)
Class Quartet ( 4)
"Kozy Klub"
"Phone Phan"
"K. W. D." .(4)
"J. B." (3, 4)

Out of the east came the wise men;
but out of the West came Len bringing a
cheery disposition, an enormous capability for work, exceptional athletic ability,
and an earnest desire to win success and honors among the men on the hill of St.
James.

That he has -succeeded in the latter is shown by the large number Lennie

can call friends.

That he has developed his already clever brain can be seen by

his class records.

His worth as an athlete has been proved on the gridiron and on

the basketball floor as well.

The greatest praise that can be given him may be

expressed in the simple sentence, "He was the same man in defeat and in victory."
Len has chosen the medical profession as his life work, and all we can say is this,
that if he is half as good a medic as he is a student, the medical profession is going
to receive another star in its already glorious constellation.

Holy Cross is going to

be proud of another of her sons, who, were it not for his modesty, could truthfully
say in the words of the immortal Caesar, "Veni, vidi, vici," So long, Len!
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]OHJ\i

N.

STANISLAUS ,

New York City.
·'Norman," "Doc," "Stan," "Little
Man," "Carranza," "Villa."

"] repeat it, sir, DJe must fight!"
-"Trotsk'JJ."
Pres. Philornathic (2)
Purple Staff (I, 2, 3, 4)
?res. K. K. ( 4)
Merchant Marine ·
Class Debating T earn (I, 2, 3)
Capt. (4)
Banquet Speaker
Varsity Debating T earn (I)
Purple staff (I, 2, 3, 4)
"Mechanics Guild (2)
"Royal Grand Schisrnatiker Petronella
Club" (2)

When the swelling tide of young Nineteen swept through the Bronx it gathered
in and bore "Doc" to Worcester-town, depositing him finally in the Annex. Ere
the waning day~ of our first September had flown Stan found his place in the hearts
of the pace-makers. Gifted with the e:wiable power of bubbling locut:on, he
mesmerized hall-fulls, whether pronouncing upon the banditory forages of the original Villa or delving into the dusty literature of ancient Spain. Often we found him
the centre of an awe-stricken group of underclassmen, promulgating doctrines that
combined the wild beauty of Orizaba's heights with the culture of sedate Boston,
and deriving therefrom a sociology as delightful as it was strange.
The Mex scintillated in public debates, too, and was the Purple's mainstay. for all
brands of deep stuff.
Though proximately a Bronxonian Carranza is remotely a world's citizen; he
absorbed the fiery spirit of dictators and revolutionists from his stay in the lands of
Central America; and his voyages on the briny deep as a Merchant Marine gave
him the title to that brass buttoned coat in virtue of which he travels on · the ' Auburn
car free of charge, just like any conductor.
W ander~r that he is it seems as though at last he is about to settle down, · and
'ive happily forever after - in Boston.

•

"Remember, John, no compromise!"
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HERBERT

P.

SULLIVAN,

Fitchburg, Mass.
"Sully," "Hubut," "Herb."
"The glass of fashion, the mould
form.' '-Shakespeare.

.

01

2nd. Lieut. Inf.
Varsity Track (3, 4)
Class Treasurer (3)
Class Basketball (I)
Class Track (2, 3, 4)
Class Tennis (3)
Banquet Committee (I)
Patcher Staff ( 4)
"Phunniman" (I, 2, 3, 4)
"Cake Depot" (I , 2, 3, 4)

Legend tells us of the goose that laid
the golden eggs, but the goose in question
had nothing on Fitchburg. Any town that can produce such celebrites as Jim
Dineen, Okie O'Connor, and Sully, has any goose or flo~k of geese tied to a post.
Sully's favorite pastime was shooting and whether his target was one of his own
classmates or a member of some other class mattered little. So confident was he
.o.f his abilities that he would even warn his victims of their danger and then catch
-them unawares. Lest you might misjudge this quiet son of Nineteen, however, let us
. state that his favorite weapon was a camera.
At the close of Junior, Holy Cross sent forth the call to her sons to go to Plattsburg and swell her quota of warriors, and Herb was among the first to respond.
There his ability was recognized and he was given his commission in Uncle Sam's
Army.
Now the · bugle's voice is stilled and Herb is with us once again. But not for
long. Soon he will go forth into other fields where the same qualities of mind and
heart, which marked him as a leader -in the great army of his country and among
his fellow students here, will lead him to greater conquests in the bloodless strife
where the best man wins.
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PHILLIP

D.

SULLIVAN.

Worcester, Mass.
"Phil," "Sully," "Sul."

" He doth bestride the world like a
Colossus."
2nd. Lieut. , Infaniry
Class Football ( 1, 2)
Varsity Football (3)
Banquet Speaker (2)
Prom. Committee (3)
Patcher Board ( 4)
"Petronella Club" (2)
" Phunniman" (1 , 2, 3, 4)
"Chairman, Fri. Afternoon Tea Soc." (2i
" Commuters' Club" (1, 2, 3, 4)
" Wore. Poultry Ass'n" (1, 2, 3, 4)
"Bolshevist" (3)

This "vir bonus" hails from the Heart of the Commonwealth, and four years
was all too long for him to become one of the leaders in our class. Phil started right
in to show us who he was, and succeeded well. Sul' s hard earned reputation as a
" vir bonus" was in grave danger of being blasted, when, · in Sophomore, he was the
erstwhile champion of heretical doctrines. However, perceiving that discretion was
the bette1 part of valor, he abrogated his new role.
During a vacation in Junior, he took occasion to entertain at his home, seven of
his classmates and their friends; and, if we can judge from their glowing accounts,
Worcester has its virtues as well as its faults.
P hil's athletic prowess was often displayed in the gymnasium when he imitated ·
the toe and strangle holds of the various wrestlers; but his work at tackle on the
V arsity in Junior was a welcome surprise to everyone.
As a Second Lieutenant, Phil was sent to Illinois, and "Dame Rumor" has it
that not only did he teach "niggers" to impale the Boche on the bayonet, but also
,
coached Western cow girls in the gentle Eastern art of sociability.
A lways a man of jovial disposition, Sully has made a good reputation in the class
of Nineteen and we are certain that success will crown his efforts in the future, for
he is a practical man.

".How's conditions?''
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J.

WooDs

SWEENEY,

Albany, N. Y.
"Joe," "Woods," "J. Woods."

"Come, m}} best friends, my books , and
lead me on.''
Army
Librarian (2, 3, 4)
Student's Library (I, 2)
Class Tennis (2)
"Pres., Hudson River Council , Kolynos Klub"

(4)

"J.

B." (3, 4)

.

A scholar, a soldier, a mighty fine fellow. That's Joe. The first stands for
perseverance and the attainment, in his
scholastic life, of a high position; the
second stands for cleaness of mind and
body combined with those qualities necessary for a good soldier which Joe possessed to the 'nth' degree; the third - well
that is what his classmates say, and what higher praise can be given any man than
to have it said "He's a fine fellow." His friends, and he had many, found in Joe
a wealth of information combined with a spirit of comradeship, which bound them
to him more firmly than could bands of steel.
Whae a soldier on the Holy Cross Army it was said of him that, although there
were no bars on his shoulders, he possessed the finest qualities for officer material
in the school. And as an officer Joe would certainly have been a success. For who
is better fitted to outwit the wily Hun than one who has experienced his tricks and
machinations? Surely Joe has been a· victim! When can we forget the occasion
on which the enemy fired its broadside of "German Measles," and Joe was forced
to retreat 15 0 miles to Albany? Hence, like all great leaders, Joe would have been
prepared for any new scheme the Boche had to offer.
When he leaves our small world at the college and goes forth into the world at
large we know that Joe will battle valiantly and, through his indominitable perseverance, he will eventually conquer. Joe, as the French have it, we wish you
"adieu d' amour."
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J.

JOSE P H TIMMS,

Brooklyn, N. Y.
"Timmy," "Joe," "Squeak."

" He ta lks to Kings without concern."
A rmy
Glee Club (3 , 4)
Class Football ( 1, 2, 3)
Class Quartette (2 , 3, 4)
P rom. Committee (3)
A. A. Store (3, 4)
Ass' t Manager ( 4)
Patcher Board ( 4)
"Kolynos Klub ' (3, 4)
"K. L. D." ( 4)
"J. B." (3)
" Funeral P romoter" (1 , 2, 3, 4)

Here at last is our "Timmy," not Tiny Tim of Christmas carol fame, but should
you want a typification of Dicken' s benevolent character, we have it here in this
Beau Brummel of Brooklyn's Boulevards. And, though you had not heard of
Brooklyn before meeting him, you surely would have soon afterwards.
As he is a strong supporter of everything he undertakes, anq he undertakes quite
a bit, Timmy infuses everybody with a great loyalty for Alma Mater and everything pertaining thereto.
Intellectually he has few superiors in the class; frequently have we seen him
steeping himself in the rhetoric of Webster or the beauty of Keats, _..:... behind someone's back in Astronomy.
However, though possessing a deep love for his studies, deeper still was his love
of sport. When the call came for class football, Timmy, clad in the remnants of
seven different suits, reported for practice and was soon a regular. And let it be
said that he was the originator of the "Grab 'em by the hair signal." The opponents, assailed by such a war cry, were easily thrown back with a loss either of
ground or hair or frequently both.
Endowed with these gifts of nature we know that Timmy will carve himself a
niche in Fame's Hallowed Hall. In parting, we grasp you by the hand say.ing,
"May God speed and good fortune await you, Joe Timms."
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CLUNE

J. w ALSH~

Detroit, Michigan.
"C.

J.,"

"Clune," "Blondie."

"There was a star danced, and under it I
)))as born."
Naval Aviation
Orchestra (3, 4)
Glee Club (3, 4)
Patcher Board ( 4)
"Dress Peeraid" (2, 3, 4)
"Ko~y Klub" (2, 3, 4)

When we returned as Sophomores we
found Clune who promptly informed us
that he had come "Out of the West,"
and was fully decided to finish the race
here with us in the East. Immediately
we raised a shout and adopted this breezy
lad from the city made famous _by Henry Ford. Fortune is forever smiling on him,
much to the envy of many of us less fortunate, for let me whisper that Clune has
been lucky in war and love.
How could feminine eyes resist ·the sprightly figure in aviation uniform as he
saqntered down Tremont St. with a Pall-Mall at just the proper angle in his mouth;
Proper! Ah, that is the watch word of our friend, from shoestrings to the curve
of his hat. To him the "summum bonum" is smartness in apparel and manner: and
"., Beau Brummel with all his advantages of royal favor never surpassed· our Clune
either on the dance floor or at table.
We are at a loss to know just what dream Clune will actualize after comm~nc~ment. But that he will do something big is absolutely certain. We are happy,
Clune, for your coming and we expect to be happier still in later life when we hear
of your joy and prosperity.

"A case similar to that happened out in Detroit, in fact a fraternity brother of

.

mme,-"
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EDWARD

P.

WALSH,

Lewiston, Maine.

"B'J) th'J) long gra'J) beard and glittering
e'J)e,
Now wherefor stoppest thou me?"
"Peter," "Ed," "Graybeard."
Artillery
Purple Contributor ( 4)
Varsity Football (I, 2, 3)
Class Track (l, 2, 3, 4)
Varsity Track Squad (1, 3)
Freshman Baseball
Chairman, Prom. Comm. (3)
Banquet Soloist (I)
Banquet Toastmaster (2)
Glee Club (3)
Banquet Comm. (3)
Asst. Ed.-in-Chief, Patcher ( 4)
Ways and Means Comm. ( 4)
Smoker Soloist ( 4)
"Bolshevist" . (3)

..

"J.

B." (3)

Musterole Demonstrator

,.
(I)

When old lady Nature was casting the various moulds for mankind, by a sudden impulse she poured several of her rare gifts into one fortunate form and then
smiled at the agreeable product. Peter's talents ·and gifts of character are so manifold that a Sears-Roebuck catalogue would be inadequate for indexing them. But
to his infinite merit, he has never appeared conscious of this but was ever "a dendy
feller."
·
Representing the Purple on the gridiron, he always gave the team every ounce
of effort and was a large factor in bringing home victory to Alma Mater. His ·
speed and nimbleness of foot would have brought hirri equal fame as a hurdler on
the cinder path if he had not been compelled to devote his time to pitching. They
tell us the story that a sporting scribe in a Maine paper saw a striking resemblance.
between Peter and the immortal Mathewson, inasmuch as both depended on control
and judgment rathe·r than speed. ·

If you ever happen to visit Old Orchard Beach please notice a dark youth in
white flannels, with a week's growth of beard and sometimes a near mustache, car1ying himself with professional unconcern. Go up and introduce yourself and rest
assured that you will find Peter a true friend and loyal son of Holy Cross.
"See can 'J)ou break it!"
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FORMER CLASSMATES.
The title strikes a responsive chord in the hearts of all
Nineteen men. When we recall the classmates who have
left our midst since Freshman days, we often gather in a
room and sing the praises of those who once were with us
in person, who will always be with us in spirit.
Perhaps no class since the foundation of Holy Cross has
had such a varied and interrupted career as that of Ni~eteen.

The war has delayed the graduations of many;

the seminaries have made deep inroad~ · ~P'Qn ,

our

numbers;

bi .rt}en ..who once
', .,,: \ . . . t ,-:~ :_~__4;;,_.,, ..
collegiat:e. -1:ic;l.· ·
.! t> and the

the business world has been enriche.d .
signed their names under our

tlif~if·of ·Nineteen's

invisible hand of death has touched <. .
nobtest sons.
"'.

;:,

-~ ·:

;'··- ~

~

In compiling this Patcher we have attempted to accord
some recognition, little as it ma:y seem, to those who were
prevented by circumstances from receiving diplomas with
us.

May they ever fondly remember the days spent with

us as we rejoice in our r~collections of their comradeship.
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FORMER CLASSMATES
Burke, Michael H .
Harding, Michael J. Mahoney, Everett M .
Carr, Christopher A
McManus, John J.
O'Connor, Maurice G.
Clark, Henry C.
O'Sullivan, William J. Pelletier, Arthur J .
Conley, Philip J.
Shea, Thomas P.
Rennie, George B.
Dion, Alfred J.
Smyth, Edward L.
Spillane, James J.
Donoghue . Jeremiah A. Blake, William F.
Wallingford, Arthur J.
Duffy, Thomas F.
Cash, Thomas H.
White, William A.
Jette, Charles 0.
Creedan, Jeremiah G . Barron, James J.
Kieley, Edward X.
Clancy, John F ., Jr. Bradley, John C.
Lahey, William F.
Doughty, George W . Carson, Alexander F.
Lyons, John
Gates, Herbert C.
Clarey, Harold F.
McCue,' Thomas P.
Grogan, William B.
Clark, R. Stan!ey
McCulloch, James J . Harrington, Dennis W. Connors, Martin E .
McGuire, Fr~ncis C.
McMahon, Willard M. Deneen, James F.
Mitchell, John F.
Hawthorne, Elbert J. Dillon, Luke A.
Murphy, James A. ·
Hayes, Thomas F.
Donahce, Robert F.
Regan, Timothy F .
Keefe, James C.
Donnellan, Albert J.
Smyth. James F .
Loughlin, James V. - Doyle, Anthoqy R.
Walsh, William A.
· McCawley,Joseph J . Dulligan, James F.
Ahearn, Daniel P .
-McCurdy, George A. Flanagan, Michael J.
Barry, James F., Jr.
McSherry, Allan T .
Gardner, John J ., Jr.
Breiding, Leonard J.
Moore. Thomas H.
Gurley, W iHiam_A.
Killeen , Fdward '/ ., Jr Murphy, Joseph F.
Gutek, Albert J.
Carroll, Francis A .
Rockwell, Lawrence E. Harney William E .
Codaire, George A.
Ryan, James H.
Hogan, J. Edward
Costello, Daniel J.
Scanlon, Henry K.
Hurley, John J.
Curran, Hugh M.
Smith, Thomas J.
Jakaitis, Franci V .
Driscoll, Frederick G . Tobin, James V.
Keefe, Edwin T .
Gagnier, Charles A.
Twitchell, Thomas H. Maher, John J .
McDonald, Francis J. Anderson, Alexander A.McDonald, Robert L.
McGinn, Philip W . J. Casey, George H.
McGovern, William J.
No'rton, Joseph P.
Cashman, Edward J . McNally, John J.
Roesch, Eugene W .
Daley, Daniel F.
McPartland,F. Durkin
Toole. Thomas J.
Donaghy, James K.
O'Connell, James S.
Walsh, Joseph M.
Ducharme, Arthur L. Reiley, Christopher A.
Welsh, Joseph K.
Grandfielrl, Robert F. S_chuster, Edward J.
Bolger, Alfred F.
Hayes, Michael P.
Shea, Bernard J.
Booth, John E.
Hopkins, James J., Jr. Stanton, Leo M .
Breen, _George F .
Leonard, James E.
SuHivan, P. Henry
Fox, Leo T.
Lyons, Francis R. C. Wiglesworth, Frank C.

r

ALBERT

J.

West Medfield,- Mass.

DONNELLAN'

"Al."

"Al" was another man the class could ill-afford to lose, and the whole college
suffered when he departed. We have seen him pitch through many a gruelling
game to a glorious victory, and have felt vanishing hopes rise high as he skirted the
ends carrying the ball well down the football field. He heard his country's call
among the first and his devotion to his duty ~erited him a commission.

R.

Springfield Mass.

STAN LEY CLARK,

"Stan."
We r~call Stan as a member of the Sub-Freshman Club of Springfield to which
various times he introduced less fortunate members of the class. He was one of
the first of the class to see service and is now possessor of the shoulder bars won
during his army career. He ·was a gloom killer of Class A 1 and was an entertaining inhabitant of 3rd O'Kane where he demonstrated musterol to Peter Walsh.
A welcome ever awaits him ·from the members of '19.
:1t

EUGENE

w.

New York, N. Y.

ROESCH,

"Gene."
"The first American aviator to fly over the Alps," is saying a great deal, but
less can be said of '19' s representative wizard of the air as a member of the
Royal Canadian Flying Corps. Gene proved his ability for just such deeds during
his memorable sojourn on Mt. St. James in many respects. He was an athlete as
well as a student and his release from military life will witness the beginning of a
great career.

!10

MAURICE

G.

Fitchburg, Mass.

O'CONNOR,

"O' Kie."
Our sea fighters have been indeed fortunate t0- be able to call "O'Kie" one of
their line officers during the recent int~rnational struggle but in that conflict he
merely lived up to the predictions of achievement that followed him upon enlistment
after his enviable record as one of us had been established. ·We earnestly hope that
the time is not far distant when he will be able to return to the scene of his unfinished
A. B. course.

T.

Worcester, Mass.

FRANCIS HAYES,

"Frank."
When his country called Frank was ready, and he left under a deluge of best
wishes and sincere regrets from the '19 qowd in general and . his pal "Sully" in
particular. He was soon commissioned in the navy and it was not long after that
we were delighted to know that he was commissioned for life as head of a house.
More power to you, "Frankie."
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F.

Springfield, Mass.
"Jimm'J)."
.
A quiet demeanor and pleasing nature failed to reappear in \ Sophomore in the
person of Jim Smyth, who won a place in the "Goodfellowship Club" of the class
despite the brevity of his stay. We know that by this time he is helping to direct
the destinies of his native city and consider that a lucky municipality which can
enumerate him among its promoters of civic activity.

JAMES

SMYTH,

WILLIAM

A

Fall River, Mass.

WALSH,

"Bill."
~'Bill" was one of the large contingent that came to us from Fall River. His
lively, good nature secured him many friends. Whenever a good practical joke
was pulled off it was safe to look for "Bill" at the bottom of it. We lost a good
companion when "Bill" left.
Aurora, N. Y;

ELBERT HAWT HORNE, '

"Red."

If you strolled down So. Worcester way in the evening, you were quite sure to
encounter "Red" taking his constitutional. An unusually bright mind gave him
the advantage easily and lessons learned he didn't hesitate to claim the rewards
that the district aff orcled.
HENRY

K.

Leominster, Mass.

SCANLON'

"Pasteur."
When our specialist in Analytical Chem. departed for St.' Mary's, Baltimore
in Junior, there were regrets in the Day Dodgers Club of which he was a charter
member, as well as among the b"oarders who appreciated his worth as a student and
promoter of good fellowship.
Through Henry's ordination the diocese of Springfield will receive a valuable
acquisition.
WM.

J.

Newport, R.

O'SULLIVAN,

"Bill."

I.

'·"'

Busy "Bill" soon made himself a prominent figure in all class activities. When~
ever anything that required foresight and business acumen was to be done, Bill was
called into consultation. His recognized ability made · him busine~s manager of 'the
"Purple." "Bill" left at the end of Junior to join the navy, and since the armistice ,
he has entered the banking business.
Lowell, Mass.

JOHN J. GARDNER,
'

-

"Jack."

John was seldom ruffled and never raised a great deal of trouble around 3~d
O'Kane but he was a cheerful mixer and knew not what worry was. He left us
for a school nearer home but we know his heart is still with ' 19 as we are with him
in all his works. Socially he was a member of the advisory board and we !ititl re-:
call some of the afternoons he spent enjoying the movies with the W. - W.'s of
Worcester.
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FRANCIS

V.

Worcester, Mass.

]AKAITIS,

"Frank."
''Frank" was with us during Freshman and Sophomore.
He became so well
known that his presence was ever welcome in any room. He was big, kind-hearted
and sincere. His friendship was something of great value as was his just wrath a
thing to be feared. His position as a wise and kindly leader of the flock is assured.
Florence, Mass.

DANIEL F. DALEY,

' '. Danny."
Dan was ever a carrier of good tidings and a smiler always. We yet recall how
his cheeriness was wont to drive away anything in the nature of a kill-joy while he
was among us and from recent visits he has paid us we find him the same. As the
guardian of Keefe and Greeley for a year his time was pretty well taken up but
they prospered under his tutelage as many will do who hear his admonitions from
the pulpit in the future.
DENNIS

w.

Fall River, Mass.

HARRINGTON,

"Den," "Denny."
While he was with- us Denny was a prime mover in class activities of any nature.
Progress was his watchword at all times. He starred in our Sophomore class minstrel and the threnodies that pealed forth from the organ in the same year can be
attributed to his versatility. The priesthood claims him in the future and we feel
that he will herein make an even greater name for himself.
FRANCIS

J.

Worcester, Mass.

CARROLL,

"Frank."
When we think of Frank, we immediately recall his monthly saunter toward the
platfonn to gather in an armful of testimonials. His only regret on entering Junior
was that there were only two possible tickets a month. He went to -the "Grand"
this year, and if he pursues the studies here as he did Chem: and Philosophy here, the
diocese will profit greatly.
ROBERT

F.

Fitchburg, Mass.

DONAHOE,

"Bob."
Our return to Senior year found "Bob" absent from the ranks of Nineteen in person only, for his decision to take up a greater work in life redounds greater- credit to
the class with its already long list of seminarians. Time only i~ necessary to prove
the worth of the man who left so many friends on the~hill.

P.

Holyoke, Mass.

HENRY SULLIVAN,

"Phenry."
Although a "Scoop" as one of us, behind the preparation he made in our first two
years there were higher motives and ideals in his mind and these he lived up to in
his later education with his fellow representatives of '19 at St. Mary's, Baltimore.
His capacity for direction was amply displayed before he left us and will shortly
realize his eloquence as one of the diocese of Springfield.
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Somerville, Mass.

ALEXANDER A. ANDERSON.

"Alec."
Alec's one year stay with us has, not been forgotten for we are often wont to recall his deeds as a member of the 1916 gridiron squad as a wild center. He was a
true representative of Boston Irish and they have every reason to be prqud of him as
we were then and are now. May his place in the rung on the ladder of fame be still
higher than the start of his climb.
WILLIAM

J.

Caledonia, N. Y.

McGovERN,

"Bill."
A smiling, reliable, cheery good friend was "Bill" and we were certainly sorry
to lose him when he left to joiri the service. Always there with a good word, and
an offer of material help Bill soon became an invaluable part of ' 19.
Dorchester, Mass.

FREDERICK G. DRISCOLL,

"Fred die."
Well do- we remember the frequency with which Freddie tramped majestically
to the stage to receive his testimonials. His success as a student was gratifying to his
host of friends. His popularity was evidenced by his election to the assistant manager-ship of varsity baseball. He continues his successful efforts at Brighton Semmary.
Newport, R. I.

JOSEPH M. WALSH,

"Dave."
"Dave" was the boy that made Newport the summer colony of Holy Cross. In
Sophomore he became a patron of the Mechanics Guild and yet he smiled continually. Tennis appealed to Dave and in Junior he was only prevented from making
his letter by a slight accident before the final game. He is now at Dunwoodie trainmg to be the best natured curate in New York.
JOSEPH

K.

New Bedford, Mass.

WELSH,

"Joe."
N able ideals called Joe from our midst at the end of Sophomore. His quiet,
unassuming nature, his pleasing disposition and his cool logic made him a friend to
be relied upon. He proved to be one of the foremost members of the "Petronella
Club," ever weathering its storms and furthering its interests. We are proud to
have such a man representing us in the ranks of the priest-hood.
JOHN

F.

So. Hadley Falls, Mass.

MITCHELL,

"Jack."

Big "Jack" that speedy, ripping, tearing full-back oftef1: brought us
as 'he flew down the field for huge gains. His excellence in class was
numerous testimonials. His big heart was a source of material comfort
his class-mates. The same spirit remained when he joined the army and
was rapid.
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]AMES

K.

New Bedford, Mass.

DONAGHY ,

"Discus."
"Discus' " return to Senior was prevented by the greater duty of maintaining the
morale of our National Army which boasts him as one of its officers. Jim's basketball ability was quickly perceived at Camp Grant where he has been putting up a
slashing game at back. As the original life saver he had already made his name
at the Cross and there awaits him a welcome at any time that he returns.
WM.

B.

No. Andover, Mass.

GROGAN.

"King."
The big man from the little- town held a big place in our esteem and well he may
for he had a heart that was in perfect proportion with his giant physique. He made
a host of friends and many a time we hear the name of "King" mentioned when
discussion turns to Freshman days.
Akron, Ohio.

WILLARD M. McMAHON,

''Mack."
Quantity may have been wanting among our members from Ohio but this deficiency was easily made up in the quality we received and Mack is a true example .
With several others St. Bernard's, Rochester claimed him at the end of Sophomore
and from latest reports he is even surpassing there the ~nviable record he set for himself at the Cross. The Cleveland diocese has something to look forward to in his
ordination.
Springfield, ·Mass.

HUGH M. CURRAN'

"Huge," "Hughie."
Hugh's early training in salesmanship was early evidenced at college and we
found ourselves the victims but we learned to appreciate him as we know others will
in his dealings as a true shepherd of the flock. Class work was far from a side line
with him and consequently he had little of the worries so often experienced by others
at the approach of an exam. This preparedness bespeaks the preparedness to do
his duty in life.
Syracuse, N. Y.
"Tommy."
Tom early won the friendship of the class and his departure for the novitiate was
regretted by all but he took with him the best wishes of the class and is now progressing rapidly on the long journey toward ordination in the Jesuit order. He was a
letter man in Freshman and would undoubtedly have attained greater successes had
he finished his course on the hill. May his achievements be as great outside.
THOMAS H. MooRE,

EDWARD

X.

Waterbury, Conn.

KIELEY

"Eddie."
Nothing was too good for '19 in "Eddie's'' eyes. He lived with us for three
years and then left to swell the ranks in the seminary. Eddie is a good friend to
have and he left his mark traced in the memory of all of us. We remember him
as an enthusiast for everything that benefited the class and we helieve in his success
as a noble priest.
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EDWARD

J.

Holyoke, Mass.

SCHUSTER,

"Ed."
Few there were that trod Linden Lane and excelled this Achaean protege in
application to duty in scholastic and social circles of Worcester in Freshman and
Sophomore, and we venture to say that few excel him in his present capacity. His
return we await with great expectations of deeds accomplished by dint of earnest
effort in the face of difficulties.

LA WREN CE

E.

Akron, Ohio.

ROCKWELL,

"Laurie."
Laurie never had much to say, but when there was anything important before the
class we could always count on him to see the right side and support it to the limit.
He was an excellent student and a true friend. It was by no means a surprise when
he went to the seminary as his exemplary life had well-fitted him for it.

THOMAS

J.

Geneva. N. Y.

TOOLE,

"Tom."
During Freshman and Sophomore years Tom always stood away near the head of
the class in his studies and carried away with him many of the highly prized testimonials. Tom was also an orator and his powerful voice on several occasions shook
the rafters of Fenwick. At the end of Sophomore he answered the call that his
previous life had well fitted him for and went to the seminary.

GEORGE

B.

Green Island, N. Y.

RENNIE,

"C eorgie."
A thorough student during his short stay with '19, he could not be otherwise in
his following call to the later call of director of men in a pastoral capacity. His
keen intellect and exhaustive ability for research and study places him among the
greater representatives of the class who are candidates. With his roommate "Wallie" he cultivated numerous keen friendships on the renowned hill that will long outlast his stay here.
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JAMES H. RYAN

M. HENRY BURKE

THOMAS H . TWITCHELL

ALEXAND£R F. CARSON

EVERETT M. MAHONEY

MICHAEL HARDING
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Albion, N. Y.

}AMES H. RYAN,

"Jim."
From quarreyman to Na val Aviator is but a brief way of summing up the career
of this Empire State man who graced our presence in Freshman. Typical of his
work on the annex was the request he once gave Mr. Conniff to throw him in a fig
leaf. Although his wit o' err an ·his desire for study, he was always in there fighting
and won his mark at the training school for Aviators in which branch he is still
engaged.

M.

South Na tick, Mass.

HENRY BURKE,

"Mick}}."
A .mischievous eye, a broad smile, and ever in a mad rush amply describes Micky
the dynamic! With us but two short years, Mike's genial way and his poetry
la Killeen" made a lasting and pleasant impression on '19. Micky has transferred his activities from our midst to the ship-building game where his ability should
be amply rewarded.

-

"a

ALEXANDER

F.

CARSON'

.. Al."

Oneonta, N. Y •

Never will the memory of the smiling, courteous Adonis, Al Carson , fade from
the minds of the men of '19. He was a good fellow, an energetic student and a
man of broad views and sound logic. He was elected to the post of assistant-manager of track. He left to become a Naval Aviator. We have learned with pride
of his success in that exacting service.
Dorchester, Mass.

THOMAS H. TWITCHELL,

"Teak."
To "Teak" goes the distinction of being the first member of '19 to enlist for
national service and today finds him in the same line of duty as an Ensign. He was
a man of activity and his athletic deeds are far above par in the major sports. He
was likewise a student of no mean powers and "tickets" were not entirely out of his
line. May his achievements of the past be but a symbol of what he will accomplish
in the years to come.
North Billerica, Mass.

EVERETT M. MAHONEY,

"Evvie."
As we near the day of graduation Evvie is still bringing them back from the
other side with our sea forces. He was a charter member of the parlor league at
H. C. and socially made a name for himself and Greeley among the fairest of
Worcester. May he keep up the good work for more splendid achievements await
his doing in civil life.
·
Worcester, Mass.

MICHAEL HARDING,

"Mike."
"Mike" remained with us for only a year, but during that time his feats on the
gridiron, his speed on the basketball court, and his cleverness on the diamond made
him known to all, as did his sterling character and pleasant disposition make his
friendship a prize. Now enrolled in the ranks of the Jesuits we look forward with
pride to the t'.me when he will play a big part in forming ranks like ours.
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CHRISTOPHER A. REILEY

THOMAS P. McCUE

EDWARD V. KILLEEN
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O'Kane and Alumni from the Lane

JUNIORS
Arcari, John W.
Berigan, Frederick L.
Brady, John J.
Breen, Philip H.
Burke, Thomas A.
Cannon, William _].
Clair, J . .Kobert
Collins, James F.
Costello, Daniel J.
Cummings, John A.
Delaney, Francis E.
Devine, Edward J.
Dinneen, Edward A.
Doran, James J.
Duffy, J. Francis
Dwyer, Christopher E.
Finn, Vincent E.
Foley, John J.
F orhan, Martin J.
Galligan, Francis A.
Genereux, Joseph C.
Hagerty, D. Joseph
Mahoney, James T.
Marrion, Cyril C.
Maxwell, Clement C.
McAndrews, Leo F.
McCormick, G. Clifton
Melican, James P.
Mitchell, Anthony C.
Muldowney, John J.
O'Brien, Maurice F.
O'Connor, Thomas J.
O'Leary, Thomas J.
Power, James D., Jr.
Purificato, Gustave S.
Quigley, Robert L.
Ruest, Florian G., Jr.
Ryan, Thomas W.
Shea, John F.
Trainor, Eugene F.
Booth, William R.

Brennan, Charles A.
Clark, William J.
Connors, Edward J.
Cuddy, Francis C.
Donohue, John A.
Doyle, William F.
F entoQ, John E.
Fitzgerald, Francis A.
Flinn, Dermod C
Geaney, John F.
Gilhooley, James B.
Groark, Joseph A.
Hopkins, Edward F.
Keefe, Raymond S.
Kinney, Joseph L.
Kittredge, Joseph -J.
Lucey, James J.
Magner, James C.
¥Maloney, William J.
McDonough, John J.
McGovern, Clement V.
McGrath, Herman G.
McNamara, Edward J.
McNamee, William C.
Mitch~ll. Harry J.
Nugent, Joseph C.
O 'Hara, Russell J.
Owens, Howard T.
Powderly, Hubert J.
Ruane, Robert J.
Ryan, John K.
Shannon, Luke E.
Sharkey, Robert E.
Shea, Michael J.
Spellman, John W.
Sylvia, Francis J :
White, William A.
Baril, -Olier L.
Barnes, R. John
Barron, James J.
Bell, LeGrand J.
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Brennan, T. Francis
Carey, Raymond B.
Casey, P~trick R.
Cavanaugh, Matthew P.
Conley, George L.
Clement, Francis L.
C~nnell, Joseph H.
Connelly, John J.
-Costello, Myles F.
Cummings, Robert L.
Daley, Timothy F.
¥Daly, William T.
Duffy, Thomas F.
¥Fitzpatrick, George M.
Foley, Paul T.
Garvey, George A.
_Gilligan, James P.
Gleason, Harold J.
Goodwin, Edward S.
Grady, Gerald T. D.
Jacob, George J.
Jacobs, J(Jhn J.
¥Keefe, Eugene J.
Keville, ·George J.
Laden, James J.
McCulloch, James J.
McQuillan, . Charles R.
Murphy, Edward S.
Murphy, Francis A.
Murphy, James A.
O'Callaghan, J . Raymond
O'Connell, William T.
O'Donn~ll, Thomas E.
O'Grady, B. Joseph
O'Leary, Arthur J.
Ryan, George L.
Smith, Thomas J.
Sullivan, Stanley L.
Walsh, William J., . Jr.

(1)

1--

0

80

...c::

0..

0
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SOPHOMORES
Bacon, Edward M.
Casey, Leo J.
Dailey, John A
Donoghue, James W.
Fleming, John J.
Foley, James F.
Galligan, Harold H.
Gilroy, John J., Jr.
Hennessey, Maurice A. R.
Lafford, Nicholas A
Langan, Joseph G.
Loughrey, James H.
Lynch, James E.
Lynch, Joseph T.
Madden, Joseph M.
Maloney, Joseph F.
Martin, Daniel A.
Mayo, Charles W.
McCarron, James M.
McGuire, Matthew F.
McHugh, Edward I.
McSorley, Thomas F.
Mullen, Charles R.
Mullen, Daniel A
Murphy, John A.
Nash, John E.
O 'Brien, David A
O'Connor, Edward G.
O'Leary, James A.
O'Sullivan, Patrick A.
Quinn, Francis X.
Scanlon, John J., Jr.
Smith, Eugene D.
Sugrue, Francis J.
Sullivan, George E.
Tennyson, James J.
Thornton, Francis J.
Treacy, Charles E.
Vadeboncour, Antonio P.
Vail, George D.
Walsh, John P.
Bowen, William F.
Brazell, Thomas F.
Buckhout, James A.
Burns, Clement A.
Cannon. William F.
Carmody, Daniel F., Jr.
Carrigan, Francis P ., Jr.
Curran, Francis X.
Daley, Martin M.
Dempsey. Francis R.
Dugan, Edwin A.
Gillespie, George J., Jr.
Gilligan, Francis J.
Gleason, Louis F.

Hallinan, Raymond J.
Handron, Edward J.
Healy, Alton H.
Heaphy, Edward T.
Hoey, Richard T.
Hogan, Aloysius J.
Jackson, Stephen S.
King, Thomas J.
Madden, George L. ,
Mahan, Thomas W.
Malumphy, Thomas L. H.
McGinn, Charles T.
McGuire, Martin F.
McKenna, James F., Jr.
McKenney, Joseph F.
McMillan, Charles J.
O'Connor, Timothy J.
Rosenberger, E. Glen
Shannon, Francis E.
Shannon, John R.
Starr, Albert E.
Walsh, William J.
Bal!rush, Joseph S.
Cain, William J.
Condon, David T.
Dineen, William P.
Donlon, Walter P.
Gilmore, Francis W.
Gough, John J.
Hallen, Thomas M.
Huban, Marlin L.
Hurley, Denis M.
Keefe, William F.
Keenan, Charles B.
Keenan, Joseph P.
Kelley, Edward A.
Kenney, John L.
Lane, Patrick J.
Madden, Edwin J.
Mahoney, John R.
Marsden, Frederick R.
McGuire. J. Donald
Morris, Edward J.
Mullaney, John J.
Nagle, Arthur C .
Nally, James A.
O'Brien, George J.
O'Brien, John P.
O'Day, E. Paul
O'Hearn, Clement F.
O'Neil, John W.
OToole, William A.
P onch, Francis J.
Reed, George F.
Regan, Paul J.
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Reidy, Francis C.
Santoro, Antonio
Santoro, Francis H.
Selzo, Michael H.
Smith, Edwin J.
Sullivan, William M.
Sweney, Harold E.
Underwood, F ran-::is M.
Bennett, John D.
Brazell, John J.
Brennan, James F.,- Jr.
Burke, Raymond J .
Callahan, Francis M.
Carr, Donald. R
Carr, Harold A.
Carr, John W., Jr. ,
Conlin, Frederick S.
Corley, Roy E.
Conway, Walter J.
Cotter, Francis P.
Cross, Edward F.
Dignam, Thomas G.
Donnelly, Everett C.
Doran, Francis J.
Fitzgerald, Richard E.
Gilligan, Stephen V.
Gilmore, Robert 0.
Healy, Francis T.
Higgins, Terence F.
Howard, James E.
Jamison, William M., Jr.
Joyce, Leo S.
Kelly, T. Leonard
Lee, William T.
Maher, John M.
Mahoney, Charles W.
Mahony, Dennis F.
Mara, William J.
McAndrews, John F.
McDermott, Francis R.
McMahon, James P .
McMahon, Stephen A.
Morin, Dewey S.
Mulqueen, Joseph E.
O'Connor, Jeremiah J.
O'Hearn, John P.
Perry, J . Francis
Ryan, W. Gerard
Shelly; Thomas E.
Splaine, Francis J.
Splaine, Maurice J.
Sullivan, Vincent J.
Statz, Arnold J.
Whalen, John E.

· \
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FRESHMEN
Brown, Leo D.
Burke, Harry J.
Dolan, Thomas A.
Fallon, William T.
Goguen, Joseph H.
Ham, Evans Page
Keane, Frederick W.
Lawlor, Thomas F.
Lubbe, Charles K.
Lynch, Joseph F.
McCaffery, William J.
McLaughlin, Dennis J.
McLoughlin, John J.
McManus, Charles F.
Meany, Daniel T.
Moore, John B.
Murphy, Francis W.
O'Brien, Francis X.
O'Niell, Edward P.
Prendergast, Edwin S.
Pyne, John F.
Saunders, Edward J.
Sheehan, William J.
Taft, James L.
Taylor, Richard V.
Walsh, John J.
Wolff, Edmund J.
Bousquet, Robert E.
Brennan, John M.
Conron, John J., Jr.
Englehorn, Walter A.
Eschmann, Andrew F,
Ferris, Austin J.
Forest, Harold F.
Hamilton, Robert M.
Harrington, Gerald A.
Keating, John T.
Laflin, Edward T.
Laflin, William T.
McEvoy, Gerard J.
McEvoy, Paul J.
O'Rourke, Walter A.
Price, Harry A.
Regan, Walter J.
Salmon, John J.
Shea, George F.
Shea, John J.
Shea, Thomas A.
Spillane, John J.
Walsh, Michael F.
White, Robert A.
Bowler, Leo C.
Burke, Charles W.
Campbell, Robert W.
Dolan, Edward P.
Donahue, Cornelius 0.
Donovan, Gerald E.
Dougherty, John F. X.
Durick, Jeremiah K.
Foley, William H.
Gearin, John J.
Hassett, Austin S.
Hayes, John B.
Hogan, Walter J.
Holland, William F.

Hughson, Donald T.
Kennedy, James M.
Lynch, Robert N.
Lynch, Thomas J.
Masse, Hubert A.
McCarthy, Charles A.
McCrohan, Joseph A.
Mcinerny, Timothy A.
Morgan, Francis P.
Murphy, Corneliu~ F.
Neenan, Edmund J.
Nolan, James R.
Shanahan, James P.
Shea, John F. E.
Silk. Roger R.
Tierney, Thomas M.
Twomey, Edward L.
Bonin, Elzear G.
Bowes, Francis J.
Cannon, Thomas B.
Charest, George J.
Coonan, Frederick L.
Donohue, John J.
Dugan, John F.
Fahey, William J.
Fitzsimons, Philip J.
Gildea, Dennis A.
Griffin, Harold F.
Hackett, William P.
Hayes, Clarence E.
Jasper, George P.
·Maloney, Cornelius F.
Martin, John P.
Mason, Richard R.
Maxwell, Joseph R. N.
McCarthy, Charles S.
McCarthy, Gerald P.
McGrail, Thomas F.
0 'Connor, Thomas F.
Page, Eugene F.
Sheahan, Philip H.
White, James B.
Devanney, Augustine M.
Donahue, Florence J.
Donohue, Philip A.
Dowd, Gordon A.
Fleming, George T.
Hatch, George P.
Hayes, Frank J., Jr.
Healy, Gerald J.
Healy, Joseph M.
Hennessey. Harold E.
Maim ire, Frederick E.
McGrath, Richard J.
McKoan, John W. Preedom, Harold C.
Reidy, Enas W.
Roche, Herman T.
Shea, John J.
Smith, Philip A.
Stevens, Arthur J.
Toner, William E.
Torpey. Ralph J.
Wackell, Stanislaus J.
Worden, James A.
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Cass, Cyril F.
Clarke, Edward J.
Connors, George L.
Daily, John R.
Doyle, Luke B~
Drumm, Francis A.
Flynn, Charles P.
Flynn, Eugene F.
Grogan, Frederick R.
Havens, Sanford E.
Horgan, John J.
Keeler, ames E.
Lahiff, William M.
Leonard, "Edmund J.
Lynsky, Phalem U.
McDonald, Martin j.
McFadden, Francis E.
McMurray, Donald F.
McNamara, Edward F.
Moynihan, Joseph A.
Regan, John T.
Ryan, Paul A.
Sherin, Francis E.
Sullivan, Anthony M.
Sullivan, Jeremiah F.
Sweeney, John D.
Sweeney, William A.
T ennien, Mark A.
Tierney, Ralph P.
Twomey, John S.
Wills, Benjamin B.
Bourgeois, Albert L.
Cappozoli, Luke
Case, William A.
Corbett, Bernard P.
Davis, John B.
Desmond, John F.
Devlin, Raymond J.
Dugan, Leo A.
Dyer, Francis M.
Farrell, William A.
Foley, Joseph W.
Gagnon, Harold D.
Gilrein. William J.
Harvedon, Vincent P.
Hastings, Paul O.
Higgins, Paul E.
Johnson, Irving T.
Kielty, T. Francis
Kundtz, Ewald E.
Livingston, F r~nk M.
l ynch, Frank T.
Meat1her, T. Edward
Mullen, George L.
Mullins, Joseph J.
Nelligan, John J.
Nicholson, Paul E.
O'Brien, Preston C.
O'Connell. Daniel J.
O'Reilly, John J.
Powers, Vincent W.
Sheridan, Andren J., Jr.
Shunney, Tohn H.
Sullivan, Thomas F.
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FOOTBALL RESUME
The season of 191 5 was the most successful of our career in college. When
the first call was issued for candidates fourteen men from the class of '19 responded,
and six of these were awarded their letters.
Our first encounter was with Bates and we were indeed fortunate to emerge from
this contest a 7-0 victor. Foley . made his debut in this game and his speed and
broken field running caused many predictions to be made, which, we are happy to
say, all came true. Bates was seemingly the stronger team, but in the third period
'Al' Donnellan intercepted a forward pass and ran 40 yards for a touchdown.
Against Oliphant and McEwan, both All-American calibre, the Purple varsity
with Nineteeners battled to a 14-14 tie. West Point boasted a brilliant eleven that
year but H. C. would have handed the cadets a defeat had not the final period been
lengthened. The Purple got a lead in th~ first half and it was only sheer exhaustion
on H. C. 's part that allowed the refreshed Army backs to tie the score.
Minus the services of Capt. Brawley we suffered a defeat at the hands of Springfield Y. M. C. A in our third game. The forward passing of Devlin to McCarthy
threatened many times to prove fatal to Springfield. Foley again proved his ability
to skirt the ends at will, his long runs netting many first downs. In the final period
Bradley and Hurley uncorked a series of plunges that carried the ball to the shadow
of Springfield's goal, only to see their efforts prove fruitless by the blow of the
whistle. Donnellan, Povah and McCulloch played splendidly in this uphill fight,
as did all the Purple warriors that took part in it.
The much touted M. A. C. next journeyed to Fitton Field, confident of an easy
victory. The game had been in progress but a short time, however, when it became
evident that the Aggies had a difficult task. To overcome a 7 -0 lead which the
M. A. C. had gained early in the game the Purple backfield in the final period,
aided by the irresistable attacks of Bradley '19, succeeded in tying the score.
Our second defeat came from · the fast Fordham eleven at New York, Penalties
offset repeated advances made by the Purple rushline and our fumbling was costly.
A Fordham back in the third period, after being downed, arose and ran 50 yards
to a touchdown. The referee overuled our protest and thus seven points had to be
conceded on a "fluke." Bradley, Hurley, and Foley made repeated gains in the
enemy's territory and this trio furnished all the thrills of the H. C. offensive. The
final score was 10-0; the real and earned victory for Fordham was 3-0.
With practically the entire student body from Mt. St. James cheering them
on to success, H. C. celebrated the dedication of Boston College's new athletic
field by a 9-0 victory. Devlin, Brawley, Anderson, and McCulloch were B. C.'s
strongest opponents.
Undaunted by the 23 point lead secured by the Indians in the first half, Holy
Cross staged a comeback that was a revelation to the immense crowd at the Carlisle
game on Fitton field. Failure to kick two goals from touchdowns gave Carlisle its
two point lead and the score 23-21 marks one of the most thrilling games ever witnessed at Holy Cross.
In the final game of the season Holy Cross made a fitting conclusion by defeating
W. P. I. 26-0. Foley's end runs were mainly responsible for the large score, while
the W. P. I. backs could do nothing against the impenetrable defense offered by
the Purple Linemen.
The result of the season,-3 games won, 3 lost, and 2 tied,-hardly does sufficient honor to the team which represented H. C. during 191 5. Suffice it is to say

Foley Skirting Bowdoin's End, 1916

that these crack performer furnished the best brand of football that we have seen
during our course at Mt. St. James.
-SEASON OF 191 6

1916 saw Holy Cross represented by a game, hardfighting, but unf<;>rtunate team.
Battling against elevens such as Princeton, Rutgers, and · West Point, we came
through the season with a record of five games lost and four won. Connecticut
Aggies were our first opponents and were defeated 7-0 mainly through the broken
field running of Foley, the star of 1915. The following Saturday sport devotees
in Worcester were treated to a sight of the fast and powerful machine from Princeton. While defeated 21-0, we were by no means disgraced.
Victory crowned our next endeavor. Bates was met and conquered 3-0, Daley
and Mitchell furnishing the thrills.
The Army, as ever, represented by a speedy and aggressive team, proved too great
an obstacle for the wearers of the Purple. · A 1 7-0 reverse was suffered after a
gruelling struggle. Foley again proved his ability at rounding the ends. Wallingford, given his first opportunity, made a splendid impression and, with McCulloch,
repeatedly hurled back the Army men for a loss.
Against Rutgers which had one of the strongest elevens in the East, H. C. made
· a courageous but unsuccessful stand. Although outplaying their heavier rivals
throughout the game they were forced to bow to a 14 -6 defeat.
Fortune after dealing out two reverses was more gracious when our warriors met
Bowdoin at Portland. Walsh and Foley, whom the Black and White were unable
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to check, scored 19 points while the offensive strength of our foes numerically
totaled but 10.
The Maroon of Fordham was generously painted over Fitton Field when the
red jersied lads from our sister college ran rampant over a crippled Purple team
and triumphed 40-0.
With a lineup disclosing a number of second string men H. C. forced W. P. I.
to taste a 9-6 setback. Mitchell and Maloney were principally responsible for our
success over the "Engineers."
In the final game of the season the Maroon and Gold of our bitter rival waved
over a plucky but jinxed Purple team. In a battle replete with thrills we saw success snatched from our grasp in the last few minutes of a play when Fitzpatrick's
goal from the field gave Boston College the three points necessary to claim the virtory. Bradley, McCulloch, Povah and Foley strove valiantly to stem the tide but
their efforts were unequal to the task.
SEASON OF

1917

The 191 7 season was ushered in by a 2 7-6 defeat from Brown at Fitton Field.
In this encounter Ed. Foley made his last football appearance for the Purple. A
broken leg kept Eddie on the injured list during the remainder of the season and
his loss to the team was decidedly manifest. Shortly after the Brown game McCulloch offered his services to Uncle Sam and during the remainder of the season
we witnessed many enlistments among the football men.
Mainly through the ground gaining of Frisch, Fordham gained a twelve point
victory over the Purple warriors who were unable to score.
Rhode Island State pitted her strength against a crippled eleven at Fitton Field ·
but the injuries did not mar the fighting spirit of the Purple who emerged a 13-0
victor. Sullivan, another representative of '19, played a brilliant game against the
Rhode Islanders.
The 21-0 defeat received from the hands of Colgate marks another stage in
this uphill season. Crippled but game the Purple struggled fiercely until the final
whistle blew.
B. C. 34, H. C. 6. This was the last heroic stand of our fighting machine against
a superior eleven. The five hundred loyal supporters from the Hill cheered madly
for a score during the three long periods of B. C. 's festivities. Our efforts were
rewarded in the final round when Big Bill Daley crashed through center for our
single count.
A return to Fitton field was celebrated by a 41 - 1 3 victory over Rensselaer Tech.
Bullet Jack Mitchell was the irresistible force in "this field day," his rushes netting
more than the ground gained by the entire Tech. eleven.
Phil Sullivan, Dulligan, and "Mitch" were the three that spelled that defeat for
Springfield on Thanksgiving Day. 13-7 was the final score, Mitchell scoring hot'1
touchdowns for H. C.
SEASON OF 191 8
Owing to the war, football at Holy Cross in the Fall of 1918 was reduced to
a minimum. With a green but powerful eleven our soldier team humbled W. P. I.
28-7 and Tufts 21-7.
Murphy at fullback, '19' s sole representative on the gridiron, was most conspicuous in our victories. His terrific smashes at the opposing line caused coach and followers to bemoan his delayed advent into our varsity football circles.
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BASEBALL
With the great Burkett once more coaching the baseball team, we may well
take it for granted that the season of 1919 will produce a championship nine.

We

have Bowen, Gill, and Maloney to further our hopes, and around these stellar performers, playing their farewell season for the Purple any coach might build an unbeatable machine.

In addition to these we have such infielders as Donahue, San-

toro, Duffy, O'Connor, Eschman, Gagnon and McGuire; while in the outfield with
Bowen there are Statz, Dugan, and Daly.

What a host of stars this list comprises!

The class of Nineteen well remembers the championship team of 191 7 when Gill,
Bowen, Duffy, Santoro and Maloney proved their worth.
Because of circumstances we did not play Yale or Harvard last year, but the
victories over Tufts, Dartmouth, and Fordham showed that we had nothing to fear
from any team in the college world.

The 191 8 season brought us Statz, Daly and

Martin, and we have witnessed the exceptional ability of O'Connor, Gagnon, Eschman and Dignan as displayed this season.

We rejoice to see Harvard, Yale,

Princeton and Brown again on the schedule, and cancellation of games because
of teams disbanding is now a thing of the past.
In the opening session· this year Holy Cross registered a knockout over Trinity
with a score of 20 to 1.

The showing of the team was very encouraging, and Dig-

nan proved the su~prise of the day by holding the Hartford nine to five hits.

If

the big twirler develops a little more we may be treated to another exhibition of
premier boxmen, with Dignan instead of Ryan helping Gill do the honors.
With baseball coming back to its pre-war position in America, and all the college stars returning to their schools, a college championship would be a much
coveted prize, and Holy Cross feels confident that this year she is able to duplicate
the feat of 191 7.
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EMMONS J. BOWEN, CAPTAIN OF BASEBALL
We must at first apologize for our presumption
in undertaking to pen an appreciation of this stellar
performer on the diamond. The first day of fall
practice in our Freshman year "Chick" was placed
in centre field and there he has since remained, for
four long years, steady, aggressive, and dependab le. His throws from the flagpole to the plate
ruined many a team's chances to score, and the
timely drives of our "lead off man" often were
the cause of victory.

In his first year, "Chick" waited for the biggest game of the season to prove his true value.
When the score against Yale was tied in the
ninth, it was his single that sent the stands wild
with applause and gave the game to Holy Cross,
a hard earned victory.
During his Sophomore year "Chick" played his
usual steady game ; his phenomenal catches and
terrific batting furnished thrills in most of the
games, and it was during this season that he attained the distinction of being a star player on a
championship team, for when only a Sophomore "Chick" was the premier outfielder of the intercollegiate champions. His consistent hitting and spectacular
fielding, coupled with his gentlemanly qualities and recognized ability to lead, won
for "Chick" the captaincy at the end of Junior year.
We would classify him as a natural ball player of Major league calibre, and
as his playing has improved every year at H . C. the 191 9 season will no doubt
furnish the scene for his greatest achievements. All success to our captain and good
fellow, " Chick" Bowen.
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Relay Team, 1919

TRACK
Worthy to rank among the best that have been or will be are the track teams
that have represented the "purple" during our four years on Mt. St. James. Records
which will long stand the strain of competition have been made upon the cinders
and ·boards and in these achievements ' 19 has played a conspicuous part.
Our Freshman relay composed of Duffy, Cash, Doyle, and McCarthy, easily •
defeated Boston College Freshman but were fated to finish third in the triangular
meet with the "cubs" of Dartmouth and M. I. T. McCarthy dropped the baton
while speeding around a corner, thus prac~ically eliminating us from the contest.
In the R. I. State meet at Providence the diminutive Doyle placed in the ~40 yard
event.
Our Varsity relay at the Penn. Relay Carnival captured the class B championship, incidentally setting up a new record.
The outdoor season was most successful, Springfield .Y~- M: C. A., · Tufts, and
W. P. I. falling victims to the fleet footed representatives of Holy Cross. Foley,
McCarthy, More, Harney, McDonald, Ryan, and Walsh as Freshmen contributed
in no small measure to the renown of a team which numbered among its stars Higgins and Kelly, fleetest of Purple · speedsters.
The most noteworthy of all our victories was that over the fast B. A. A. relay in
the w·inter of 1916. Doyle was '19' s contribution to the quartette which raced to
a world's record of 2.28 2-5 in the 1280-yard relay. At the same meet Foley
won from Kelly in the 75-yard event and Duffy was returned a victor in the 400.
Boston College also fell before our record breaking relay, being outdistanced by
50 yards.
In one of the fastest and most hotly contested races of the year we were forced
to bow to Harvard at Hartford, Harvard thereby gaining the undisputed claim
to the collegiate relay championship.

In this Connecticut meet Foley took second place in the 75-yard dash, runnmg
against a very fast field.
Our indoor season was brought to a successful close at the New -England Cham-.
pionships in Boston when Doyle succeeded in breasting the tape a winner over
Foley in the 300-yard run and Foley left a speedy field in the 75-yard dash, covering the distance in 6 4-5 seconds.
On the oval Y. M. C. A. was defeated 67-59, Foley and Mitchell swelling the total by successes in the dashes and distance runs respectively. The former
also placed in the New England lntercollegiates at Boston, running in the I 00.
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Our relay of 1918 did not suffer in comparison with the speedy quartette of the
two previous years. Lyons brought further honor to '1 9 by holding a place on the
team which defeated the B. C. team at the B . A. A. games traveling the longer
distance in the fastest time of the night.
Springfield Y. M. C. A. and Tufts were met and defeated in dual meets and
our victories brought more of '19' s athletes to the fore: Donaghy, Lyons, Pov ah,
Sullivan, Gibbons , Sexton, and Breen placing in various events. Holy Cross took
second place in the Conn. Valley meet at Springfield and in the New England lntercollegiates Donaghy placed in the hammer throw.
The prospects for a successful season in the outdoor running game this year are
very bright. With many veterans from last year's team remaining, the high standard set by the champions of 191 6-1 7-18 ought to be maintained.
With records, world and National, to their credit; with championships won from
men and teams of nation wide repute; with successes continued and unvarying, the
representatives of Holy Cross have in the last four years kept the ...purple" well to
the front in the intercollegiate racing game. ·
Whatever be the successes in the future, we can always feel that ' 19 played a
prominent part in making the period from 191 5 to 1919 one of the most brilliant
in the track annals of Holy Cross.
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EDWARD T. FOLEY, CAPTAIN OF TRACK
No more worthy or popular representative has
ever worn the "purple" on the fields of conA.ict than
Edward T. Foley, leader of our track team during the season of 1919. That he should be · thus
singly honored is but a deserving recognition of
the splendid service he has rendered to Holy Cross,
both upon the oval and upon the gridiron.
Confining his efforts upon the cinder track to the
dashes, his ·ability as a runner has been ably demonstrated by continued successes in .dual meets with
neighboring colleges; in the more strenuous competition of the intercollegiates and in the indoor game,
when pitted against the fastest men of the east, he
has gained his share of victories. In 1916 he won
the honor of being premier sprinter of New England, annexing the title at the winter championships in Boston.
However satisfactory may have been his achievements upon the track, Eddie's name will best .be recalled when mention is made of Alma Mater's warriors in Moleskin. His work in the backfield on
the football teams of 1915 and 1916 stamped hi~ as one of the greatest players
ever to represent us upon the gridiron, his speed and facility in rounding the ends ever
being a source of terror to opposing elevens, and gaining for us whatever honor
may have come to the successful stands made by our teams during these two seasons.
Capt. Foley has ever maintained the best traditions of Holy Cross in the world
of sport and is justly ·entitled to take his place among her foremost representatives on
field or diamond.
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TENNIS.
For the past two years our tennis teams have suffered because of so many men

It is true that every branch of sport has made its sacrifices to the
war, but the tennis team's loss was the greatest of all. In another part of this book
leaving to enlist.

fitting tribute is paid to Edward V. Killeen, Jr., who was '19' s best man on the
courts.

In the grim course of the war we lost Killeen, and other classes lost their

different stars, while the varsity lost all these men from its squad.

Consequently

it is evident that in 1919 tennis must be completely reestablished on its pre-war footmg.

With such men as Dineen, O'Callaghan, Sullivan, and Lyons, and the wealth

of Freshman material available, we feel very confident of a successful season.
The class of '1 9 pays its tribute to Herbert Gates, who, with Killeen, comprised
the letter men in tennis.

The work of Gates in our Freshman year was highly

commendable, and his loss through enlistment was keenly felt in tennis circles.

Joe

Walsh also secured a place on the varsity tennis team and did creditable work,
losing out on his letters only by an accident.

Joe would have been a valuable man

had he returned this year.
Herb Sullivan and Bill Lyons will most probably be the 1919 representatives on
the varsity this year.

In former years the stars of our class teams have been Gates, Killeen, Walsh, Bill
O'Sullivan, Hawthorne, and Herb Sullivan.

ln f'reshman, Gates played first, fol-

lowed by Killeen, Walsh, and Bill O'Sullivan.
was the substitution of Hawthorne for O'Sullivan.

In Sophomore the only change
Killeen was lead-off man m

Junior, with Walsh, Hawthorne, and Herb Sullivan coming after.

As we go to

press, the most likely candidates for the Senior combination seem to be Sullivan, Bill
Lyons, and Joe Sweeney.

Fourth place is still being hotly contested for.
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LETTER MEN.

If this entire volume were devoted to athletics, we could easily write a chapter on
each of the following heroes, whose various accomplishments have been the topic of
::>ur daily conversation.

We congratulate them on winning the coveted "H. C.,"

the olive branch of our Olympics, and, although we cannot enumerate all their
triumphs, an appreciation of their worth is felt by all.
Gill, our premier pitcher and pinch hitter, is a star of three years' shining, and
has pitched on the varsity for four years.

At the beginning of the 1919 season he: .J

is the most successful pitcher in college baseball, having to his credit victories over
B. C., Tufts, Dartmouth, Annapolis, Princeion, Fordham, and a host of others.
The best game ever witnessed at C. U. was the 16-inning tie Gill pitched.
Maloney has been our first sacker for two years, having been called to the Navy
in Junior.

He is a clever fielder, good batter, and has a wonderful knowledge of

baseball.

He, with Gill and Bowen, has an enviable record in the college athletic

world, and "Mal" did not confine his activities to baseball, but as centre on the
varsity football team made a splendid showing in his Junior year.
I

Jim Donahue is another baseball letter man whose praises the class of ' 19 daily
sings.

He played the corner sack in our Junior year, and .contributed a play in the

B. C. game that brought H. C. back triumphant and won "Jiggs" a warm spot in
the hearts of all H. C. supporters.
John Pov ah and varsity football are synonymous.

You see m his actions the

making of a stout-hearted warrior and when he is on the field you realize the truth
of your conjecture.

At the guard position John gave the best account of himself,

although he often played tackle and displayed there the fighting qualities so characteristic of the Purple line.
Ed Walsh made his debut against Carlisle in our Freshman year and has since
occupied a place in the football hall of fame.

In Sophomore he played his best

game against Bowdoin, although he covered himself with glory in all his contests.
Injuries were his Nemesis in Junior year, but he managed to play in the major1ty
of games and was always noticeable for his speed and defensive work.
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Ex,'19 Athletes
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Phil Sullivan broke into the big show in Junior, and throughout the season his
spectacular playing at tackle made us all wonder why he had so . long delayed his
"coming out." · Against R. P. I., Fordham, and B. C. he performed exceptionally
well, his offensive play being responsible for many gains by the Purple backfield.
Lyons was a member of the crack relay team of 1918, and in the race against
B. C. Bill's hard fought lap was one of the features.
Herb Sullivan annexed his decoration in track, doing the honor~ in the high
hurdles.

After two years on the varsity his work in Junior won him a well-merited

place with the rest of the wearers-of the "H. C."
Sexton was our class "strong man," so in track events he just naturally threw the
hammer or put the shot.

In both of these events he made an excellent showing,_ re-

ceiving his letters in Junior .

•
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BART F. SULLIVAN

JESSE C . BURKETT

JOHN L. HARRIGAN

OFFICERS OF THE H. C. A A ·, 1919
President: John L. Harrigan '19.
Moderator: Rev. James A Mullen,
Secretar:y: Raymond E. Carey '20.
Treasurer: John R. Fortin' 19.
Graduate Manager: Thomas J. Faherty '08.
MEMBERS OF ADVISORY SENATE.
John L. Harrigan '19-Mgr. of Baseball.
Emmons J. Bowen '19-Captain of Baseball.
Raymond H. Lussier '19-Mgr. of Tracq.
Matthew Cavanaugh '20-Mgr. of Football.
Raymond Carey '20-Asst. Mgr. Bqseball.
Jesse .Burkett-Baseball Coach.

p.

J.

.

COACHES.
Bart. F. Sullivan-Track and Football Coach.
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CLASS FOOTBALL.
We naYe witnessed the keenest rivalry in our fall track meets; we have experienced the greatest excitement in an overtime period in basketball; tennis matche.5
we have watched with secret hope for class triumphs, but we must admit that the
football games the classes were opposed in deadly conflict and the rooters supplied
in volume what they lacked in numbers. Sharp rivalry of a nature that bound all
the memters of a class in one solid bond was the keynote of all our contests.
Our F reshplan tilt was a tame affair, coming early in the year before "Hal"
Clary was thoroughly seasoned. We lost by one point, failing to kick a goal from
touchdown. Johnny Maher was the star of the melee, his showing at end being
one of our redeeming features. In Sophomore year three games were required to
decide the Soph-F reshie fracas, but we finally won through the fierce line plunging
of "Jiggs" Donahue, "Tony" Doyle, and "Duke" McCauley. Ed Reidy became
so engrossed in the Freshman opposition that he put his feelings into words and, as
there was a lull in the cheering at this stage of the game, we were treated to an
unconscious display of Demosthenic retort. This latent ability in Eddie was later
developed so that we have since enjoyed many such recitals. McDonnell and Stack
at the end positions were impassable and Jim Keefe smeared all attempts at his
corner. Much credit is due Coach Al Donnellan for the championship team of
our Sophomore year.
The following year, after winning a hard fight from the Seniors by the longest
forward pass in the history of the games, from Bangor to Portland, we suffered defeat at the hands of the Sophomores, 6-0. The story of · this game would require
much space, and it is one of those encounters that are best passed over lightly. For
many weeks afterward we got the time from the corridor clocks, and spent the holiday hours near the scene of our disaster. The spectacular playing of Timms,
O'Neil, Crawford, Dumphy, Scully, Murphy, Donahue, Roesch, Drury, and
Doyle deserves mention here. John Povah and Ed Walsh did the coaching and the
team was a credit to them. For three periods we out-rushed and out-played the
Sophomores, fumbles forfeiting us at least two touchdowns. This was our last interclass football game, and it is to be regretted that the war robbed us of an opportunity for revenge. However, tie class of 1919 can boast of a championsh:p in
each line of sport, and that is no mean achievement. Through class athletics much
varsity material was uncovered and a spirit of loyalty to class and college brought
about what ~ould not have been effected through any otl:er means.
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CLASS BASKETBALL
Interclass basketball, speeded up by the lack of intercollegiate competition in this
sport at Holy Cross, has come to be the most popular class athletic contest. The
yearly series, characterized by bitterly contested games and keen but friendly rivalry ,
has done much to relieve the monotony of a reason devoid of varsity sport. '19,
although sometimes outdistanced in the race for honors, has ever been represented
by a formidable quintet.
Our Freshman team, while losing the majority of
in disdain by the more successful upper classmen.
series of 1915 will show that while we lost five and
in every case were by a majority of but two or three

games, was by no means held
A study of the scores in the
won four contests, our defeats
points.

To Murphy and Maher at forward, Crawford at center, and Wallingford and
McCulloch backs, a great measure of praise is due for their plucky and determined
defense, particularly against the men of '18 who could, that year, have worthily upheld the honor of Holy Cross upon any college court in the east.
In 191 6 we were again forced to be content with ranking third in the final standing. After an inauspicious start, the "five" rounded into winning form but was
unable to overcome the handicap of early reverses.
Increasing in offensive strength by the services of Hickey at forward and Donaghy, a sterling defensive player, our array of talent should have earned for us a
more exalted position.
Although suffering from the loss of Maher, McCulloch and Wallingford, Coach
Maloney succeeded in turning out a finished combination in 191 7. To Mal belongs much of the credit for our successes.. Boasting of such men as Hickey at forward, the individual star of the game; Murphy, his running mate ever to be depended upon to swell our score at a most critical time; with Crawford at center,
whose work for four years, although pitted against the strongest players on the
opposing teams, stamped him as a most valuable performer; and Fahey and Donaghy,
against whose skilled defense the speedy play of our rivals made little advance;
with these players our Junior team emerged from the contests the victors and brought
us the third interclass championship to which we can lay claim.
The outcome of the present series is still doubtful, but the prospects of further
success in the next games seem bright. With the exception of Donaghy, whose
place was taken by Stack, a hard working and dependable man in the back court,
our champion five of a year ago remains intact. Burns, whose ability to fill the
breach and put up a highly commendable game on short notice, has to a great extent
~trengthened '19' s team.
Our best year on the basketball surface was last, when besides winning first
honors we had in Hickey the highest individual scorer of the series and we were
awarded two places on the honorary team, the All Star Interclass team, one position
at forward going to Hickey and the other at guard going to Donaghy.
Represented by game, hard fighting, and clean playing quintets, '19' s record has
been very satisfactory and the men, whether defeated or victorious, have ever upheld the best traditions of the class.
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Class Basketball Team 191S~1919
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CLASS TRACK.
As is customary, our first appearance in track activities took place in the annual
interclass meet in the fall of 191 5. We were "rookies" before the meet started
but after it was over we were "vets" and the proud possessors of 40 points, which
total gave us second place. In this meet Ed Foley first attracted attention
McCarthy in the
by pushing the speedy Kelly to the tape in the dashes.
weight and broad jump, Walsh in the pole vault, and White in the distance runs,
all did their bit to put old Nineteen in the lead. Had "Dodo" Foley been given a
greater handicap in the half mi!e, we would have won the meet in this event. However, Joe Higgins ate up the meagre 200 yards granted to "Dodo" and the Lowell
whirlwind was only allowed the lead for half the distance.
The experience we gained as Freshmen was used to advantage in our Sophomore
year when we won the interclass meet by a two point lead over the Juniors. When
the meet was practically conceded to the third year men, Ed Foley in football togs.
entered the last event on the card, the discus throw, and won it. Second place
was awarde~ to "Discus" Donaghy and thus the meet was taken by '19. The
feature race of the day was the two mile event which was won by Harney. Foley
and Harney deserve commendation for the showing made in this meet. In a private
trial heat with only Bart Sullivan as a spectator "F renchie" failed to lower Dominic's record of 18 seconds for the century.
In our Junior year the meet was held rather late in the season, after many of our
point getters had departed for the service. With Foley in the dashes, McDonnell
and Sullivan in the hurdles, Sexton and Povah in the weight events, and Bill Lyons
in the middle distances, we managed to gather enough points for second place. This
was the last interclass meet of our course, as the late opening in 1919 necessitated
the abandonment of this popular class competition.
Our Freshman relay team was the fastest ever developed at H. C. McCarthy,
Doyle, Cash, and Duffy composed the quartet which ran away with B. C. yearlings. In a three-cornered meet with Dartmouth and M. I. T. Freshman, after
H. C. had a comfortable lead, McCarthy, running at anchor, dropped the baton and
lost an easy race.
Peter Walsh, Joe McDonnell, Red Harney, Kirby, Gibbons, Povah, and Sullivan were all conspicuous in interclass meets, and Ed Foley's aid was always sought
for, and let it be said here that Capt. "Ed" never failed to come through. The
hardest fought interclass meet in four years was won by ' 19' s trusty athletes and
with these honors resting fresh upon us we may close our tribute in contentment.
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NINETEEN IN THE WAR.
Nineteen's war record needs little praise.

The simple fact that every member of

the class either was actually with the colors or had offered his services tells the
complete story.

Not a single nineteener was reluctant to give his efforts to ~he cause

of humanity in the great struggle just terminated, and the list of our classmates who
enrolled under the banner of Justice is a source of reasonable pride to Hdly Cross.
When the United States entered the war there was an immediate exodus'. of many
obI the hill
nineteeners to take up the rifle, and, as the war progressed, our membbrs
I
dwindled more and more until at the college opening in 191 8 there· Was but a
·.

vestige of the former great class of Nineteen.

I·

The army, navy'; . mari.nes, ! aviation,

allied armies, in fact every branch of service had called the stalwart so~s of the
Purple.

Among those who served the just cause unto death was our own class-

mate, Edward V. Killeen Jr., Editor-elect of the Purple, and on~ of the most
capable and popular fellows to be found at Holy Cross.

Those of us who were .•

privileged to know him realize that his undying spirit will ever live, typifying the extent to which Nineteen was willing and anxious to serve the flag.
When the armistice was signed the uniform was laid aside and gradually Nineteen again became the same great family as of yore, every fellow appreciating more
fully the unalloyed manliness and friendship found in his class on th~ hill.
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THE FOUR YEAR CAMPAIQN
ENLISTMENTS AND TRAINING.
Sept. 9, 191 5, the recruiting station opened and up the great Linden Lane came
the first recruit-young, happy, of "Hawthorne" hue-anxious to enroll under the
Purple. Recruiting was brisk and two hundred and two were organized into the
19th company, O'Kane and Annex Brigade.
At the barracks we met our officers, a large, congenial Captain Keefe, who commanded well; and he was assisted by "his right hand rule" and lieutenants who took
good care of our records and our money.
Drilling became more tiresome, so we petitioned for a sham battle to see how
many could stay up under the cannon and gas attacks of the enemy. The battle
raged about January the seventeenth, known in history as "Freshman Mid-Years,"
and lasted-well, for some, only a few odd moments, but the majority cam'!
through and hastened for the rest camps.
Thereafter all was peaceful and quiet for a short time, but of course we had
drilling as usual. All we foresaw was the "Finals", a little fancy drill of no
account, said to have been originated to instill fearlessness in "rookies."
This peace was short lived. On a cool spring night with just enough breeze
to rustle the leaves on the Lindens, with just enough moonlight to paint shadows of
love- a screech echoed through the barracks; a ghost was seen by our "sullied
van." A poor Henry was scared stiff, all except his vocal organs which "bugled"
a cry of despair through the company street. No one believed him; they thought
that Homer or Virgil had disturbed his mind or possibly the trigonometry and "So
on." Still, each soldier's heart was touched and each soldier's hand was clutched
around a battle axe as he lay him down to sleep thereafter. The ghost remains
unknown, but in the poet's words,"The truth is great and shall prevail,
When none cares whether it prevails or not."
When army, life seems tough, when everything goes wrong, one thing looms up big,
one thing gives you "pep"- the furlough. Ours came June 18, and then - well
history does not say the things that happened every day.
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THE BATTLE WAGES FIERCELY.
After a somewhat extended furlough, our company returned to its new barracks
jn the Alumni Building. Many had been discharged for various reasons and one
.had passed beyond in an heroic attempt to save a drowning person.
Soon after we were settled in the new camp a dress parade was ordered for a
-certain Sunday and a band consisting of a trombone and drums headed the grand
review. These paraders incurred the disfavor of the regimental commander that
time and, as "panting" was against the I. D. R., the guardhouse was filled to its
,capacity.
Our company formed a football team which succeeded in defeating the Boche,
but Bandmaster Reidy was ejected from the field for a technical error forbidden by
military law. However, after summary courtmartial, this private was acquitted.
Two new recruits were inducted, namely, Clune Walsh and "O'Bie" O'Brien,
and they helped immensely to fill up the rear rank. Clune is still with us, but
O'Brien received an honorable discharge. Later he enlisted nearer Detroit.
One member considered our ranks not quite up-to-date so he, without any formality, took "French leave" and joined the matrimonial army. This desertion was
none other than that of Lance Corporal Jette of the awkward squad.

It will be noticed that during this enlistment two of our buddies, namely, "Spud.do" and "Axel," were accustomed to bunk in one end of the barracks with reading
material and were never disturbed, not even by the Top-Kicker at the end of the
barracks.
Private Greeley and Billy Walsh were two of the members of the nth squad
(nth being composed of little fellows), and these lads were proficient in acrobatic
manouvers, Greeley saving his neck many times by landing on his feet at the right
moment.
In May of this period of service food became a luxury, and our members were
detailed to different encampments for a period of four months to assist in the food
problem. Some were kept on hand for personnel work, but the majority were or-de.:-ed elsewhere where they were not subject to the machine gun fire of the "Fi.lials." There were many casualties but no fatalities.
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THE STRUGGLES ON NO-MAN'S LAND.
Assembly blew for the muster of our hosts in our third year of the campaign
but the ranks were thinner, due to transfers and indefinite leaves of absence. We
commenced firing on Fitton Field and laid low the Senior draft of 1918 by gaining our objective once behind their trenches on the football field. But the fickle
fortune of war deserted our ranks at the critical mome:it in a subsequent battle with
the 1920 recruits.
Then came the battles of Logic, Ontology, and Cosmology, with continual pounding from the 7 5 s of the enemies' intellectual batterie3. We withstood all attacks,
although the Boche often had recourse to the bayonet to impress a point. Some of
our men almost went west at the very muzzles of the machine guns of the physics battalion, but thir injuries were not fatal and the:r second charge carried all before
them.
Became it seemed unbecoming a soldier to wear camouflage on the chin, ouf
midnight guard mount attempted to remove the same from the stolid countenance of
our big chief, Rowing-AAh. It would have been a successful raid, but an enemy
sniper found a trench boot of one of our men who had dropped it in his headlong
dash out of the third Alumni trenches. The dashing warriors were censured for
doing a bad job and we were compelled to send them to the rear on furloughs to recuperate. In a week they were back, due to Bolsheviki propaganda about the
enemy's successful drive which our high command would not tolerate.
After a long, hard seige, a detail of five men wiped out the hopes of the other
divisions in basketball and became champs of the camp. Meanwhile, a riding
school was started for those of the cavalry who loved the stirrups and were skillful
with the whip. Capt. Fahey was raised to Major and had an excellent and efficient staff in Murphy, McCabe, and O'C onnor. Before this branch of the service
was perfected many were relieved from duty to keep the contracts with their Uncle
Sam in the real game. Their season of training had been successful and the General
expressed his satisfaction wl:en we were furloughed in June.
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THE LAST ATTACK-AND VICTORY!
In 191 8 the great 19th company was broken up and sent to fill vacancies in
other commands-some to Uncle Sam's army, some to his navy, while our own barracks became the home of the S. A. T. C.
After a little difficulty overseas the company organized again January 3, 1919,
to continue our own great battle for an A. B. degree.

It very seldom happens that all the first class privates of an outfit are reduced to
"bucks" for inefficiency under fire, but the Psychology barrage did the trick and
the first class gunners were caught napping with 75s.
One day we were led out on no-man's land and told to locate ourselves, astronomically speaking. It was easy enough to locate the enemy-he was ever present-but mighty hard to conceal our weapons of self defense. Most of us located
and got back to old trench 60 but some got lost and haven't arrived, yet. They
must be watching the earth wobble its axes or the moon do its librations.

In March
party of five
collected for
and Juniors,

a drive was made against three flanks of the enemy led by a scouting
under the command of Captain Crawford while quarter master Foley
the "Liberty Loans." Capt. Crawford subdued the F reshies, Sophs,
and Foley levied and collected the indemnities.

There are strict rules of discipline in the army, especially on night owling. All
are supposed to be in at "taps" and not tapping on the windows with rocks that
Hercules couldn't lift. Some "bucks" overlooked these rules occasionally. Nevertheless ' l 9 was a very orderly and obedient company - when commands were to
their liking. They "charged" every fort that showed fight and "retreated" in
good order, much refreshed by the experience, and on June 25, 1919 stormed
and took the main objective - the old A. B. degree. Each and every member
was decorated with the "Cross of Freedom."

l'age 1, 8
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CLASS DIARY
FRESHMAN 1915-1916
Sept. 15
16
18
22
Oct.
2
14
16
17
22
26
30
6
9
11
13
19
24
Dec. 7
8
14

Nov.

20
21
Jan. 10
25
27
Feb. 10
13
17
Mar. 6
15
25
30
Apr. 11
15
17
18

We start our college course. Hot day.
First racket in Harrigan' s room.
First chapel and class.
Reading rules. Some are serious.
H . C. 14-West Point 14.
Fight between Reidy and Dineen.
Mass. Aggies 7-H. C. 7- Parade.
Retreat begins-Fr. Stanton S. J.
Reading of marks- up and down.
Class Election-Jim Keefe Pres.-Scully Vice Pres.-Murphy Sec.Hayes Treas.
"On to Boston" B. C. O.-H. C. 9.
H. C., 21-Carlisle, 23.
Holy Cross night. Brother McCarthy treats.
Fire crackers on Annex-ask Mickey Burke.
191 9 loses to I 91 8 class football , I 3-1 2. Reidy wears carpets.
Grand rush for Chateau due to presence of incentives.
Thanksgiving vacation begins.
Soiree-The ladies were beautiful.
Bishop Beaven 50th anniversary, Jim Keefe sings Ave Maria.
Class Banquet-Serenaded Seniors at midnight-Mickey Brawley uses
fire hose, others use garboons.
Fitton- Philomathic debate-Fitton wins.
Wild night on Annex-Tobacco cans galore.
Fr. Heaney dies. R. I. P.
Mock trial of Fat Dineen-Broken up by Mr. Eberle.
Gates and McCabe welcome spring at noon. Fat Dineen victim of
office as usual.
Class basketball begins.
Surprise Juniors in Basketball, 10-5.
Disorder in Mr. Sohon's room.
Freshman minstrels featuring Ed Walsh and Frank McDonald.
Ice in Fat Dineen' s bed. Fat slept soundly.
Bart Sullivan peeved at gym class.
Baseball squad gets first outdoor workout.
Lecture by Bourke Cockran in Fenwick Hall.
Maj. Gen. Woods, U. S. A., addresses student body.
H. C. defeats Georgetown in debate.
Easter recess begins.
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May 13

Holy C rc~s 2, Y a!e 1.- Chick Bowen stars.

May 20

Holy Cross 4. Brown 3.-Andy Kelly breaks two New Englana
records at Springfield.
1919 defeats 1918 in interclass debate.
Final exams begin.
H. C. defeats Tech. in track meet. H. C. defeats Dartmouth 5-4
( 10 innings).

24
26
30
June
5
11
14
16
Sept. 13
23
29
30
Oct.

3
6
12
14
18
19
20
25
27

Nov.

1
3
8
10
11
13
15
18
22
25
25

Pentecost Thursday (holiday). Reception to Joe Higgins and Andy
Kelly.
P . Henry entertains the "Ghost."
Bacculaureate Sermon.

H. C. 3. B. C. 0.
We go home.
SOPHOMORE 1916-1917
We return.
Football season opens.- Beat Conn. Aggies 7-0.
Mass meeting for Princeton game.
H . C. 0, Princeton 21.
Class election- Keefe- Fall on- Ed. Foley- Hayes.
Axel uncor.scious when feed goes on.
Holiday- Many go to world series.
West Point 1 7- H. C. 0.
Wiggie returns.- Great reception.
Retreat holiday.
Interclass track meet. Harney, and E. Foley star performers.
meet.
Bradley returns- right day but wrong month. ·
Peter welcomes friends of Joe Linde.

We won

Holiday. Johnny Norton wins game and money for Seniors.
We tie Freshman. "Doc" Carranza leads parade.
Poli' s entertains us with some noise.
" Maniacs" go to Portland game.
H. C. 19, Bowdoin 10. Ed Foley has great day.
Reading marks. A few pass in chemistry.
Holiday. -Another tie game with Freshman.
H . C. 0, Fordham 40.
We finally defeat the Freshman 6-0. Reidy taken out of game. Mucn
jubilation after game.
Fr. Donnelly conducts Marathon between periods.
Football team defeats Worcester Tech; Parade and red fire, etc.
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27
Dec.
Jan.

10
17
11
17

20

23
Feb.

30
5

27
Mar.

5
9

17
25
Apr.

I

9

23
29
May

2
7
8
11
21

15
June

I

Walter has his pictures taken in football togs. All Sophomores assist.
("Many?") are in class.
Brad and Brother Burns have argument.
Cold-some get up.
Several have interviews with Fr. Byrne.
Stack goes visiting.
Eddie Gill gets another letter. "Georgie" gets two.
Mid year's end-also some careers.
Cold wave-some skate in ink wells, others at Lake Rousseau-more at
Crystal.
Many die in History exam.
Fr. Schweitzer wanted to know who whistled.
Another session in Poli' s.
All wear green-especially Fortin.
Brennan and Fr. Byrne have a conference.
O'Niel at his usual tricks. Not much furniture broken.
Many lay overcoats aside. Garrity does big business.
Fr. Wheeler pays visit.
Many sick from colds.
Every one wearing a medal.
Some attend evidences-a slight misunders.tanding.
Axel assists at grass fire.
Jim Keefe kicks out panel of door. Brennan escapes.
Dan Daley pays for door panel after a spirited argument.
Many leave to enlist or help in production for the summer.
The doors are closed. Peter and Discus do a big express business.

JUNIOR 1917-1918
Sept. 21

25
28
Oct.

6

14
20

23
27
Nov.

3

7
14
21

We hike up the hill again.
Start philosophy.
We welcome Fr. Keyes.
Axel Mc. leaves for Navy.
Clune gets piano.
Everything quiet. Some one {red headed) borrows music.
Brother Burns shuts off steam.
Mr. Mcinnes wakes us on late sleep morning.
Soiree on Corridor.
Mr .. Mcinnes beats up Timmy-no injuries.
Some stay in and some don't. Big moon but no big wind.
Thanksgiving vacation.
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Dec.

23
4
8

15
19

22
Jan.

7

11
15
19

23
26
Feb.

1

3
3

4
5
15
17

M ar.

22
24
26
2
3

4
5

7
10
13
17

22
23
Apr. 19

22
M ay

4

Somebody punctures Discus' life saver. A life was almost lost thereby.
The pipe wobbled a bit.
Holiday.-Bishop Beaven visits.
Red Hawthorne is entertained (tokens disliked).
Timmy sits up alone.
Xmas vacation.
We return.
Timms returns-we voted for prom.
Exam in philos-O'nie dumps roomie.
Greek orals! Shades of Demosthenes.
Egg breakfast. O'Niel gets fed but not at refectory.
Exams in Greek and Physics.-Junior prom. at Bancroft. Terry
Owens whistles for us.
Reading of monthly marks.- Dance on third Alumni.
Fr. Barnes, Chaplain of Oxford, lectured in morning.
War chest concert-H. C. men in boiled shirts!
Wicked night-everyone stayed in.
Rumor that there was no English. All on black list for failure to
show up.
Whitie blackened and dumped in early hours.
We beat Freshman in Basketball.
Axel turns fireman for big fire down town. Soiree in gym.
Twitchell, J oba and Fr. Keyes have kidding match.
Lenten lecture-many absent due to fine weather.
Everything quiet due to presence of prefect.
Roina's Van Dyke amputated.
Sullivan (P. D.), Peter, Whitie, Gibbons, Kirby, Sexton and O'nie go
home for vacation (not voluntary).
Class meeting- action to be taken for departed brothers. Lecture by
Mr. James Fitzpatrick.- Called Junior Bolsheviks.-Made great
hit.
Class meeting-to resume activities.
Juniors beat Seniors.- Paulist choir.
Fresh. beat us.-Bolsheviks return in state.
Visited by John Greenfield Maher. More singing.
Ontology exam.-Many off corridor. (?)
Georgetown debate.- H. C. Won.
Penn beat H. C.
College play in Worcester theatre.
Exam in Electricity.-B. C. beat H. C. 4-1.
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8
10

15
26
June

30
1

4
11

Jan.

2

6
8
9
12
13
24
27
28
31
Feb.
9
10
11
12
13
18
27
M ar. 3
4
9
23
Apr. 10
11
12
13

Tufts defeated in Medford.
Orchestra leaves for Lowell- anything to be known-ask Rip.
Bowen and Martin get home runs in B. C. game.-We win 4-3.
Orchestra in New Bedford. Some trip!
Beat Dartmouth 4-0, no hit, no run game by Rosy Ryan.
H. C. beat Columbia 7-3.
No class all week. Nearly everyone studying for orals.
Orals all over- we leave for summer vacation-and most of us to the
war.
SENIOR 1918-1919
We return after discharge from service.
Peter returns.
Pete Darney re-elected Pres. Lecture by Father Mullen on electives.
Insurrection, Stanislaus back.
Bill Collins elected Editor of Patcher, Beadle Dumphy elected Business
manager.
Timmy and Rip & Kid Brennan go to Hitchcock road. Bally-ho!
Gill returns.
Class meeting- voted not to have prom.
General Edwards honors the school by personal visit.
Gill gets his first letter this year.
Senior Smoker-Quartette scores.
Bed dog in Timmy's room-not ver_y big.
Alumni banquet. Senior class invited.
Red Mick and Dodo vs. T ubba and J oba McCabe in debate on prohition. Dodo and Mickey won.
Retreat- many walk to Auburn.
Timmy and Reidy take steamer to Quinsig village.
Reception to David I. Walsh- we appeared in caps and gowns.
Cribbage series starts.
Permission is granted for some reason. 68 Senior boarders go out.
First exam in Physc. Fr. Fox seizes cribbage boards.
Joe McCabe becomes pianist.
Senior class basketball team are champions of Worcester, Clinton and
Leicester.
Picture taken in caps and gowns. What a dizzy crowd!
Mr. Frisch points his machine gun camera at the debaters, athletes, etc.
They all survive the ordeal.
The class again submits to a cap and gown picture.
John Worcester settles the League of Nations question m "Spike's"
room. "Spike," as usual, upholds the opposition.
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Fortin isn't threatened today by Tubba. He wasn't even promised to
have his heart torn out.
15 Somebody mentions a monopoly of hair tonic in Ethics. Why d id
everyone look at Dodo?
25 We begin the last lap for the degree. Herbert's cake isn't stolen today.
26 Discus pays us a visit. He looks like a million.
28 Astronomy has its perils-to the extent of 28 casualties.
May 3 The astronomical wounds are healed-the doctor's fees being the nominal fee of two dollars.
4 The telephone was very busy. Signs of · spring.
5 Class meeting. A Prom. is voted.-Petah, Homer, Horne and "Dodo"
are given the reins for the event.
7 H. C. defeats Harvard 8-6. "Malo" has a big day with the stick and
also in the field.
9 The Magnificat is sung-but the rain continues.
10 We would have won from Yale but rain interfered. "Tech" dance
attracts many of us. A great affair. Big Daniels and Spuddo
almost go to the dance but J oba slipped on the managing end.
11 Shady and the Mouse go socializing. Both reported late as usual.
12 Second attack by the astronomical squad. The casualties are not expected to be so numerous.
14 Played University of Vermont.
June 10-1 1- 12-1 3 Orals! Some went in to take them on Friday the 13th.
16 Retreat.
25 The sheepskins are awarded . . With them under our arms we march
grandly into the world.
14
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THE GHOST
Freshman days were nearly over; we were deep m the throes of the finals everyone plugging for all he was worth.
up was telling on even the brawniest.
in hard study down grade.

nights in hard sleep.

The strain and the anxiety of breaking

Days were spent in hard classes -

Into these conditions came the ghost -

Two A. M. and all is quiet on the Annex.
gleam on the corridor -

evenings

We were going full speed ahead on the
the unknown.

The night lamps show a sickly

a dull reddish glow that lights only a small circle and

emphasizes the black edges and corners.

Both ends of the corridor are dark.

The

light is half way down.
Did you ever think that there was someone near you when you knew that you
were alone?

Did you ever think that someone was looking steadily at you?

Yes?

That's the way this fellow felt that night in the room half way down the Annex.
He knew he should have been sleeping, so he lay there in bed with his eyes closed
and told himself that he was dreaming.
But he could feel those eyes, eyes burning on his own.

His eyes opened and he

looked full into a pair of eyes of something bending over his head.
queer eyes like balls of greenish glass -

They were

and they never left his own.

The sickly light from the corridor came in through the transom over the door and
fell on the floor; the rest of the room was in total darkness, except for those eyes the eyes of an unknown presence.
The fellow tried to shout but the power of speech was gone.

He tried to sit

up but as he attempted this the eyes closed and the room became black.

The door

opened and the dull light from the corridor shone in ; the door closed and footsteps
pattered down the Annex.
Morning finally came and the boy related his experience much to our amusement
and much to his discomfort, and the incident became absurd.

But night must

come and with night came the sickly light and the emphasized black corners and
from out of these black spaces came this thing.
To the same spot as on the night before it went; to the same fellow came the
feeling that he was not alone, his eyes opened, and he saw, -
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the greenish eyes.
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THE GHOST-Continued.
That yell!

Did you ever hear a man cry out in terror as he thought he was

about to be lost?

Have you ever heard a wild thing screech in anger when he

knows that the end has come?

Have you heard the wind as it roars down the

mountain side, how it begins with a shrill, eerie pipe and ends with a thunderous
roar?

Put three such sounds in one and you hear the cry of this man as he looked

for the second time into those soul-sickening eyes.
With the cry the eyes vanished, the door opened, the light came in and footsteps
pattered down the corridor.

When the rest of the boys rushed out to see what the

trouble was they saw a thing -

all in black -

running down the Annex.

A few fellows gave chase but the figure in black went down the stairs -

down -

down -

down

his footsteps growing fainter and fainter; then everything was

still.
The following night the same thing appeared on Fourth O'Kane.
it ran and escaped down the stairs -

down four flights.

Discovered,

Nothing else was seen.

On many succeeding nights did this black ghost walk and· always did it escape in
some marvelous way.
One morning the newspapers had a headline, "Lunatic has escaped from Bloomingdale." This then must have been the night prowler.
No?

Do you know?

Did you ever find out?

for most of us have never found out.
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Was it the lunatic?

What do you think?

Yes?

Tell us,
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DRAMATICS
During ou·r Freshman year, no play was produced, so it was not until Sophomore
that we had the opportunity of appreciating the ability of our coterie of actors.
Then five of our class stepped to the footlights as principal characters in Henry
4th. Part 1, -

James McGrail, George Codaire, John McGrath, P. Henry Sulli-

van and Dennis Harrington.

Six others as soldiers and pages danced attendance

and furnished paper sword protection for the others.

These were Francis Mc-

Donald, Christopher Riley, James Smyth, Elbert Hawthorne, Laurent Angers and
Edward Keiley.

The play was produced at the Worcester Theatre under Father

Coveney' s very competent direction.

All the characters were admirable but more

vivid than all in our memory is James McGrail' s excellent portrayal of Falstaff.
He was a typical hale-fellow-well-met.
In Junior "The Rivals" was the selection for presentation.

Father McQuade was

the coach, and the generous praise of the collegians and Worcester people gave
ample testimony of the excellence of the achievement.

Our sole representative was

James McGrail, but he was well fitted naturally, to uphold the tradition of '19.
As Mr. Malaprop he repeated his triumph of Sophomore year.

His naturally

brilliant repartee made it an easy task to accommodate himself to the mannerisms
of Mr. Malaprop, and so skillful was his impersonation, so self composed and
entirely at ease did he appear that it seemed as though we witnessed a part of
Jim's everyday froJics temporarily dramatized.
This year, on account of the lateness in starting our work, all unnecessary activities which would require many hours for their perfection have been abandoned.
Under this category d ramatics, unfortunately, are listed, so we must be content with
the glory of two years' achievements in the play world.
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DEBATES AND DEBATING SOCIETIES
The Class of 1919 has always manifested an interest in debating and has met
with marked success.

The very first months of our life on the Hill showed that our
Defeat was rarely our lot when '19 mounted the

men were above the ordinary.
rostrum.

To the men who brought success to our class we pay all honor -

but we

must remember those also who struggled for eloquence and never publicly displayed
their talent.
Our members were always numerous m the Debating Societies and took prominent part in their activities.

In Edwin J. Owens we possessed perhaps as clever a debater as can be found
in the college world.

Wherever he went, praise unbounded was heaped upon him.

Is it surprising, then, that with him as anchor man ' 19 formed some marvelous
teams?
John N. Stanislaus also proved a capable orator and many times has he defended
the honor of the class in debating.

T. Francis Dumphy also has directed his efforts

to bring victory to '19' s banner.

Debaters who brought success to the class were

James C. Keefe, D. Joseph Greeley, Francis J. O'Donnell and Elbert J. Hawthorne.
Beginning with victory over the Sophomore team in our Freshman days, we never
Jost in an inter-class debate.

Few classes have this boast.
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DEBATING SOCIETIES
With our arrival came a new debating society -

the Fitton, to which we were

admitted as charter members and in which we strove to acquire the 'ars dicendi.'

It

was here that we first overcame the embarrasment of awkward hands and tangled
tongues, here that we formed our opinions and tenaciously clung to what we thought
was right.
The Fitton Society remained with us until Junior when the purpose for which it
was formed, namely, to stimulate interest by being a rival to the Philomathic, was
further developed.
four year societies -

It was now decided that the better plan would be to have two
so the Philomathic and Fitton amalgamated under the name

of the former, and opposed the old Senior-Junior society, the B.

J.

This indeed proved a blessing, for rivalry became keen at once.

F.
A new debating

hall was finished wherein we could practice our oratory, or might I say perfect our
eloquence? for we were becoming proficient in the art of speaking.
The greatest praise for our success is in all probability due to Mr. George Bull
S. J . who was the Moderator of the Fitton in Sophomore, and the Philomathic in
Junior and Senior.

His mastery of Parliamentary law and his keen interest in

current topics made him an ideal coach and, consequently, his society flourished.
Father John M. Fox as Moderator of the B. J. F. has given the society everything that aspiring Ciceros and Demosthenes could desire and the members have
gathered from him a world of things that help.
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JUNIOR PROM
Whether it was the natural grace of the class that necessarily led it to the ball
room or the reverse order, we early imitated the rhythmical motion that effected the
Grecian sylphlike figures.
fact that '19 dances!

However, there is no difference of opinion concerning the

As Gladstone remarked on receiving a friend's book that he

lost n9 time in reading it, we might exclaim with an equally unintentional indefiniteness, 'How we dance!'

Certainly, we have acquired the Mahatma in Terpsichore's

Kingdom.
Now, being logical, we concluded in Junior that unless a gathering of the devotees
was arranged, our talents would be overlooked, and this to the sorrow of many of
the beribboned and beruffied.

Consequently, a committee composed of Edward P.

Walsh, Chairman, T. Francis Dumphy, Edward Foley, Philip Sullivan and
Edward Gill was appointed and they planned a very successful tea dance.

It was

heM-in the Bancroft on a Saturday afternoon in January and the number of out of
town guests attested the popularity of the event.

We enjoyed ourselves so thor-·

oughly that we hoped for a similar affair this year.

After-war conditions, however,

have interfered with early arrangements, but we hope to play the host again before·
we leave the Hill, as satisfactorily as we pride ourselves on having accomplished
the part in Junior.

In the event of its taking place, this will have to serve the

purpose of a reminder, for our book shall have gone to press before the occurence:
if, on the other hand, we shall be obliged to forego the pleasure, let this be a suggestion of the happy hours that might have been and which we are privileged to add
to our store of war sacrifices.
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THE K. K. SOCIETY
Though the youngest of the societies
at Holy Cross the K. K. has already
achieved a permanent place in undergraduate life. Founded with the express purpose of fostering literary activity its membership includes alumni and undergraduates. In this respect it differs from the
other societies, that membership is
a warded to those who possess literary
ability above the ordinary. To maintain
the high standard only one percent of the
entire enrollment for the scholastic year in
addition to the literary staff of the Purple
is eligible for undergraduate membership. Graduate members are chosen from
such of the Alumni as have distinguished
Another and
themselves in literature.
more distinctive feature of the K. K.
JOHN N . STANISLAUS, President
Society is the Advisory Senate composed of
graduate, undergraduate, and faculty members. As the aim of this society is the
cultivation of a literary spirit among its members the various meetings assume the
character of an academy at which original papers are read and the more important
literary topics of the day discussed.
Credit for the foundation of the K. K. is due in great measure to the present
staff of the Purple. which counts five Nineteen members. The first honorary mem•
her from the rank. of the alumni to be elected by the undergraduate members was
Joseph J. Reilly, '04, Chairman of the Massachusetts Civil Service Commission
and a former editor of the Purple. Mr. Reilly is widely known as the author of
a work on Lowell, for which he received the doctorate in philosophy from Yale.
The faculty is represented in the Advisory Senate by Mr. Raymond H. Mcinnes,
S. J. to whose untiring efforts in its establishment, the society owes much. Among
the undergraduate members are the following from the Class of Nineteen: William
P. Collins, William J. Lyons, Francis Murphy, John H. Fallon who is also Chairman of the Advisory Senate, and John N. Stanislaus who was elected first president
of the society.
The other undergraduate members are: J. Robert Clair, '20, Arthur J. O'Leary,
' 20, Raymond J. O'Callaghan, '20, James J. Tennyson, '21, Joseph P. Keenan,
' 21 , Leo Casey, '21, Matthew F. McGuire, '21, John L. Kenney, '21, and Evans
Page Ham, '22.
At later meetings two more nineteeners were initiated in the K. K. The two
honored ones were J. Homer Butler, '19, and Edward P. Walsh, '19. Thomas
F. McSorley, '21 and John K. Ryan, '20 were also initiated and enrolled among
the K. K. members.
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THE PURPLE
Writers arc
in appreciation
for the Purple
tributors to the

not unusual on the Hill. They seem the natural result of the unexcelled teaching
and imitation of the masters. To write, then, is one consideration; but to write
is an almost entirely different proposition. •19 authors have been generous conCollege Magazine.

Edward Killeen first accepted the challenge of the fourth estate and he pleased us continually
with the choicest gems. Each new contribution was a further revelation of the beauties of his
gift. Especial brilliancy was contained in his lines written about children: he sang of the
triumphs and tragedies of their fairy-land existence with the purity and tenderness that begin in
the hearts of innocents. The Purple could have sustained no greater loss than Ed·s death
inflicted. He was an associate editor in Freshman, Sophomore and Junior. We miss him, but
nevertheless, we are justly grateful, for in his numerous compositions we have the enduring
memorial of his genius.
The second of our trio of associates appointed in Freshman was Eugene Roesch. His talents
were displayed in verse and prose, each work an original and vivid offering. He evidenced a
great love for the out of doors, a unique appreciation of the 'mightily small in nature' as portrayed in his charming description of the "Violet's Birth." 'Gene always described his subject with
an inspiring aptitude which never became loo exact. His early enlistment in Junior furnished
splendid opportunities for 'Gene's abilities as a "raconteur:·
Our essayist next claims attention. John Stanislaus carried us to the turbulent areas of
Mexico, introduced Spanish scribes, taught us Prudence, and furnished us highly entertaining and
instructive literature. He became an associate editor in Freshman and he has enriched the Purple ·s
numbers inestimably. A clear cut manner of expression, forceful and yet graceful, lends a charm
to facts digested and presented with remarkable acumen. His choice of subjects indicates a varied
interest and appreciation of important topics.
John Fallon was the fourth of our class to contribute lo the Purple in Freshman. His work
won for him an appointment to the staff in Sophomore and finally he has been fittingly rewarded
in Senior by being appointed Editor-in-Chief. His verse, rich in imagery, has often been
devoted to the praise of worthy achievements. "Man of Bronze" and "Mynheer's Lyricist" are
typical. The latter attracted wide attention and was very favorably commented on by a current
review. The standard of his editorials proves that John's abilities are not confined lo rhyming,
for he has given us pithy and concise literature. A Worcester newspaper remarks that the recent
issue of the Purple is the best in two years: we attribute it in great part to John's command.

It is to be regretted that William Collins did not begin his career as an author earlier. His
initial offering, verse "To a Literateur," appeared in Junior and we lament the absence of his
writings in Freshman and Sophomore. This has been his only poem, but he has surpassed it in
essays and fiction written about subjects decidedly contemporary, and with delightfully real and
natural character sketches. "Riding School" is an excellent example of sharp humor that never
descends. His talents are not confined to the humorous, however. "Still in the Game .. and "A
Little Child" evidence a commendable control of the serious emotions.
To Walter Drury, Thomas o·Donnell, Joseph F. Murphy, Richard Goggin, Francis J.
O'Donnell and Francis Murphy our congratulations are due, but, excepting Frank Murphy, they
deserve censure too, for their abilities aroused unfulfilled hopes of regular contributions.
Besides his novel story "From Wangan _to Wangan .. Frank Murphy as athletic editor has
regularly reported on the sports. The college is indebted to him for interesting descriptions and
accurate tabulations of all the games.
Finally, we commend highly the tireless efforts of William O'Sullivan as a member of the
business staff in Sophomore, and Junior, up to the date of his enlistment.
William J. Lyons has held the reins of Business Manager during Senior and his efficient work
1s responsible in no slight degree for the progress of the Purple.
Their cooperation has helped to place the Purple on a sound financial basis.
The Class is justly proud of its members connected with
Magazine always have their equals!
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GLEE CLUB AND ORCHESTRA

"What harmon:y is this?

M:y good friends, hark!"

For two years we were content to let the other classes bear the burden of the
songsters, but in Junior we took it upon ourselves to make song reign supreme.
Great numbers flocked to the ranks of the club, but it was only the "Survival of the
Fittest" method which kept down the numbers.
Undenhe able direction of

Mr. Berchmans J. Boland, S. J. and Mr. Raymond

J. Mcinnes, S. J. the fame of the singers spread afar, and the demand for concerts
was far greater than could be supplied.

Perhaps our greatest triumph came the

night our boys sang for the 'Worcester War Chest Fund' and won the highest
plaudits of all who heard them.
cities.

Witness the many trips made to the surrounding

Everywhere the boys were received warmly and lived up to the high repu-

tation which had preceded them.
The greatest hit of the season was the work of Thomas A. O'Donnell, whose
clear tenor voice always pleased his hearers.

To him must be given the lion's

share of praise for the success of the concerts.

J. Homer Butler also plec1sed his

audiences with his choice selections.
Other members of the class who worked diligently for the success of the club are
D. Joseph Greely, James A. Morrissey and Clune

J.

Walsh.

These members have

given at all times their best efforts, and to them is due much of the praise accorded
to the Glee Club.
In senior, Thomas A. O'Donnell was unanimously elected President, and D.
Joseph Greely Treasurer.
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BANQUETS

"And cursed be him who first calls, 'Hold! Enough!'"
We count among our choicest hours those in which we laid aside book and pen
· and took up the knife and fork. Truly in those hours did we see ' 19 as we always
wish to see her - one big body of good fellows who had met in order 't hat song
and laughter might reign supreme .
. And good fellowship always did reign supreme when '19 gathered around the
festive board. Even when we hardly knew each other in Freshman the round
table was the magic that brought us closer together, and each year it more firmly
cemented the ties that bound us. We realize only too well, now, that we were
doing more than feasting when we gathered on such occasions; we felt bigger and
olde~, and well may we have, for the toasts we drank and the healths we pledged
have gone. But the vision we saw in the tobacco smoke still comes back at
memory's call.
Called back those memories will be, as long as a '1 9 man is left - the brightest
spot in our bright days - days when the banquet hall resounded with laughter and
song - when speeches and speakers were dear to our hearts - when good fellowship sat at every plate.
FRESHMAN

Frida'J), December 14, 1915

STATE MUTUAL RESTAURANT
TOASTMASTER

T. FRANCIS DUMPHY
Address........... ·........· .. · . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ·....... James C . Keefe
Impressions of a Freshman ..... : . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . John N. Stanislaus
Solo . . . . . . . . . . . . . . _......-... . ....... :· . .......... Edward P. Walsh
Athletics . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... : . . . . .. Alex&nder A. Anderson
College Friendship .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . : Robert F. Donahue
Selection . •. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .... James E. Leonard

Piano Accompanist, Derinis H. Harrington
~·our Profs" . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . John H. Daniels
.Selection . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Quartette
The City on the Hill .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . John E. Ratigan
Class song . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . · .. D. Joseph Greeley
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SOPHOMORE

Tuesda)), F ebruar)) 13, 191 7

STATE MUTUAL RESTAURANT

EDWARD P. WALSH
Address . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. James C. Kede
Sophomore . . . . . . . . . . . .

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... James F. Deneen

The Round Table at Holy Cross ........................ Edwin J. Owens
Solo ....... , ................ ·...................... John J. Maher ,
Piano Accompanist, Clune J. Walsh
Resume of a Year at Holy Cross ....... .• .............. James K. Donaghy
The Call of Worcester Town ........................ Philip D. Sullivan
Hawaiian Selections ....................................... Quartette

Ukelele, Edward

J.

Reidy

Athletics .......................... _................. Edward J. Gill
Personalities in our Class ........................... T. Francis Dumphy
Musical Divertisements ..................... _.......... Daniel F. Daley

In Junior we substituted a "smoker" for the yearly banquet and, aided by the
keen witticisms of "Beadle" Dumphy, as chairman an~ toastmaster, we enjoyed a
pleasant few hours at the Lake.
Senior Year "Joe" McDonnell managed our "smoker" and the Freshmen joined
with us in voting it one of the best entertainments of the year.
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MENDEL CLUB
President ............... JOHN F. McGRATH, '19.
Vice-President ........... J. W. SPELLMAN, '20.
Secretar:y ............... JOSEPH F. GIBBONS, '19.
Treasurer .............. MORRIS F. O'BRIEN, '20.
Sergeant-at-Arms ......... JOHN FALLON, '19.
The Mendel Club was founded in 191 6 by Mr. John Frisch S. J., Professor
of Biology at Holy Cross. It aims to give _its members an insight into phases of
the more advanced sciences relative to Biology, especially ·Medicine and Surgery,
which do not properly fall under the head of class work. This it does by means
of a series of lectures given by graduate doctors, medical students, and undergraduate
members.
However, its nature is not so much instructive as social: its chief purpose is the
promotion of a club-spirit between all Holy Cross men interested in the medical
profession. It acquaints the doctor and the medical student with the premedical work
on the hill, and keeps the undergraduate in touch with these older brothers already
in the profession.
This year has been noteworthy for various social activities, especially the smokers
and initiations of new members. In the hands of these new members we place the
direction of the Club with the utmost confidence, trusting that its future will be as
glorious as its past, and serve as another source of pleasant memories of Mount
St. James.
SENIOR MEMBERS
John Fallon
Joseph F. Gibbons
Anthony G. Glavin
Charles F . Keeley
John F. McGrath

William B. Prout
J . Edward Ratigan
Leonard A. Stack
J. Woods Sweeney

JUNIOR MEMBERS

C. E . Dwyer
J. P. Gilligan
J. A. Groark
L. F. McAndrews
W. C. McNamee

A. C. Mitchell
J. A. Murphy
M. F. O'Brien
B. J. O'Grady
R. J. Ruane
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F. G. Ruest
J. W. Spellman
S. L. Sullivan
R. S. Keefe

A TOAST TO NINETEEN
NINETEEN

SENIOR SONG: "SEMPER
AMABERIS"

(Air: "There's a Long, Long Trail")

(Air: "Swanee River.")

Days are passing quickly by us,
Fleeting on their way.
New acquaintances may try us,
Friends may come to stay.
And our memories of college.
Never shall be lost.
Comrades true we'll find our classmates at
Alma Mater Holy Cross.

Dies pennati sunt, et menses
Aviculae;
Aviculae quae semper volant
Carmine garrulo;
Aviculae quas non-videmus
Amamus autem,
Etsi maturant nos citatim
Ad nostrum abitum.

Refra'in:
San eta Crux, praeceptor noster,
Mox non videberis,
Ut aviculae et menses autem
Semper amaberis.

Chorus
There's a long, long trail a winding,
Out there beyond Linden Lane,
Where good fellowship and comrades
Are not had in vain;
So let's stand and toast our class, boys,
And let true friends reign supreme;
For the tie that binds us all will be
The Class of Nineteen Nineteen.

Non scribere et non cantare
Possit amor;
Verba inana, voces vanae,
Bene cognoscimus ;
T amen menses perjucundi,
Et aviculae
lnvisae sed amatae praestant ....,....Igitur cantamus:

EDWARD V. KILLEEN, Ex. '19.

Refrain.

J.

AITCHEM EPH, '19.

HOLY CROSS, OLD HOLY
CROSS!

1 ·

'!

,·, I
•

I

Oh hear thy sons in happy song,
Holy Cross, old Holy Cross!
Thy sons are loyal, true and strong,
H _oly Cross, old Holy Cross!
Thy purple banner floats on high,
While songs of praise swell to the
sky,
Thy honored name shall never die,
Holy Cross, old Holy Cross!
AUGUSTINE P. CONNIFF, '02
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THE POTE'S COL YUM
"A rt is the concealment of art."
The following, friend, is known as verse.
Though you've seen bad, this here is worse:
The rhymes are tough, the meters fewBut nevertheless it'll have to do.
Dodo was a bird quite rare ;
Played the pasteboards very fair;
Liked to talk and wag his chinBut couldn't keep his hair from getting
thin.
Wilkie Collins, alias Mike,
Took a course in the well-known Sike:
Went out one night to eat clam chowder
Came home suggesting of talcum powder.
The Beadle's famous for his girls.
One has false hair, three have curls;
One quotes Alger, and two eat barleyBut the best one of all he stole from
Charley.
Old Salt Scully, the ambitious Swede,
Likes to smoke the filthy weed.
All he'll ever do is rest,
For when he sleeps he's at his best.
Humphrey Fallon wrote for fame;
Wrote so much his arm went lame;
Got a poem in the New York SunBut that's about all he's ever done.
Here's to dear old Chippie,
Who dresses so slick and kippie.
He'd be quite a lady's man at that,
If he didn't wear such a funny hat.
Do you know our Medway Frankie?
When he's joshed he may get cranky.
If you think he's not of much amount,
Ask him how to dine a Russian Count.
Little John, the Mexican Doc,
To g~ to Boston pu-ts his clothes in
hock.

Our profs all think his brains are leaky,
Because he's such a Bolsheviki.
The poet-hurdler Edward P.,
Is "just as nice as he can be!"
Way up there in Portland, Maine,
He waters the streets when it doesn't
ram.
Two little devils-George and JoeOff to .South Worcester nightly go,
Where they meet their good pal Ed,
And together they paint the old town
red.
How we love thee, "Dear Old Jim,"
Full of bull and also vim.
A bit of Heaven is your faceBut I've heard you consigned to
another place.
Pete Darney likes to play it cozy:
He gets sore when friends get nosey.
It's strange that he who rules our mob
Should be always looking for a job.
Joe McCabe, the Pawtucket kid,
Will always tell what the Irish did.
His lips may move in silent laughter
But he's serious again a moment after.
Spud do is Nineteen's phenom
Took a girl to Tech' s swell prom;
He was short and she was tall
But that didn't please Dick at all.
Squeaky Joe is one name for him,
He goes out often with Trojan Jim.
When visiting together they're a pair of
bears,
Out Hitchcock road they bust up
chairs.
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.Hickey Gets Demobilized
Mr. Allen w'll be at Bancr!:)ft Hotel, Wednesday

COL. HAYES OFF
TO WELCOME HIS
OLD COMMAND

UTLER WEDS
). 8 •• •R'f LONERGAN
~\SS '""

Buckley Tells of Her Tip-eat to Pull
Another Woman's Hair for Flirting
With Him at Church Sociable

STACK DID
NOT OWE DOCTOR
Some Other Stack, But His Pay

Was Attached and He Is
Seeking Damages

FORTIN MAY BE N
AT -HOME S00
Newspaper Clippings
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26, 1944

Price-Common Cents

CLASS OF 1919 HOLDS REUNION.
25th ANNIVERSARY 01' GRllDUATION.
MANY Of CLASS PRESENT.
TELEGRAMS RECEIVfD fROM ABSENTEES.

WORCESTER, June 26, 1944.Last evening Holy Cross Commons
witnessed the reunion of the most
unique class in Holy Cross history.
The hall was a fairy land of beauty.
A veritable Arabian Night's entertainment was furnished by the wonderful
stories told or received by wire from
distant parts. Intertwined midst the
H. C. banners were several flags of the
Republic of Ireland, by special request
of Congressman J. V. McCabe of R.

I.
To start festivities Pres. Darney
arose midst a storm of applause and
by common consent assumed the toastmaster's chair under the proviso that he
would be excused if his wife 'phoned
from Milford to come and rock the
baby. Pres. Darney interspersed the
speeches with the reading of wires
which came from classmates unable to
attend.
The Wires are below in full.
Must write Editorial denouncing
ascendency of the proletariat.-Signed,

Brennan, Editor Springfield Tribune.
New London
Last saw Jim Nestor going to sea
on raft, test tube in · each hand, and
reading the directions.-

Washington, D. C.
Government control of hot air s·e rvice makes it impossible to attend.
Mrs. and myself send regards.-Bill

Collins, Director C eneral.
Shanghai, China
Still getting letters from Chicago. If
J oba nd Peter want me home for
movies, a bet.-Spuddo.
At this point Pres. Darney said that
word was received yesterday . from
Ochchos th~t Phil Sullivan was just
elected first male member of Congress
since passage of Povah Universal Suffrage Bill, due largely to the stump
speaking of his old classmate, Wilbur
·Delaney.
OTHER TELEGRAMS:
Rio Grande
Sorry I can't be with you. Selling
glasses to these square heads.-"Del."
Rusty Gate, l9-aho
My farm is run on a scientific plan.
Sorry I can't attend.-Tim Don:ahue.

Jack McCarthy, Surveyor of Port.

Boston, Mass.
Must put my book of Football etiouette in Mount Holyoke and Brynn
Mawr.-Mike Drury.

Padusha, Cal.
Booked for seven weeks on Loew' s
circuit, showing card tricks.-Jack

New York
Too busy with Queen's work, Menace, Sunday Visitor. I owe bills in

Casey.

W orcester.-Dumpsk-y.
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THE BLOOMINGDALE BLATT.
Africa
Reynard died, but the Filly Lou
Birds are running fine.-Doc. Gib-

bons.
Boston
Invention of false leather board 1s
success. I did it!-Nangle.
Am Pres. of Irish Republic. Have
had Blarney Stone moved to my estate.

-]. Worcester.
Quinsigamond
Bible class progressmg. Regards.

-McGuinn.
Bangor
Deny title Lumber King. But doing business with poles.-M urph.
Of those who were present these
spoke:
'
Dr. A. G. Glavin of Worcester.
Rep.-at-large Owens.
Mgr. Hickey of Hart, Schaffner, &
Marx.
Laurent Angers, Chemical Enginee1
of Westinghouse Co.
Mayor Lyons of Billerica, Mass.
Director General Maloney of Federal Playgrounds.
Ray Lussier, Cartoonist for Assoc.
Press.
Pres. Fortin of Tinkers Union.
Dr. Bill Prout of Boston.
Henry Casey of Casey Construction Co.
Hon. John H. Allen, Bridgeport.
Dr. Keeley specialist on sea · products.
State Librarian Sweeney of Bloomingdale.
Hon. Herbert Carroll of Millbury,
Mass.
Mayor Crawford of Pawtucket,

J . W. Maher of Maher Fertilizer
Co.
J. E. Ratigan inventor of non-combustible nitro-benzine products.
Henry Lee, Pres. of Lee Laundries
of U.S.
Admiral Martin Shea of U. S.
Navy.
H. P. Sullivan, successor to Underwood and Underwood Co., also Mgr.
correspondence course in Hurdling,
Lieutenanting, and hiding cake.
J . J. Shea, conductor of humorous
column in Boston Post.
Stanton Ablett, owner of the Ablett
Rubber Heal Co.
Dr. Stack of Sis Hopkins Hospital.
Superintendent Sexton of Albion
Schools.
After the speaking a bevy of song
birds imported by Clune J. Walsh furnished delightful music and dancing.
It was voted a perfect evening.

LOST
Something; I don't know what it
was. Return to Russell L. Mannette.
Custom House, Portland.

PERTINENT PERSONALS
Mr. J. Horner Butler, Pres. of the
Worcester Country Club, is home after
an extended visit to Edinborough as
the guest of Dr. J. Humphrey Fallon
who recently read a paper on the virility of the Baccillus Mokus in 1919.
Mr. J. J. Buckley, Adv. Mgr. of
the Fr. Matt's Temperance Society has
returned to the city.

R. I.
Mgr. Ed.
Auto Co.

Foley

of

Hesitating

John A. Costello was called to testify before Judge "Cockie" Roache in
the recent ·phone monopoly case.
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THE BLOOMINGDALE BLATT.
Thomas H. F. F eeherry of the Feeherry Ice Co. was in town on business.

Mr. Matthew J. Couming was
elected Pres. Board of Aldermen in
Chicago, Ill.

Edw. J. Reidy has founded an
academy for young ladies between the
age of 18 and 20. They will be allowed out till 11 :30 P. M . every
evenmg.

·word has been received that Ltw F.
Hayes is stranded. . on the Sahara
Desert with a cheese sandwich and a
copy of the Stonyhurst Series.

Supt. A. L. Paul estimated that the
damage done by fire to the J. F. McCann Market was in the neighborhood
of $ 30,000. He didn't state the
cause.

Edw. C. Langford's bid on the new
hospital was accepted.

Richard A Goggin, the violinist,
has returned from a South American
tour.

Hugh T. Lavery is one of the
strongest opposers to organized baseball
in the country. He spoke recently at
Mudville.
J. Joseph Timms, of New York
city is up before the supreme court, it
being alleged that he aided the- sale of
the Morrissey Non-lgnitible collars to
the firemen at the recent muster.
John N. Stanislaus has established
himself as Grand Dictator of the Mexican Bolsheviki Republic. The Fiscal
revenue is raised by taxing his constituents two Mexican hairless dogs, one
peso, and three camel cigarettes.
Mr. Joseph L. Kenney has bought
over the series of Kenney Kennedy Co.
Stores. It will be kp.own as Kenney
Company.
Supt. Lane of the Wayward Seminary was visiting in Brighton; he
speaks very highly of Henry T. Ford's
new one cylinder bicycle.
·
Pres. Roina of the United Fruit Co.
is mainly responsible for the drop in
banana prices.
Lt. Gov. Scully of Conn. was impeached yesterday for usurping the
power of the Governor. It is stated
that his actions were very Czar-like.

]. F. McGrath of Waterbury has
returned from Babylonia where he has
been working on Bacteriological research.
Joseph B. McDonnell, Pres .. of the
Portland-Lewiston-Bangor Aerial Line
has established Dinner Plane Service. ·
Frank J. O'Donnell _ was found
guilty of violating the Sherman AntiT rust law. He was charged with cornering the corn flakes market.
JAMES J. McGRAIL THROWN
OUT OF ASSEMBLY
CHICAGO, ILL., June 25.- James
J. McGrail was ejected bodily for
standing up in the face of important
business, before the Motorman's Council Assembly. A censor assisted by
three other wardens hurled him through
a second story window. The window
was not injured.
BIG BASEBALL DEAL
NEW YORK, June 24.-One of the
most startling big league . trades in
years was completed here today. Manager "Bauldy" Harrigan announced
that pitcher Gill and infielder Jiggs
Donahue were swapped for outfielder·
Chick Bowen and catcher Jack Dan-
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THE BLOOMINGDALE BLATT.
iels. Pitcher Gill has been suspended
several times for breaking training.
On numerous occasions Gill has been
seen on Broadway, smoking Sc cigars
and chewing gum.
Bowen and Daniels are no strangers
for the play "from Bowen to Daniels
cut the run at the plate" is famous over
the younger circuit. Both of these men
are vicious hitters, Bowen batting third
and Big Daniels 4th. The Boston
Manager feels he can break Gill of his

eccentricities and get him to turn in a
big year. Donahue will fit in nicely in
tl::e infield.
"Spike" O'Donnell was refused admittance to the banquet because he
would not check the little "nails" outside.

C. J. O'Connor is · now making astronomical researches in Cherry Valley
and Fisherville.

ADVERTISE IN THE BLATT
DOON'S GENEALOGY
Do you know your family tree? Ask
me. I traced mine to Lorna Doone.
What one can do, is possible to
Your's for good
another.
family trees and coats .of
arms.
JoHN A. DooN

FOLEY'S RESTORER
I r..ave spent 20 years in remembering
an Indian treatment. It helped my
hair, from a smooth top to what it is
now.
2 bottles for 25c a bottle.

All druggists not registered have it.
Get it now. When will :your time
come to be bald? I got it :young.
FOLEY'S BALDSOME
NONE GENUINE WITHOUT
TRADE-MARK
"DODO"

EDWARD P. WALSH. Indian Money
THIS WEEK
D. Joseph Greeley Imitating Cats,
Birds of the Forest, Cows, Dogs.
Sings "I Like New York."
AL KIRBY-One Act Drama
'TM GOING TO PHILADELPHIA IN
THE MORNING."
Two scenes-first just like Eke the
second except in the second the window
1s open.
NEXT WEEK., MON. TUES.

The American Tenor
THOMAS A. O'DONNELL
Two nights only. Voice as clear as a
bell-nothing in it but . a tongue.
WED. THURS.
SYMPATHY ORCHESTRA

Conducted b:y Chas. McCormick.
Wears his hair long like any other
fake musician
FRI. SAT.
JACK FAHEY MINSTRELS
ONE HouR OF AGONY

------

BURNS HOTELS
Hot and Cold Folding Doors in every
room.
Two kinds of water,-dirty and Clean.
Reasonable prices to transients;
others cash.
ALL LARGE CITIES

Buffalo, New York, Clinton,
Worcester

BROADWAY THEATRE
Owner and Manager,
Price

Robert E. Lee Featured.

'o ~ NEILL-MOVERS
. PIANOS MOVED AND OTHER
. THINGS RE-MOVED

Guarantee Not to Break
"MUCH"
CALL
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SCHISMATICKS SEEKING AVERNUS
Being the tale of their wanderings dire
Over the Styx, through water and fire,
And all the excitement their shades could desire.

I.

VII.
The downward rush of Schismaticks
Old Cap could not control,
And so on Fallon as a raft
They sailed unto a shoal.

The Beadle died, and at the Styx
By Charon's ferry-pass,
He met a score of happy shades,
Erstwhile of Nineteen's class.

VIII.'
II.

Once they were there, said John M ;>
Cann:
''Now boys, this bar is mine ;
"A nickel down for every glass,
"And Mike must pay a dime."

He met the Waterbury Swede,
And Snapper, and genteel
Phil Sullivan, and Malus bold,
And Dear Old Jim O'Neill.

IX.
III.
"Vir Bonus" hailed the motley throng;
"Vir Bonus," answered he;
And Charon, casting off the ropes,
Cried "Boneheads, let us flee!"

The wine was served, and drunken tou
And then the guide Perdition
Led off in file Avernus-ward
The Good Mens' expedition.

X.
For every one there was a horseIn horses they were rich-.
But, strange to say, good Stanislaus
Rode bareback with the Itch!

IV.
Now, when the midstream they had
gained
The storm began to blow XI.
The good man's wrath and vengeance
T hey rode unceasing, fast and weli,
rained
They rode both night and noon,
Upon· those shades below. ,,
· And the first to sight Avernus was
Jack Horner, the Light Dragoon!

V.

"Ye gods, " old Cappy Charon bawled,
"No ballast for the sail,"
So on his stomach sternward crawled
As ballast, Ji~ · McGrail.
VI.
And when Petite sat on the stern,
Since he is rather stout,
Why, from the waters of the Styx
He heaved the bow right out.
Was the Saugatuckian Sage!

XII.
"Our goal is reached," cried one an,1
all,
"Ho! Keeper of the Gate!
Throw wide your portals! Let us in r·
A face showed in the grate.

XIII.
And the Schismaticks fell wildly back
In fright ; amaze, and rage:
The Keeper of the Iron Gates
FALLEEN ,
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PATRONS AND PATRONESSES OF

J.

REV. MICHAEL

OWENS,

THE 1919
'89

REv. THOMAS A. McGOVERN, '91
REv. JoHN M. KENNY, '84

MRS. MICHAEL F. FALLON
Miss · HELEN HEALY CoRCORAN

DR. MICHAEL F. FALLON, '84
DR. JoHN

T. BoTTOMLEY, '89

J.

DR. EDWARD
DR.

J.

MAHONEY, '92

HENRY HARTNETT

HoN. JosEPH

J.

REILLY, '04

MR. MICHAEL F. DEE, '94
HoN. ARAM

J.

HoN. JosEPH

PoTHIER, '12

H. GAINER, ·99

MR. FREDERICK A. HAWES
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PATCHER

1Jn me1noriam
Holy Cross men, past and present, were grief stricken on
April 18, 1919 to learn of the death of Fr. Thomas F .
McLaughlin S. J. at St. Vincent's Hospital, he having sue~
cumbed to an attack of pneumonia.
For 28 years he had taught at Holy Cross; for 28
years Holy Cross men had gone forth enriched I rom the
font of his learning. Gentle, self effacing, almost retiring,
he was known to few of the student body outside the Senior
Class but from these chosen few he received the homage of
their respect and veneration. The present Senior Class was
privileged to know him intimately only four brief months,
but in that short time he had occupied a prominent niche in
the hearts of 1919. In after years memory will often recall
the bittersweet of his death and well earned reward.
We mourn him a priest of God. Quietly pursuing his
priestly duties following in the footsteps of his Master, he
died on Good Friday. We mourn him our friend, for how
many hearts both within and without the walls of Mt. St.
James sobbed with grief on that Good Friday morning!
We mourn him our teacher, for Senior Classes have gone
forth confidently to face the great conflict of life leaning
on the principles received from him.
The class of 1919 especially regrets that the date of Fr.
McLaughin's death was so near the time of the Patcher
publication that a more fitting tribute to him was impossible
in this volume.
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ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
We are especially grateful to many friends who have
generously aided us in making the present volume a reality,
and we take p!easure in acknowledging our jndebtedness to
the following:
To REV. JOSEPH J. WILLIAMS, S. J. and MR. FRANK
MILLER, who generously devoted much of their time
to aid us in our financial problems.
To REV. ]AMES A. MULLEN, S. J., for his generous
counsel concerning the difficulties we have rrret.
To MR. JOHN A. FRISCH S. J., who has sacrificed much
effort in obtaining many pictures found on these pages.
To th HOLY CROSS PURPLE and particularly MR. LYONS
S. J. and MR. MclNNES S. J. for their encouraging
advice and also for the loan of several cuts.
To the UNDERCLASSMEN who have constantly manifested
an intense spirit of co-operation with the PATCHER
BOARD.
To JAMES O'REILLY whose talent and personal interest in
this volume have made the art work so attractive.
To the GRAY STUDIO, for very prompt and efficient work
in supplying us with photographic prints.
·
To HoWARD-WESSON Co. (Engravers), who have ably
assisted us in all the intricate problems of engraving.
To STOBBS PRESS, and especially to MR. WILLIAM J.
O'CONNOR for the ready advice, personal interest,
and competent oversight, which have contributed immeasurably toward making the PATCHER a success.
Finally we wish to extend our hearty thanks to all our
patronesses, patrons, and advertisers, without whose assistance this book would have been an impossible undertaking.
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-BUY-

COMPLIMENTS OF

Barrett & Snow

LJ~Cn,L
Chocolates
and

General Agents State Mutual
Life Assurance Co.

Pure Cream Caramels

304-10 STATE MUTUAL BUILDING

"Once

WORCESTER, MASS.

Always"

TRY

A. D. PERRY'S

COMPLIMENTS OF

The
S. M. Supplies
Co.

Clarified and Pasteurized

Milk and Cream
Watch the heavy Cream line on th<: bottle
There is no sediment at the bottom, because CLARIFYING REMOVES IT.
It is free from disease producing germs,
because PASTEURIZATION
DESTROYS THEM.

¥

OUR DELIVERY SERVICE IS THE BEST. Order a bottle from our
driver or PHONE PARK 6825-NIGHT PARK 5978

121 BEACH STREET
Boston, Massachusetts

Office 2 Lawrence Street, Worcester, Mass.
II .

For Young Men
Free, Bold, Dashing Footwear
JOHNSTON - MURPHY
and
THOMPSON BROS.

OXFORDS and BOOTS
THE PARK BOOTERY
513 MAIN STREET

More Than Ever in the Limelight
The idea of greater value-giving has become so intimately associated
with this

Live Store that the name of Kenney-Kennedy's has become

synonymous in the minds of most men with better values in better clothes

Kuppenheimer -Clothes
Nearly everyone knows the assurance of correct style, high quality and
supreme satisfaction that comes with e'very Kuppenheimer garment.
Consequently there's little need of our urging the purchase of these fine
suits, for large as our stock is, demand bids fair to exceed the supply.

KENNEY-KENNEDY CO.
401-403 MAIN STREET

III

The Live Store

FOUNDED IN 1841

Fordham University
ADJ OINING B R ONX P A RK, NE W YORK CI TY

Conducted by the Jesuit Fathers
The largest Catholic Educational Institution in America

LAW:

MEDICINE:
PHARMACY-:
GRADUATE SCHOOL:
SCHOOL OF SOCIOLOGY:

BOARDING and DAY STUDENTS
Write for Bulletin P

·REVEREND EDWARD P. TIVNAN, S . J., President

One good deed deserves another, why not another pair of our

HEYWOOD SHOESMade in Worcester
Since 1864

•••

Retail Store, 415 Main Street
Worcester, Mass.
OYNX, PHOENIX and McCALLUM HOSIERY
IV

H. P. SHEAN, Manager.

Jbole (Bross (!toII,9,
WORCESTER, MASS.

Conducted by· the Jesuit Fathers
LARGEST CATHOLIC COLLEGE IN AMERICA
LOCATION. Worcester, Massachusetts; 44 miles from Boston, 190 miles from New
York, 158 from Albany, and 280 from Philadelphia. Situated on an eminence 600
feet above sea level, high, dry and healthy.
CURRICULUM. Collegiate Department. Prescrib ed studies, with a few exceptions in
senior and junior years. Latin and Greek language and literature. English-Rhetoric, Literature, Oratory, etc., Mathematics, Chemistry, Geology, Astronomy, Mechanics, History , French, German or Spanish language and literature, Physics, Rational
Philosophy, Pedagogy (senior year), Political Economy (senior year), Biology and
Organic Chemistry (senior year), and Jurisprudence (senior year).
EQUIPMENT. New buildings with latest appliances for lighting, heating and ventilating. Class rooms large, airy and well lighted. Laboratories and lecture rooms fully
equipped and specially constructed for their purposes. 241 private rooms for resident students. Hot and cold baths; modern conveniences.
PHYSICAL INSTRUCTION. Gymnasium, Indoor Track, Quarter-mile and 220-yard
straightaway cinder tracks, Baseball Diamonds, Football Gridiron, 18 Tennis Courts;
Physical Instructors, Experienced Coaches, Competent Trainers. Gymnasium classes
compulsory for Freshmen.
CALENDAR. Two terms: September to F ebruary; February to June.
Easter recess-1 week.
Christmas recess-2 weeks.
Midyear Examinations- end of first term.
Final Examinations in Jnne.
DEGREES. Successful completion of college course entitles student to degree of Bachelor
of Arts.
TERMS. Payable half yearly in advance.
Resident Students-Board, tuition, use of gymnasium, library and reading room,
physical instruction and medical attendance, $350.00 a year. Furnished room and
attendance extra:.
Non-Resident Students- Tuition, $100.00 a year.
Prefect of Studies

Send for catalogue
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Artist~cand Decorative Effects
z_n HIGH GRADE
.

J'Jt:

~

i

FOR SEASON 1919-1920
Our new line contains a wide variety of good, salable Wall Papers for every room in the
house, and a great number of decorative specialties in original treatments . As it is by far the
strongest collection we have ever prepared, we strongly solicit and urge an inspection. It is
now being shown on the road by our representatives . Illustrations sent upon request.

Window Shades
We make a specialty of this work . Shades measured and guaranteed to fit your windows .
Work by competent me n. Estimates furn ished.

E. G. HIGGINS CO.
274 , 276, 278 MAIN STREET

'WORCESTER

Tel ephon es { 4610
4 6 11

Everything Electrical
FOR HOUSE, STORE, OFFICE OR FACTORY
,<"rHA7'.s

OO

~

~G)

...,

w

t

:r

--/

'17' NIGY'

E. W. HAM ELECTRIC COMPANY
VI

The Brunswick
Convenient to the theatre and shopping districts.
The sort of hotel guests visit once and return to
each time they come to Boston. In addition to
Hotel Service there is the attraction of dancing to
fine music-From 6.30 until 12.30.

Royls to n Street
A t Copley Square

In the centre of Boston's Back Bay residential district.
For many years historical as the stopping place of
College Teams.
The "Old Grad'' claims it still
and so do the Undergraduates. It's their hotel.
Boy ls ton Stree t
At Exe ter

L. C. PRIOR, Managing Director.

Fergus Flour Mills Co.
- - - - - - -· Fergus Falls, Minnesota------Manufacturers of an all HARD

SPRING WHEAT FLOUR.

Our "NO. A 1 '' is a high-grade· patent flour, made from the
best grade of Hard Spring Wheat.
uf Schools and Colleges.
station.

We solicit the flour business

\Vrite us for prices delivered at your

By buying direct from mill you save commission paid to

brokers.

V II

Gilman & Moffett~Co. ~

Worcester's Leading Wholesale

Compliments of

GEO. F. HEWETT CO.
~~

Confectioners
Age nts for Lowney' s, Schrafft's and
Kibbe's Candies

41 - 43 - 45

207 Main Street, Worcester, Mass.

WALDO

STREET

Worcester, Mass.

Jhe Largest, the Most Sanitary
Market in the United States

Worcester Market

Compliments of

A ·Friend

~w

~~

631 Main Street, Worcester, Mass~

VIII

-

CARROLL
LINEN
STORE

JAMES McDERM01'T
Infants' Wear
Children's Garments
Nursery Furniture
Hosiery and Underwear
Children's Toilet Articles

WORCESTER, MASS.

ENTIRE BUILDING, 517 MAIN ST.,

THE ONLY!

WE- SPECIALIZE

WORCESTER, MASS.

Worcester's One Newspaper

Kodaks

Maintains full news service.
Spends twice as much to
gather news as other Worcester
newspapers combined.

Printing and Developing

Fountain Pens
mbe
.wmtorcester mdegram
Daily
20-22

FRANKIN

Sunday

L. B. Wheaton

STREET

368 Main Street

IX
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Very Relllarkable Values · for Men an_d
Young Men in

Kirschbaum Clothes
New and Distinctive Styles

$30.00
All Wool Fabrics
roo Per Cent
Here are clothing values which take you back to "before the war" days.

In

fabrics , in trimmings and workmanship, they are far and away above the
average $30.00 suit.

Smart and distinctive styles-the latest work of the

Kirschbaum designing staff.
detail.

Thorough tailoring and workmansh ip in every

Fabrics of all wool-100 per cent.

Other fine values in unfinished worsteds Victory Stripes , Argonne Flannels
and Saxony Cassimeres at

$40.00
For the Young_Man Who. Wishes

STYLE

QUALITY
ALL THREE
X

VALUE

Michael F. Dunn,
Treasurer and Manager

George R. Wallace,
Preside~t

Rodney Wallace Company
COTTON WASTE
~

MASSACHUSETTS

FITCHBURG

Power-and
the right material
Standardized Series

LEATHER BELTING
•

T od 6:, 11,,0, l,,1: 1 ""

Leather is the right material for belting.
It is firm. It is strong. It has permament
power of expansion and contraction. It
is tough, but it yields in the right degree,
at the right time. It it easily and repeatedly spliced or r epaired. It stands maul,
ing by shifters. Side,slapping won't fray
it. Even after long use it can be cut into

Here is pictur ed a 75 foot Graton & Knight
1-Ieart Brand B elt in the Plant of the Mode l Mill
Company , J ohnston City , Tenn . It is 24 inches
w ide, double-thick. It t r ansmits 241 J-Iorse P ow er.
It ha s been in cont i ,iuous hard ser vice for fi"ve
year s. Its costs Per week has been bu t $1.35, or
five 1111'/ls P•r Horse Power, Per week.

narrower helts_and goes on with its good
work.
Graton & Knight Standardized Series
Leather Belts are made to give the long,
est possible service at the smallest possi,
ble cost. Those who use them say that
they do.

Write for new book about Standardized Leather Belting

THE GRATON & KNIGHT MFG. COMPANY
WORCESTER, MASSACHUSETTS, U . S. A.

Oak Leather Tanners and Belt Makers
BRAN CHES A N D DISTRIBUTORS IN ALL PRINCIPAL CITIES

XI

.

,
__..

I. H. MORSE COMPANY
480 .MAIN STREET ::

:: WORCESTER, MASSACHUSETTS

MEN'S J SPRING NECKWEAR
All of this Season's designs, plain and
fancy patterns, large open end shapes,
regular 75c and $1.00 Value
. . .

spec1a• 1 65 C

We carry a complete line of MEN'S LISLE and SILK HOSIERY
AT LOWEST POSSIBLE PRICE.

The College Lunch Room
At the Foot of the Hill
We seek your patronage
We try to please
We satisfy your needs

ARAKEL THOMPSON, Proprietor.

XII

A man who saves wins
There is no preparation for a financial strain like a Savings Account.
The man with such an account wins.
Start now to save and make deposits regularly. Soon you'l1 find
yourself in better circumstances and on the road to advancement.
We shall be pleased to open an account for you and believe you
will like our friendly way of doing business and ou,.. reliable
methods.
Savings Department open Saturday evenings for
deposits, 6 to 8.

Park Trust Company
511

Worcester, Mass.

Main Street

T

HE best that can be said
about any 1nen's clothes
and the least that can be said
about WARE PRATT Clothes
is that you will get out of them
all that you put into then1.
Separate
Department
for Young Men

WARE PRATT CO.
"Quality Corner."

XIII

Compliments of

Y

College Pharmacy
WM. L. SIMMONS, Proprietor

OUR suit steam-pressed
and vacuum-cleaned while
you wait.
SO CENTS.

South Worcester Tailoring Co.
Telephone Connection

Cor. Southbridge and Cambridge Streets

650 SOUTHBRIDGE STREET

Worcester, Mass.

Worcester, Mass.

The · Desourdis

Lunch

Compliments of

A Friend of Education

•

'' Home Cooking''

·Shave or Hair Cut

Where The Boys Meet

1017~ Southbridge Street
Worcester, Mass.

N. Caplette's

On your way down street, b,o ys,
stop in and let us settle this allimportant question for you and
we'll guarantee to give satisfaction

Lunch Room

AT

and

F. G. Smith's Barber Shop

Billiard Parlor

College Barbers

~

Electrical Massage and Shampooing

RAZORS HONED
668-670 SOUTHBRIDGE STREET

618-Southbridge St.-618

Worcester, Mass.
XIV
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S. Z. Poli's
places of leisure and laughter
for fellows from
places of labor and learning

POLI'S
ELM STREET'S
Emporium of Entertainment

PLAZA

GRAND

the heart of happiness

Broadway plays

in the heart of the city

with Poli players

XY

Higgins & Fitzgerald

M. Steinert& Sons

REAL ESTATE

PI1\NOS and

VICTROLAS

406 State Mutual Building
308 Main St.. \tVorcester, Mass.

Worcester, Mass.

DESSERT
How They Smile When They See

Tait's Ice Cream

COMPLIMENTS OF

M. J. \Vhittall

COMING TO TABLE

,,,
,;~

TAIT BROS. COMPANY
25 ARCTIC STREET

XVI

A Friend of Holy _Cross
Should know what's what at
Holy Cross
That is, he (she) should read

Compliments ot

K. K. Society

The Purple

•

T
Join the Silver Jubilee Drive for
Subscribers

A DOLLAR A YEAR

A Good Drug Store to Trade
We Solicit Your Patronage

Soda

Confectionery
Ice Cream
Luncheon
Cigars

Green's Drug Store
410 MAIN STREET

Periodicals and Photo Supplies

A Worcester Store for Worcester People .
1

Money Spent AT GREEN'S Stays in
Worcester. Mutual Profit Sharing Coupons
Given

With All

Purchases,

and

Are

Redeemable for Valuable Premiums at Our
Premium Department.

Jones--Mannix Co.

Free Delivery At All Hours
Phones-Park 2620

501 Main St.

Park 2621

XVII

385 Main St.

Heald
Pond
Camps
L

OCATED in the heart of the big woods, 9 miles from Jackman, Me., 2700 feet
above sea-level. Best of deer hunting and trout and salmon fishing. Tables supplied
with poultry, fresh butter, cream, eggs, and vegetables raised at camp. These
camps are an ideal family camp. Everything in and around it is always kept neat and
clean. These camps have both Telephone and Telegraph connections. The camps are
reached by Automobile over a fine road.

FRED HENDERSON _.
For Your
Summer Vacation

JACKMAN, MAINE

Forest Fires!
Most Fires Are Due to
Carelessness with Matches
and Smoking Materials

Come to the Lake Parlin region.
Trout Fishing in many surrounding lakes and streams. The best
combination of accessibility,
accomodations and fishing in the
State of Maine. Separate cabins,
good food, fine scenery, good
canoeing. Just the place to bring
your family. Write now for our
booklet.

Will You Help Protect the Forests ?
PRACTISE CARE WITH FIRE
ALWAYS and EVERYWHERE
COOPERATE WITH

FORREST H. COLBY

H. P. McKENNEY

FOREST COMMISSIONER

PROPRIETOR

JACKMAN STATION, MAINE

AUGUST A, MAINE

XVIII

Indian Pond Camps
For a real vacation, in the big, wild woods of Maine you will find Indian Pond
camps an ideal place. Situated five miles below Moosehead Lake, the numerous ponds and
streams fu rnish excellent trout fishing, the trout r anging as high as fo u r and five pounds.
There is no better deer h unting in . Maine. Campers have seen as many as forty in a day
in summer. Each party has a separate log cabin, clean, airy and roomy.· There is also a
common dining ·room.
regular camp life .

Canoeing, swimming and tennis also add to the pleasure of the

These camps are easily reached by the Somerset Railway.
spend y our next vacation. For rates and bookl et write to

J ust the place to

M. J . Marr_, proprietor,
Somerset Junction, Maine.

Noonan's Hair Petrole
BEAUTIFUL PERFUME
L iquid Petroleum, so Purified as to be non-irritating but retaining the natural
stimulating and strengthening properties that destroy dandruff, stop itching and cleanse
the hair, making it soft, thick and glossy.

Use it after influenza. It sof tens and
cleanses the scalp and stimulates the growth
of new hair.
At all Barber Shops l pc a treatment. $1.00 a Bottle at Druggists, Barbers and
Hair-dressers.
T. NOONAN & SONS CO.
38 PORTLAND STREET,
BOSTON, MASS.
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Cox Sons and Vining
72 Madison Avenue, N ew York

Compliments ot

The

Caps

Academic

Waterbury

and

Hoods

Democrat

Gowns

for all

Degrees

WATERBURY, CONN.

Makers to the Seniors of
Holy Cross

Best hunting, fishing, scenery, and camp
attractions in the state

It's At

NATIONAL
MARKET

Camp Onawa
Yo u fi n d fi r s t-class Moose, Dee r , B ea r a n d small
game huntin g; h o r des o f b ig Squ are-ta il Salmo n ,
a n d .lake t ro ut ; the bes t furni s h ed camp s in Main e,
acco mm odatin g 40 p eo ple; se perate camp s fo r each
p a r ty; fres h p rov is ion s fro m th ~ c a m p fa rm . F ine
bathin g beach . R a ilroad, ex p ress a n d p os t office
with in t en m inutes' walk. Thirty Tro ut , Salmo n
a n d Togue P on ds wit hin a radi u s of s ix m iles of
c amp.
R a t es $3. 50 per day . $16.00 p e r week.
Cam p s $7.00 to $10 00 pe r week . Boats a n d Can oes
$3 .00 p e r week. N o tub er cul o u s gues ts t ake n: n o
h ay feve r he re.

Groceries and Provisions
133 J::IIGHLAND STREET
W orcester, Massachusetts
Telephone Park 2180

YOUNG & BUXTON
Onawa, Maine.
xx

Richard Healy Company_
.512 Main Street

::

Mark F. Cosgrove

Worcester, Mass.

Wqe ~qne ~au

WOMEN'S GARMENTS

550 Main St.

:,:

Worcester, Mass.

Misses' and Girl's Clothes and Fine Furs

mwm

mm~

BO .OKS

Walberg & Auge

William's Book Store

MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS

533 Main St. :: Worcester, Mass.

86 Mechanic St. , Worcester, Mass.

William N. Estabrook

Bay State Savings Bank
476 MAIN STREET

William L. Luby

ESTABROOK -& LUBY

Opposite City Hall

Worcester, Massachusetts
537 Main St. Opposite Chatham St.

Telephone Park 5234. Worcester, Mass.

Compliments of

W cirren Cjarage Co.

Worcester Buick Co.

FORD MOTOR CARS

Salesroom 803 Main Street

753 Main Street

Garage 121 Commerical Street
12

XXI

and 33 Vine St.

··

Worcester, Mass.

American Soap &Washoline Company
140-80 Central Avenue, Cohoes, N. Y.

Manufacturers of Special Soaps and Soap

Compliments of

Powders for Schools, Colleges, Seminaries,
etc.

L. W. Pond
Machine and Foundry
Company

Before _placing your order consult our

Eastern Representative Mr. E . L. Connor
at 297 Chestnut Street, -Holyoke , Mass.,
and he will call, or write us direct.

AMERICAN SOAP &, WASHOLINE COMPANY
College and School Department
COHOES, N. Y.

WORCESTER, MASS.

H. P. GRAHAM, Manager of Sales

JOHN B. SIMARD

Compliments of _

Bay State Coal
___Company

A FRIEND

There is no subs itute
The name tells the Quality
The Lehigh Valley Coal
Company's Coal

Compliments of

A FRIEND.
452 M~in St._

XXII

397 Southbridge St.

Chapin & O'Brien

POST'S

JEWELERS

Worcester Business Institute
C. B. POST, Principal

''The School that makes a Specialty of
each Student.''
330 Main St.

::

Worcester, Mass.
477 Main Street -

City Hall Barber Shop
Opposite City Hall

-

- Worcester, Mass.

<ttompliment~ of -

J ame£S

~tbp & ~on

R. C. BENIOT, Prop.

Worcester,

~

-

Massachusetts

~orcrstrr, ~ass. -

~rumbull ~t.

F. B. MADAUS

KALASHIAN BROS.

Florist

VELVET ICE CREAM

Greenhouses

Store

Heywood Street

370 Main Street

WHOLESALE MANUFACTURERS OF

93 GREEN STREET
Residence Telephone
Park 6006

Office Telephone
Park 2847-W

Telephone Park 5075

WORCESTER, MASS.
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Modern LaUrlary

SANITARY
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Where QUALITY is a realization and
not a promise.

Harry Bagdigjan

i 6 CHAIRS

32 Pleasant _S treet

NO WAITING
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Drawin1<-Inks

Compliments of

Photo-Mounter Paste
Drawing-Board Paste
Liquid Paste
( Office Paste
Vegetable Glue, Etc.
Are the finest and best inks and adhesives . Emancipate yourself from the
use of corre sive and ill-smelling inks
and adhesives, and adopt the Higgins
Inks and Jtdhesives. The y will be a
revelation to you, they are so sweet,
clean, w e ll put up. and withal so efficient. At Dealers Generally.

Fox's Theatre
SPRINGFIELD, MASS.

---,....--.- -

CHAS. M. Hl6GINS & CO,.
Manufacturers
271 Ninth Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Branches: Chicago, London.

I. T. McDonald, '15, Mgr.

Telephone R-3242

Compliments of

T. F. SHEEHAN

John]. Crowley Coal Co.

·Florist
Designs
Cut Flowers

84 Linden Street

136 STATE ST.
.S PRINGFIELD, MASS.

SPRINGFIELD, MASS.

Hotel Hawkins

Compliments of

GEORGE H. HUGHES

SPRINGFIELD, MASS.
420-426 Main Street

Attorney--at--Law

150 Rooms, $1.00 and up, with bath
$2.00 and up, _
Newly Furnished, Modern, Hot and Cold
Runni_ng Water, Steam Heat.
Large Sample Rooms.
JAMES L. HAWKINS, Proprietor.

SPRINGFIELD, MASS.

Compliments of _.
. i~Jrud q

Compliments . of

Or. Frederick J. McKechnie

C. J. Lynch, M. D.
'.

I ·' .__
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SPRINGFIELD, MASS.
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QUINCY,:' MASS:

XX J:IV;,,_

:

-:_ )·t-·

· Compliments of

Hotel Bellmar
667 Main Street

Bay State Hotel

Worcester, Mass.

W . H. HURD, Prop., formerly of the New City Hotel
in Manchester, N . H., also the Riverside Inn in
Hooksett, N. H.
Newly furnished rooms, single or en suite. steam
heated, hot and cold water in rooms, private baths.
electric lights. Commercial, transient rates $1.00
per day and up . Permanent guest rates given upon
requ est .
Garage Con.
Phone Park 855

283 Main Street, Worcester, Mass.

Gately & .Rogers

Compliments of

Regal Shoe Co.

Men's and Women's
Clothing
Removed to 540 Main Street
(Franklin Square)

526 Main Street, Worcester, Mass.

From 21 Pleasant Street

Compliments of

THE CASINO
Worcester's Largest
Dancing Academy
25 FOSTER ST.

. . WORCESTER
Public Dancing Every Evening

Telephone South 127

Compliments of

JOHN H. TIMMS
.Undertaker and Embalmer

A -Friend

246 FIFTH A VENUE
Near Carroll St.

Brooklyn, N. Y.

MORTUARY CHAPEL ATTACHED

XXV

W . F. Hosmer
Ralph H. Ho s mer

Sofus L. Mortensen

F. H. Hosmer

Mural Decorator

&

ig;~

Co.

Commission M erchanl5

Decorator of The Church of the
Ascension, St. Stephen's Church,
St. Bernard's Church and Chapel
in St. Vincent Hospital, Worcester

24 Cazenave Street

Teleph o nes: Ri c hmond

Wholesale and Retail Dealers in

Poultry, Provisions, Qame and Eggs
Stalls 10, 12, 14, 16 Faneuil Hall Market,
Wholesale Dept., 62 and 63 Chatham Street,

Boston

BOSTON , MASS.

Cotrell & Leonard

Big Wood Lake Camps
E . A. H E NDERSON,

Official makers of Caps, Gowns ,
Hoods to the American Colleges
and Universities from the Atlantic
to the Pacific. Bulletin on request

PRO P R IE TOR

Hunting - Fishing - Recreation
Private Cabin With Bath for
each Party

ALBANY, N. Y.

JACKMAN, MAINE

- - - - - - - - - - - -···~ -

CENTRAL LUNCH

Establis hed 1855

I. F. Whitmarsh Co..

and RESTAURANT
J. H . McDONOUG H,

Inco rporate d 1914 _

PR OP RIET O R

Always Open.
Quick Service.
We make our own Pastry. Our
Specialties are unexcelled. We
cater to large parties using Sandwiches and Buffet Lunches.

High,Qrade Plumbing .·
Heating Systems
Sheet Metal Work

CLEAN AND CONVENIENT

Junction Federal and Middle Sts., Portland, Maine

64 Weir Street, Taunton, Mass.

A LL HOLY CROSS MEN WELCOME

Compliments of

Compliments of

Goldstein & Antine

T. F. ·wALSH CO.

----.--+~

Stylish Clothing
for Men, and Young Men

19-23 COHANNET STREET

Cor. State and Bay Sts., Taunton, Mass.

TAUNTON, MASS.

XXVI

Res. Phone Cedar 259-M

Phone Park 3 6 78

Compliments of

JOHN J. HICKEY

Wright}Wire Con1pany

Plumbing
.c

Worce_ster, Mass.
329 Grafton St., Worcester, Mass.

J. W. Callahan &

Ex. Gaucher
Shoeing, Jobbing and Painting
Automobile Repairing and Forging

Son

Heating and Ventilating
Engineers and Sheet Metal
Workers

Manufacturer of All Kinds of Carriages
Wood Work Done to Order

447 Southbridge St., Worcester, Mass.

35 Waldo St., Worcester, Mass.

Phone Park 5268

Jan1es E. Grogan

Compliments of

J.

Paints and Hardware

W. Grady & Co.

.c

576 Main St., .Worcester, Mass.

68 High Street, Worcester, Mass.

BAILEY'S

Philip Ryan

Headquarters for Religious Goods,
Rosaries, Statues, Religious Pictures,
Crucifixes and Candlesticks, Prayer
Books, Medals.

CATHOLlCBOOK~dCHURCH
SUPPLIES

Take Elevator to Third Floor

THE BEST LINE OF CATHOLIC
PICTURES IN CITY

WORCESTER, MASS.

24 Trumbull St., Worcester, Mass.
XXVII

Compliments of

Compliments of

John J. Kelly, D. M. D.

Dr. M. J. O'Reilly
Dentist

B

B
Rooms-1035-6 SLATER BUILDING

WALKER BUILDING, 405 MAIN ST.

WORCESTER, MASS.

WORCESTER, MASS.

MAURICE F. REIDY

W. Arthur Garrity ATTORNEY

AND

REAL ESTA TE and
FIRE INSURANCb'

COUNSELOR-AT-LAW
827 State Mutual Building - Worcester

STATE MUTUAL BU1LDING
WORCESTER, MASS.

Holy Cross 1905

Compliments of

Compliments of

H. C. K.

A. L. F.

Compliments of

Compliments of

M. J. K.

A Friend

XXVIII

I
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~ ~

-

I

Compliments of

Joseph M. Herman Shoe Co.
159 Lincoln Street
Boston, Mass~
F actory-Millist Mass.

1

- 1

~ ~
XXIX

11

Compliments ot

P.J. Nangle &Co.
'

The House of Quality
101 HIGH

STREET

BOSTON, MASS.

Men's and Women's
Cut Soles

XXX

.

Compliments of

Massachusetts Trust Co.·
Main Office: 55 Federal Street
Uptown Office: 238 Huntington Avenue

Boston, Mass.

XXXI

..

COMPLIMENTS . .

William F. Mosser
Company
Tanners of Supreme .

Sole Leather
184--190

'

South _Street

Boston, Massachusetts

I

·-----------:

XXXII

FIXTURES

CONSTRUCTION

The Collins Electric Company
· 1, 2 and 3 Court House Place
Springfield, Mass.

" Do It Electrically ! "
REPAIRS

APPLIANCES

WESBY'S BINDERY
Good Bookbinding
Since 1845
GRAPHIC ARTS BUILDING, 25 FOSTER STREET

WORCESTER, MASS.

XXXIII

Howard-Wesson Cof!lpany
College Engravers of
New England
Worcester,

Massachusetts

U nexce lled""E ngr a vi ngs
for C 1 a s s B o o k s and
other College Publications

XXXIV

, lbt Stobbs Prtss
25 jfoster ~treet

::

"

Borcester, ;fflassacbusetts

~rinter~ of tbe 1919 ~urple ~atcber
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